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Lawrence University - June 18-20 
Milwaukee-Downer College - October l-3 
A very special occasion for all alumni and alumnae, 
Reunion Weekend is a chance to spend time with people 
who share an important part of your past. Beginning this 
year and continuing through the Milwaukee-Downer 
Sesquicentennial in 2001, Milwaukee-Downer reunions 
will be held separately from Lawrence rew1ions, a proce-
dure that will be evaluated during and after that three-
year period (see page 43). 
Jw1e 18-19, 1999 reunions are planned for these 
Lawrence classes: 
5th Reunion: Classes of 1993, 1994, and 1995 
lOth Reunion: Class of 1989 
25th Reunion: C!Jss of 1974 
30th Reunion: Classes of 1968, 1969, ,md 1970 
40th Reunion: Cl.lss of 1959 
50th Reunion: Cl,1ss of 1949 
55th Reunion: Cl.1ss of 1944 
All Lawrence Golden Alumni arc invited to Reunion 
Weekend for special e\'Cnts. 
October 1-3, 1999 reunions are planned for these 
Milwaukee-Downer classes: 
Sister Cluster: Clas es of 1964, 1963, 1962, 1961 
40th Reunion: Class of 1959 
Sister Cluster: Cbs cs of 1954, 1953, 1952, 1951 
50th Reunion: Class of 1949 
55th Reunion: Cbss of 1944 
All Downer Golden Alumnae are im·itcd to Reunion 
Weekend tor pecial events. 
Ifyou have questions, please write or call: Alumni Office, 
Lawrence University, P.O. Box 599, Appleton, WI 
54912-0599; 920-832-6549. Reunion information is 
also available on the Lawrelnce World Wide Web site: 
http:/ /W'vvw.lawrence.edu/alumni/reunion/index.htmlx. 
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On the cover 
A group of concerned 
citizens from the musical 
Sweeney Todd, the Demon 
Barber of Fleet Street 
(see page 16 ). 
Photo by Jim Morrill. 
CORRESPONDENCE 
- -
Hot-button Issue 
In the summer edition of Lawrence 
Today, alumni were offered free 
subscriptions to the LGB Newsletter. 
Bisexuality is one of the focuses of 
this student publication. 
Although the various gay and 
straight ethnic groups within South-
ern California's cultural melting pot 
frequently forge closely knit com-
mwuties, at best bisexuality remains 
a very divisive issue here. Moreover, 
information gleaned from my study 
of anthropology appears to indicate 
that the vast majority of societies 
still view bisexual practices as 
disruptive - potentially tl1reate11ing 
to the integrity of their sociocultural 
institutions. 
While safeguarding our freedom 
of speech in America is of para-
mount importance, tl1e inclusion of 
such hot-button issues witlun the 
limited space of Lawrence Today 
seems unwise- especially if 
Lawrence University's goal is to gar-
ner increased support from within 
the diverse ranks of its alumni. 
- Gayle C. Hightower, '73 
La Canada, California 
Long-term impact 
As the wife of a Lawrence 
Conservatory graduate (Jason 
Sebranek, C '86 ), I've always 
enjoyed reading Lawrence publica-
tions. I'm writing in response to 
"Why Lawrence Needs Scholars" 
(Lawrence Today, Fall 1998). 
Professor Peter Glick's thought-
ful discussion of teaching and 
scholarship gave excellent reasons 
supporting faculty scholarship. In 
the last paragraph he mentioned a 
few indirect effects of faculty schol-
arship but did not cite its long-term 
impact on Lawrence graduates. 
My husband is a high school 
instrumental teacher in the Ply-
moutll, Wisconsin, school district. 
In addition to obtaining a master's 
in music education, he has consis-
tently performed witl1 several area 
groups, including the Sheboygan 
Symphony Orchestra. Knowing him, 
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and reading about the accomplish-
ments of other Lawrence grads, I 
give credit to your professors and 
their scholarship. 
Yes, faculty scholarship promotes 
"sophisticated research projects," 
peer evaluation, and keeps faculty 
"sharp, informed, and intellectually 
alive," but it also instills in the 
student a desire for continued 
learning and self-improvement 
beyond graduation. 
My husband's students will 
always know and remember him as 
a fine teacher and as a person who 
sought opportunities to improve 
himself as a teacher and performer. 
He experienced this at Lawrence 
and passes it on. 
Corrections 
- Julie Sebranek 
Plymouth, Wisconsin 
I enjoyed getting the latest 
Lawrence Today issue (Fall 1998) 
and appreciate all the news of old 
friends, Commencement coverage, 
and other features. 
In the interest of accuracy, a 
couple of corrections are in order. 
On page 35, I am identified as 
standing in tl1e front row of the 
Lawrence Class of '73's 25th 
reunion picture. Alas, I could not be 
in Appleton for the reunion, so, of 
course, I am not in tl1e picture. It 
looks to me like my old friend Mike 
Breitzman standing between Linda 
Hau and Atme Glad. 
On page 52, in tl1e obituary for 
my brother, Peter D. Humleker III, 
'69, you list all his surviving 
Lawrence-related relatives. Some-
how our cousin Robert Banta got 
included in that list. Bob never set 
foot in a Lawrence classroom; he 
graduated from Duke in 1968. 
Atnong our other 19 cousins, 
however, is Ruth Atm Humleker 
Wooden, '68. Ruth and Pete were 
freshmen together, and for tl1e sake 
of correctness, she should be 
included. 
- William 0. Humleker, '73 
Flat Rock, North Carolina 
The Art of Living 
I enjoyed President Warch's elegant 
and compelling report on the aims 
of liberal education at Lawrence 
(Winter 1998 ). By placing "the 
individual student at the center," 
the administration and faculty have 
been able to create an intellectual 
atmosphere where students can 
expetience what the scholar Alexander 
Nehamas terms "the art of living." 
Just as Nehamas begins his descrip-
tion of the art of living by analyzing 
Socrates, Lawrentians first begin to 
experience the art of living by 
studying Socrates in Plato's Republic. 
But, the seemingly mundane 
aspects of college life are also 
important to tl1e art of living. As 
Virgitua Woolf observed, "One 
cannot think well, love well, sleep 
well, if one has not dined well." The 
alumni, by providing the financial 
means necessary to improve dining 
facilities, student dormitories, and 
student life overall, can greatly 
enhance tl1e art of living on campus. 
Then students will be able to 
engage in the spontaneous learning 
- discovery of tl1e dogfish or tl1e 
sonnet- that President Warch 
advocates. With alunuu assistance, 
Lawrence students will be able to 
"achieve an independent mind" and 
begin lifelong leanung. 
-Alexander F. Paul, '97 
Chicago, Illinois 
Lawrence Today welcomes letters 
from readers. Correspondence 
should be mailed with your nan1e, 
address, and daytime telephone 
number to: Editor, Lawrence Today, 
Office of Public Affairs, Lawrence 
University, Appleton, WI 54912-
0 5 99. You also can fax letters to 
920-832-6783 or send e-mail to 
gordon.e. brown@lawrence.edu. 
New faculty 
Twenty-one new members have 
joined the Lawrence University 
faculty for the 1998-99 academic 
year. Here is a brief introduction to 
these new members of the Lawrence 
community: 
Two full professors head the list, 
one a distinguished one-year visitor: 
G. Jonathan Greenwald, 
former director of the U.S. State 
Department's Office of Counter-
Terrorism, is the 1998-99 Stephen 
Edward Scarff Distinguished Visit-
ing Professor of Diplomacy and 
Foreign Policy. A graduate of 
Princeton University and the 
Harvard Law School, his areas of 
expertise include diplomacy, Euro-
pean integration and the European 
Union, Eastern Europe, Germany, 
terrorism, international law, ancient 
history, and conflict resolution. 
Brian C. Rosenberg, professor 
of English, is Lawrence's new dean 
of the faculty. He holds the bache-
lor's degree from Cornell University 
and the master's and doctorate from 
Columbia University. His scholarly 
specialty is Charles Dickens. 
Five new faculty members 
have continuing, tenure-track 
appointments: 
Jeffrey J. Clark, assistant 
professor of geology, received his 
baccalaureate degree from Middle-
bury College and the doctorate 
from Johns tHopkins University. His 
specialties include eomorphology, 
earth surface processes, and human 
influences on the environment. 
Kurt A. Link, C '77, who 
received the B.Mus. degree from 
the Lawrence Conservatory, returns 
to his alma mater as assistant profes-
sor of music (see "Conservatory 
Notes," page 4). 
Jerald E. Podair, assistant 
professor of history, is a graduate 
of New York University (B .A. ), 
INSIDE LAWRENCE 
Front row, left to right: Jeff Clark, Karen Hoffmann, Melina Lozano, A vi Wender, Tara Reed-Andersen, 
Paul Soper, Rachel Knighten. Back row, left to right: Yumi Roth, Jerald Podair, Donna Harris, Hibba 
Abugideiri, Birgit Tautz, G. Jonathan Greenwald, Kim Dickson. 
Columbia University School of Law 
(J.D.), and Princeton University 
(M.A., Ph.D.). His interests include 
20th-century American history, 
urban history, and American race 
relations. 
Sculptor Yumi Janairo Roth 
has been appointed assistant profes-
sor of studio art. She holds a 
Bachelor of Arts degree from Tufts 
University; the Bachelor of Fine 
Arts from the School of the 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; and 
the Master of Fine Arts from the 
State University of New York at 
New Paltz. 
Birgit Tautz, assistant profes-
sor of German, teaches in the areas 
of German and comparative litera-
ture from 1700 to 1830, German 
literature and culture after 1945, 
drama, gender studies, and media 
studies. She holds the M.A. degree 
from the University ofWisconsin-
Madison and the Ph.D. from the 
University of Mi1mesota-Twirt Cities. 
Another even dozen new 
professors have been appointed for 
shorter terms, several as replace-
ments for faculty members on leave: 
Kimberly A. Dickson, a 
biochemist who served as instructor 
in chemistry during the Fall Term, 
is a graduate of Smith College, with 
a master's degree from J olms 
Hopkins. 
Phyllis Gillespie, lecturer in 
education, received B.S. and M.S. 
degrees from the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison. Her interests 
include exceptional children, 
special education, and communica-
tive disorders. 
Lawrence alumna Karen A. 
Hoffmann, '82, has been 
appointed lecturer in English. In 
addition to her Lawrence B.A. she 
also holds an M.A. degree from 
Indiana University. Hoffmann's 
scholarly specialty is 20th century 
English and American literature. 
Bradley C. Hunnicutt, 
lecturer irt music, teaches in the 
areas of theory, music history, 
composition, and piano. He holds 
the B.Mus. from the University of 
Oklal1oma and the M.Mus. from 
the University ofWisconsin-
Madison. 
A graduate of the University of 
Chicago (B.A.) and University of 
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Washington-Seattle (M.A.), Rachel 
S. Knighten, lecturer in Spanish, 
is a student of medieval Spanish 
literature. 
Melina L. Lozano, lecturer 
in Spanish, holds B.A. and M.A. 
degrees from the University ofWis-
consin-Madison. Her professional 
specialty is linguistics. 
Tara Reed-Andersen, lecturer 
in biology during the Fall Term, 
graduated from Whitworth College 
and received the M.S. degree from 
Oregon State University. Her inter-
ests include zoology and aquatic 
entomology. 
Joseph Shepley, lecturer in reli-
gious studies, holds B.A. and M.A. 
degrees, respectively, from Con-
necticut College and the University 
of Chicago. His interests include 
history of Christianity, Hellenistic 
Judaism, and the history of exegesis. 
Cheryl Snodgrass, lecturer in 
theatre and drama during the Spring 
Term, graduated from the University 
of Iowa and also received the Mas-
ter of Fine Arts degree from the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison. 
Her specialties are directing and 
acting. 
Paul W. Soper is an assistant 
professor of government. He 
received his baccalaureate degree 
from the University of Kansas and 
the doctorate from the University 
of Minnesota. Among his areas of 
study are American political 
thought, political economy, and 
public policy. 
John R. Stoll, lecturer in 
economics, received the B.S. degree 
from the University ofWisconsin-
Green Bay and the master's and 
doctorate from the University of 
Kentucky. He is especially interested 
in nanrral resource and environmental 
economiCS. 
Abraham Wender, visiting assis-
tant professor of mathematics, holds 
Bachelor of Science and Master of 
Science degrees from Tel-Aviv 
University (Israel) and a doctorate 
from the State University of New 
4 Spring 1999 
York at Binghamton. His principal 
interest is in statistics. 
Lawrence's pre-doctoral fellowship 
program was created in 1993 to 
bring one or two minority faculty 
members to the campus each year 
for one-year appointments while 
completing their doctoral disserta-
tions. Currently, Hibba Abugideiri 
is a pre-doctoral fellow in gender 
studies, and Donna M. Harris is a 
pre-doctoral fellow in education. 
Abugideiri holds the B.A. degree 
from the University of Maryland 
and the M.A. in history from 
Georgetown University. Her 
scholarly interests include women's 
issues, feminism, Islam, Muslim 
(militant) movements, and Islamic 
law. Harris is a graduate ofWesleyan 
University with an M.A. from 
Teachers College of Columbia 
University. Her interests include race 
and education, sociology of educa-
tion, and education policy. 
Conservatory notes 
Kurt Link, '77, assistant professor 
of music, appeared as Hunding in 
the first act ofWagner's Die 
Walkure witl1 the Chicago Civic 
Orchestra in October. Link returned 
to his alma mater this year after a 
professional career that has included 
performances with the Metropolitan 
Opera, New York City Opera, 
Florida Grand Opera, Chicago Sym-
phony Orchestra, Israeli National 
Opera, Dublin Grand Opera, Bach 
Aria Group, Chicago Lyric Opera, 
and Ireland's Wexford Festival. 
Paul Speiser, '99, was one of three 
Americans chosen to sing with the 
World Youth Choir, sponsored by 
the International Center for Choral 
Music, Namur, Belgium. His 
audition tape was reviewed by the 
Arn.erican Choral Directors Associa-
tion, which nominated him to the 
international committee. The choir, 
comprising 90 singers from 30 
countries, toured Taiwan and tl1e 
Philippines in July and August. 
Several conservatory voice students 
placed in the Wisconsin National 
Association of Teachers of Singing 
competition in November: Timothy 
Schmidt, '02, student of Kenneth 
Bozeman; Nicole Messier, '02, 
student of Karen Leigh-Post, C '79; 
Elizabeth Stoner, '01, student of 
Karen Leigh-Post; Rachel Edie, 
'99, student of Patrice Michaels 
Bedi; and Kathy Glawe, '00, 
student of Patrice Michaels Bedi. 
"My musical interests cross over 
to so many different types of jazz 
that I thought it was a nice play 
on words," says Robert Levy, 
professor of music, about the title 
of his new CD, "Did You Ever 
Cross Over to Sneden's?" - taken 
from an Alex Wilder composition 
included in the album. Levy wrote 
six of the original compositions on 
tl1e recording, including his first 
lyrics. Most of the songs were writ-
ten in 1997 when he was on leave at 
tl1e Virginia Center for tl1e Creative 
Arts in Sweet Briar, Virginia. 
Appleton's downtown Avenue Mall 
was the site of tl1e eighth annual 
Tuba Christmas in early December. 
Nicholas Keelan, associate profes-
sor of music, and David Stull, 
assistant dean of the conservatory, 
coordinate and conduct the free 
public concert, which features n1ba, 
baritone, and euphonium players 
of all ages from around the Fox 
Valley performing traditional 
Christmas carols. 
The Ken Schaphorst Ensemble, led 
by Kenneth W. Schaphorst, associ-
ate professor of music, performed at 
the Knitting Factory in New York 
City on November 13 and at the 
Guimaraes Jazz Festival in Portugal 
on November 20. Ensemble mem-
bers are Robert Levy, professor of 
music; John Carlson, '82; and Dane 
Richeson, associate professor of 
mUSIC. 
Among the emeriti 
Let there be lux! There's a new 
special-interest group in town, and 
its members are both special and 
interesting. Retired members of the 
Lawrence University faculty and 
administration and their spouses 
have formed an organization to be 
known as LUX (Latin pun 
intended), for Lawrence University 
Ex-employees. 
Since its founding in 1997, the 
group has held two seminar/retreats 
at Bjorklunden, established a 
newsletter, started the tradition of a 
monthly morning coffee in the 
Union (see photo), and rented a flat 
in London to be leased for one- or 
two-month stays by its emeriti 
members. 
Recent activities by individuals 
have included the following: 
J. Bruce Brackenridge, professor 
emeritus of physics, has been 
awarded a Rockefeller Foundation 
Fellowship to work and study at the 
Bellagio Center in Como, Italy, 
during the month of August 1999. 
Professor Brackenridge is writing an 
introduction to the early founda-
tions of Isaac Newton's rational 
mechanics. During his time at 
Bellagio, he will be completing a 
translation and analysis of Newton's 
"lost manuscript of 1684," On the 
Motion of Bodies in Orbit, assisted by 
his wife and colleague, Mary Ann 
Rossi, who will provide the Latin 
translation. 
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Some members of LUX, an organization of retired Lawrence faculty members and administrators and 
their spouses. Front row (from left): Carol Butts, Graciela Alfieri, Dorrit Friedlander, Irene Purdo, Mary 
Kay Reed. Middle row: Ben Schneider, Mojmir Povolny, Janet Wullner-Faiss, Richard Stowe, E. Dane 
Purdo, Grace Dale, Gervais Reed. Back row: Joseph Hopfensperger, Cliffe Joel, John McMahon, Kay 
Schneider, Marian Ming, Elizabeth Forter, Mary Poulson. 
John Koopman, professor emeritus 
of music, will attend some 40 per-
formances this year in his capacity 
as an opera critic. His reviews are 
published in 11 European and 
American magazines under a variety 
of pen names. Professor Koopman 
maintains a website [http:/ j \vww. 
lawrence.edu/ -koopmajo], which 
features a piece he wrote in 1994 
titled A Brief History of Singing, to 
which a number of classical music 
sites on the World Wide Web 
maintain links and use as a reference. 
Mojmir Povolny, professor emeri-
tus of government, in February 
1998, attended a conference in 
Prague on the 50th anniversary of 
the communist coup d'etat in 
Czechoslovakia. In July he read a 
paper at the Congress of the 
Czechoslovak Society of Arts and 
Sciences in Bratislava. Returning to 
the Czech Republic in October, he 
read a paper on "Europe of 
Nations" at a conference on 
"Europe at the Crossroads" in Brno 
and took part in a conference on 
"Czechoslovakia: 1918-1938" in 
Prague. 
Arthur A. Thrall, professor 
emeritus of art, exhibited paintings 
at Cardinal Stritch University, 
Milwaukee, in February 1998 and 
was honored at a reception and 
exhibition of 15 of his prints 
acquired for tl1e Quad/Graphics 
collection at their corporate head-
quarters. Work by Professor Thrall 
is included in the exhibition "150 
Years of Wisconsin Printmaking," 
which opened at tl1e Elvehjem 
Museum of Art in Madison and 
now is touring the state through 
May 2000. He also judged an 
exhibit by the Milwaukee Area Art 
Teachers. 
How about a vacation at a lodge on the shores of Lake Michigan? Enroll in 
one of 28 Bjorklunden seminars from June-December 1999. Write or call for 
a brochure: Lawrence University, P.O. Box 599, Appleton, WI 54912-0599. 
Telephone: 920-839-2216; Fax: 920-839-2688; or go online: 
http://www.lawrence.edu/aboutlbjorklseminars/ 
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Rising 
enrollments 
reflect 
demographic 
changes 
Last fall's 
incoming 
class of 376 
students 
included 354 
freshmen-
the college's 
largest 
freshman 
class since 1987 and its 
second-largest in 24 years-
17 transfers and five one-year 
students. The 354 freshmen 
represent a 16 percent increase 
from last year. 
The average high school 
grade-point average of the new 
students is 3.64, up from 3.59 a 
year ago, and the number of vale-
dictorians in the class has jumped 
to 28, compared to 20 last year. 
Seventy-five percent of Lawrence's 
first-year students graduated in 
the top quarter of their high school 
graduating classes, and 45 percent 
of those ranked in the top 10 
percent. 
The new students are almost 
as cosmopolitan as they are bright. 
While nearly half are from Wiscon-
sin, the remaining 54 percent hail 
from 34 states and 12 foreign 
countries. 
Part of the increase in new 
student enrollment is attributable 
to demographics. Mter falling 
throughout the 1970s and '80s, 
school enrollments began climbing 
again in the 1990s. In Wisconsin 
alone, the number of high school 
graduates jumped 14 percent from 
1994 to 1997, according to the 
state Department of Public 
Instruction. 
Susan Dean, C '73, director of 
admissions, reports that Wisconsin 
students account for two-thirds of 
the increase in new sn1dents this 
life-changing colleges take it on the road 
According to Loren Pope, a college 
is a small community of scholars 
dedicated to teaching undergradu-
ates. If that sounds to you like a fair 
description of Lawrence University, 
Pope agrees. Lawrence is one of 40 
such schools that the author, a for-
mer education reporter for The New 
York Times, highlighted in his 1996 
book Colleges That Change Lives. 
Lawrence, the book suggests, is 
"a growth hormone that raises kids' 
trajectories and instills the power to 
soar . .. a place that helps young 
people find themselves and then 
make the best of what they find." 
Hoping to capitalize on Pope's 
good words and to provide useful 
information to prospective sn1dents 
and their parents, 30 of the colleges 
profiled in Colleges That Change 
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Lives formed an ad hoc consortium 
just over a year ago that organized 
a series of college fairs in eight 
major cities. 
Susan Dean, C '73, director of 
admissions, attended fairs in Los 
Angeles, San Francisco, Portland, 
and Seattle during the first week of 
August 1998, and Steve Syverson, 
dean of admissions and financial aid, 
went to Chicago, Boston, New 
York, and Washington, D.C., in tl1e 
tllird week of September. Twenty-
four of the 40 colleges from the 
book took part in tl1e west coast 
tour; 30 colleges were on the east 
coast tour. By design, the fairs were 
staffed by setlior admissions officers 
- deans and directors - of the 
participating colleges. All of the 
colleges shared equally in advertising 
fall, reflecting a heightened public 
awareness of viable alternatives to 
the University ofWisconsin system. 
"Lawrence is clearly among 
the best of those alternatives, not 
ortly in terms of tl1e quality of the 
education our students receive but 
also in affordability," Dean says, 
noting that the average Lawrence 
financial aid package for the 1998-
99 academic year was more than 
$18,000. 
"At the same time that we are 
attracting more Wisconsin students 
to Lawrence, we continue to 
improve our academic standards 
and balance of students from 
across tl1e country and around the 
globe," she adds. "Part of tl1e 
strength of a Lawrence education 
is a cultural and experiential diver-
sity that enriches campus life and 
exposes our students to new ways 
of looking at the world." 
and site costs; individual institutions 
provided travel, lodging, and meals 
for their representatives . 
"The students who attended 
these fairs were outstanding in the 
sense of tl1eir preparation for under-
taking the college search," Dean 
said. "The nature of tl1e fairs -
ortly colleges represented in Pope's 
These were serious 
students looking for 
the right fit from 
among a few dozen 
excellent choices 
book could participate - allowed 
families and counselors to self-select 
tl1eir appropriateness for our schools 
-i.e., they knew we were all selec-
tive, liberal arts, etc. These were 
serious students looking for the 
right fit from an1ong a few dozen 
excellent choices, unlike the typical 
college fair where hordes of kids 
come streaming into the gym." 
Having the "Pope's" impri-
matur, as it were, turned out to be 
a definite advantage. 
Families arrived an hour before 
the fair itself to hear a panel of 
senior college admissions officers-
and, at most locations, Loren Pope 
- talk about the college search, 
financial aid, and other topics of 
concern. Then they were able to 
meet individually with college 
representatives. 
Dean said, "We used a format 
that allowed students and parents 
to sit at the tables with us and really 
talk about their interests and goals 
and whether or not they aligned 
with what we offer. Good, substan-
tive conversations. True, we didn't 
see as many students each night as 
we might at larger fairs, but these 
were all viable candidates: quality vs. 
quantity." 
Lawrence will participate in 
both legs of the tour again in 1999, 
adding Denver to the west coast 
roster for a fifth city, and Atlanta as 
a fiftl1 destination on the east coast. 
New members, new 
chair for Board of 
Trustees 
Underhill 
Robert A. 
Underhill, 
senior technical 
executive of 
Kimberly-Clark 
Corporation, 
Neenah, and 
Judith Paul, 
chairman of 
the board of 
Advantage Learning Systems, Inc., 
and a director of tl1e Institute for 
Academic Excellence, Madison, 
have been named to the Lawrence 
University Board of Trustees. 
Underhill attended Case 
Western Reserve University and 
Ohio State University, majoring in 
chemistry and biology in pre-med 
studies. He joined Kimberly-Clark 
in 1978 as manager of feminine care 
research and development. Elected 
vice-president of nonwovens 
research in 1983, he became vice-
president of research and develop-
ment in 1985. In 1993, Underhill 
became senior vice-president, 
research and development, with 
responsibilities for corporate, 
central, and long-range research and 
development activities until assum-
ing his present post in January. 
A member of the New York 
Academy of Sciences, Underhill also 
serves on the standards committee 
of tl1e American Association of 
Blood Banks and on the editorial 
board for Reviews in Process Chem-
istry and Engineering. 
Paul is the co-founder of 
Advantage Learning Systems, Inc., 
which provides 
K-12 schools 
with computer-
ized learning 
information 
systems, includ-
ing software 
designed to 
improve acade-
Pau/ mic performance 
by increasing the 
quality, quantity, and timeliness of 
information in the classroom. She 
and her husband, Terry, have four 
children, all of whom are Lawrence 
graduates: Bliss, '91; Alyssa, '93; 
Mia, '95; and Alex, '97. (See page 
50 for more about the Paul family.) 
Alumni Trustees 
Nominated by the Lawrence 
University Alumni Association and 
elected by tl1e Board of Trustees 
were three new alumni trustees: 
Catheryn E. Hoehn, '64, head 
counselor, awards coordinator, and 
advanced placement coordinator at 
Troy High School in Fullerton, Cal-
ifornia, who previously served as an 
alumna trustee from 1994 to 1997. 
INSIDE LAWRENCE 
Hoehn 
Jansen Kraemer 
Smart 
Harry M. 
Jansen Kraemer, 
Jr., '77, presi-
dent and chief 
executive officer 
of Baxter Inter-
national, Inc., 
and a former 
member of 
the board of 
directors of tl1e 
Lawrence U ni-
versity Alumni 
Association. 
Donald A. 
Smart, '64, 
president and 
chief executive 
officer of the 
Charing 
Company in 
Madison, 
Wisconsin. (See 
page 54 for 
news of anotl1er 
member of the 
Smart family.) 
Officers 
Harold E. 
Jordan, '72, 
an attorney and president of Madras 
Packaging, LLC, in Charlottesville, 
Virginia, and a member of the 
Board ofTrustees since 1986, has 
been elected chair, succeeding John 
A. Luke, Jr., '71, chair since 1996, 
who will continue as a member of 
the board and of the executive 
committee. 
Other officers for 1999 are 
Jeffrey D. Riester, '70, vice-chair, 
and Margaret Carroll, '61, secretary. 
In addition to those officers, 
members of the executive commit-
tee include Oscar C. Boldt, Robert 
C. Buchanan, '62, Richard L. 
Gunderson, William 0. Hochkam-
mer, Jr., '66, Kim Hiett Jordan, 
'58, John T. Leatl1am, '58, John A. 
Luke, Jr., Nancy V. Scarff, Robert J. 
Schaupp, '51, Cyntlua Moeller 
Stiehl, C '89, and Richard Warch. 
I 
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Residential Life Task 
Force: a longer and 
larger look 
In an October letter to all Lawrence 
and Milwaukee-Downer alumru, 
John A. Luke, Jr., '71, chairman of 
the Board of Trustees, announced 
that the board had initiated "a 
broad review of residential life at 
Lawrence," to be carried out by 
a task force of alumni, trustees, 
students, and faculty members. 
Although the trustees receive 
regular reports on student life and 
living through their Committee on 
Student Affairs, Luke said, "the 
board has decided to step back and 
have a task force undertake a longer 
and larger look at campus and 
residential life and to make sugges-
tions to the trustees about fi.uure 
directions and priorities." 
The board commissioned its 
Committee on Student Affairs to 
design and oversee this review of 
residential life issues and to work 
with the president of the university 
to convene a task force comprising 
representatives from all segments of 
the Lawrence community. Working 
from recommendations made by 
the Alumru Association Board of 
Directors, the Faculty Committee 
on University Governance, and the 
Lawrence University Community 
Council, the Committee on Student 
Affairs, chaired by Cynthia Moeller 
Stiehl, C '89, has appointed the fol-
lowing individuals to the task force. 
Students 
Kathleen Dreyfus, '02 
Brad Manrung, '00 
Jenee Rowe, '00 
Eli Salembier, '00 
Faculty and Staff 
Kenneth Bozeman, professor of music 
David Brown, head track coach 
Beth De Stasio, '83, associate 
professor of biology 
Michael Orr, associate professor of 
art history, co-chair 
Alan Parks, associate professor of 
mathematics 
Judy Sarnecki, associate professor 
of French 
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Paul Shrode, associate dean of 
students for activities 
Nancy Truesdell, dean of students, 
co-chair 
Alumni 
Michael Cisler, '78 
Susan Detienne, '68 
Jeffrey D. Riester, '70, trustee 
liaison to the task force 
Soozung Sa, '89 
Joe Troy, '76 
Areas to be examined by the 
task force may include housing 
policies and facilities, food service 
options, the fraterruty and sorority 
system (including proposals for 
sorority housing), extra-curricular 
and co-curricular programs, and the 
overall social life of the campus. A 
primary concern will be to determine 
the impact of these issues on student 
enrollment, satisfaction, and retention. 
Periodic reports on the progress 
of the task force can be found at 
www.lawrence.edu/taskforcejreslife 
and will appear in future issues of 
Lawrence Today. 1 LT 
Briefly noted 
+ Six members of the Lawrence 
faculty have been selected for inclu-
sion in the 1998 edition of Who's 
Who Among America's Teachers, a 
volume described by its publisher 
as "the best teachers in America 
selected by the best students." The 
honored six: William A. Chaney, 
the George McKendree Steele 
Professor of History; David M. 
Cook, professor of physics and the 
Philetus E. Sawyer Professor of 
Science; Geoffrey C. Gajewski, 
director of the writing lab; Nicholas 
C. Maravolo, professor of biology; 
Kathleen M. Murray, associate 
professor of music (piano); and 
Nancy A. Wall, assistant professor 
of biology. 
+Lawrence trustee Henry Louis 
Gates Jr., L.H.D. '97, was among 
rune Americans named winners of the 
National Humanities Medal, pre-
sented at a White House ceremony 
in November. Gates was cited as 
director of Harvard University's 
W.E.B. Du Bois Institute for Mro-
American Research and as author of 
Loose Cannons: Notes on the Culture 
Wars. 
+ John A. Luke, Jr., '71, trustee 
of the college and immediate past 
chair of the Board of Trustees, 
delivered the McDonough Caperton 
Distinguished Lecture at West 
Virginia University in November. 
Luke, chief executive officer of 
Westvaco Corporation, spoke on 
"Strategy for Success in a Global 
Market." 
+ Lawrence University has been 
awarded a $10,000 grant by the 
Ameritech Partnership Awards 
Program to assist Thomas Naps, 
associate professor of mathematics, 
to develop interactive materials, 
delivered off the World Wide Web, 
for use in teaching algorithms to 
students in computer science classes. 
Naps has been a national leader 
in using the Java programming 
language to develop instructional 
graphic animation software. 
+ Paintings from the college's 
La Vera Pohl Collection of German 
Expressionist Art were displayed in a 
fall exhibition at the Bergstrom-
Mahler Museum in Neenal1, part of 
a celebration of the German culn1ral 
heritage in the Fox River Valley. In 
the same program, Edmund M. 
Kern, associate professor of history, 
delivered a museum lecture on 
cultural changes in Germany. 
+ Lawrence students went door-to-
door on Halloween, not trick-or-
treating but collecting new or gently 
used winter coats in a "War for 
Warmth" to benefit the needy. The 
coat campaign was the result of a 
challenge from Ripon College 
students to see who could collect 
more jackets and parkas to be donated 
to local domestic abuse centers and 
other charities. And, although Ripon 
students ultimately collected 1,300 
coats to the Lawrence students' 652, 
there really were no losers and many 
benefited. I 
Professors Spurgin, Cohen 
hen alumni ask about Freshman 
Studies, they're usually hoping to hear 
either that the course hasn't changed 
at all or that it has changed completely. 
The truth, though perhaps disappointing to some, should 
prove heartening to most; in the past few years, largely as 
a result of an extensive review of the course, Freshman 
Studies has been both reaffirmed and transformed. Many 
of the most familiar elements of the course have indeed 
been strengthened, while several vital innovations -
including fresh approaches to the tasks of choosing works 
and designing assignments - have also been developed. 
What remains the same, then? Well, for starters, the 
basic format and design of the course. Freshman Studies is 
still a discussion class, and it's still taught in sections of 
about 15 to 17 students. Its staff is still drawn from every 
department on campus, and the syllabus still includes chal-
lenging works representing a wide variety of intellectual 
traditions. Plato's Republic endures, as do Faulkner's As I 
Lay Dying, Kuhn's The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, 
and Woolfs A Room of One's Own, 
These fundamentals endure because the fundamental 
goals of the course have both endured and prevailed. Dur-
ing the recent review of Freshman Studies, as a matter of 
fact, a committee chaired by Professor of History Frank 
Doeringer found that, despite some differences of opinion 
about the means by which Freshman Studies might 
achieve its goals, the faculty shared a clear sense of what 
Freshman 
Studies 
transfortns 
By Timothy A. Spurgin and Paul M. Cohen 
those goals should be. Almost everyone thought that the 
course should serve as an introduction to the liberal arts 
and that it should help students sharpen and develop their 
skills as readers, writers, and thinkers. Everyone agreed, 
that is, that the chief purpose of Freshman Studies is to 
work some sort of transformation in om incoming students. 
That is not to say, of course, that the Lawrence faculty 
will never again argue about Freshman Studies: spirited 
faculty debate remains the rule, as indeed it should. It is 
merely to point out that, for a while at least, debates about 
the merits of particular works or about particular 
approaches to leading discussions or grading papers can be 
said to rest within a much larger consensus about the pur,-
pose of the course itself. That purpose is to challenge and 
inspire our students, both those who arrive reasonably 
well-prepared for college-level work and those who do 
not. The goal of Freshman Studies, we agree, is to trans-
form all of our first-year students into Lawrentians by 
helping them learn how to read and write, how to speak 
and think like liberally-educated men and women. 
So, if all that remains pretty much the same, then 
what exactly has changed? Two tl1ings principally. First, in 
response to the faculty's belief that Freshman Studies 
should help students refine the skills that will be essential 
to tl1eir later success at Lawrence, we are developing a new 
approach to tl1e business of teaching students how to 
write. We've agreed, for example, on a new way of relat-
ing tl1e writing assignments given in tl1e first term to tl1ose 
given in the second. Students now begin Freshman Stud-
ies with narrowly focused yet demanding assignments, 
summarizing a complex argument in Plato or relating 
3 
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Freshman Studies belongs to everyone 
It's often said that Freshman Studies belongs to 
everyone, and in this space we're attempting to 
show why we agree. The thoughts expressed here 
come not only from different people, but from 
different kinds of people: two of our alumni, two 
seniors on the way toward commencement, faculty 
members brand-new to the program, and others 
who are recognized as long-time contributors to it. 
We'd welcome your thoughts, too, so please send 
them to either of us in Main Hall. If you prefer 
e-mail, you can reach us at this address: Freshman. 
Studies@lawrence.edu 
- TS, PC 
Pauline Moran, '87 (Director of Corporate, 
Foundation, and Donor Relations) 
I was very apprehensive on the first day of Freshman 
Studies, because I didn't understand what As I Lay 
Dying was about. What a relief to find that no one 
else in my section understood it either! In truth, 
though, although I didn't realize it on that day, I 
was not just pursuing a degree; I was beginning a 
personal transformation. 
Jerry Podair (Assistant Professor of History) 
The students in my first Freshman Studies class 
(which I taught just last fall) were actively engaged 
with the course material. That is something that 
professors look for but don't always get: a sense 
that their students care about what they read, that 
the material matters, not just for a grade but for 
understanding, for growth. 
Zach Victor, '99 
At first, for me and my friends, Freshman Studies 
was something of a running joke, but our haughti-
ness deflated as we found ourselves discussing the 
texts on our own time. Little by little, ideas grew 
past the boundaries of the class hour: I'd be won-
dering how to get people involved in student orga-
nizations, and then I'd remember how Socrates 
anticipated the need to force a philosopher-ruler 
into office. For me, the real mystery is how FS, 
despite the differences among individual sections, 
can prove to be such a significant part of so many 
students' education. 
(continued on page 13) 
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Moran, '87, Victor, '99, Professor Podair 
music to meaning in Mozart. As they move through the 
fall and winter, they also move on to longer and more 
complicated kinds of writing, learning how to compare 
two works or how to evaluate secondary responses to a 
work. In this way, we hope, students will have a chance 
not only to master some basic skills but also to attempt the 
kinds of assignments usually reserved for juniors and 
seruors. 
In addition, the faculty has devised a new system for 
selecting the works to be taught in Freshman Studies. 
Under this new system, each division of the faculty pre-
pares a list of 15 to 20 works that seem likely to excite 
both students and instructors. (The current lists begin on 
page ll.) These lists are not set in stone; in fact, they're 
supposed to be revised frequently, and there now is a clear 
understanding that at least one work from each division is 
to be taught each year. The result, we expect, will be that 
the syllabus will soon become as varied as the teaching 
staff. Just as the staff might include a pianist or a painter 
or a biologist, so might the syllabus include ( an1ong otl1er 
works recently recommended for tl1e course) Beethoven's 
Third Symphony or Frank Lloyd Wright's Robie House or 
Richard Dawkins's The Selfish Gene. To some extent, of 
course, that kind of variety has always been possible in 
Freshman Studies; the difference now is that tl1e possibil-
ity of a multidisciplinary reading list will be fulfilled every 
single year. 
In considering particular works, the faculty's chief 
concern is that those works be sufficiently teachable. Will 
a work engage and excite both students and faculty? Will 
the work inspire lively discussions and yield challenging 
paper topics? And will it encourage students to continue 
the process of self-transformation? Those are the kinds of 
questions we're increasingly committed to asking our-
selves, our aim being to ensure that all of the works taught 
in Freshman Studies are taught for the right reasons, the 
best reasons, and not simply because they are trendy- or, 
for tl1at matter, traditional. 
There have been other changes too. For tl1e past two 
years, students have had a chance to work on Shakespeare 
witl1 members of tl1e touring company Actors from the 
London Stage - and to see the actors in performance as 
well. They've played out scenes with the actors, dramatiz-
ing the storm that gives The Tempest its name, and they've 
also gotten a sense of how professionals get ready for a 
production that includes no sets and only minimal props. 
Last year, for the first time, students also had a chance to 
celebrate a uniquely Lawrentian rite of passage - the last 
week of classes in Freshman Studies- with a party in the 
Union. (There were t-shirts for everyone, and some even 
had a chance to take a whack at what was surely the 
world's first "Plato Pinata.") 
Freshman Studies also continues to transform the fac-
ulty as well as the students. One Lawrence parent - who 
happens to be a professor at the University of Chicago-
expressed tllis point aptly. Upon noting on tl1e desk of one 
Freshman Studies instructor an open copy of The Republic, 
a copy of Chuang Tzu's Basic Writings, and the strains of 
Mozart's Figaro emanating from a nearby CD player, he 
exclaimed: "So what Rik Warch just told us is tme. Fresh-
man Studies is for the faculty!" Indeed, faculty members 
have recently organized an informal reading group so that 
tl1ey might become more familiar with works recom-
mended by colleagues in other divisions. (The group is 
beginning with The Beak of the Finch, an account of some 
recent developments in the field of evolutionary biology.) 
Freshman Studies, then, has transformed itself largely 
because the faculty has agreed on the importance of 
encouraging transformations in students and faculty alike. 
That may not be the answer that alumni might have 
expected to a query about the current state of Lawrence's 
most distinctive and enduring program, but it's one that 
we're both excited and proud to offer. I LT 
t http:/ jwww.lawrence.edu/admissionsjacaddepts/ 
fstudies.htmlx 
http:/ jwww.lawrence.edu/ -spurgint/fs2pages.html 
Timothy Spurgin is associate professor of English and the cur-
rent director of the Freshman Studies program, and Paul Cohen 
is associate professor of history and the immediate past director. 
I 
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Works recommended for Freshman Studies 
It is wortl1 noting that these are not lists of books that 
"every educated person should read." The works on these 
lists were chosen not for their venerability or trendiness 
but for much simpler and more practical reasons: they 
promised to excite both students and faculty, to stimulate 
good discussions and inspire thoughtful writing. 
A couple of other points also need to be made here. 
First, all of these lists are subject to change and revision -
and that's as it should be, since tl1ere's no place in Fresh-
man Studies for works tl1at fail to engage or challenge our 
students. 
Second, these lists represent the five major divisions of 
the Lawrence curriculum: fine arts, humanities, music, 
natural science and mathematics, and social science. At 
least one work from each list is taught every year - and 
that's as it should be, too, since Freshman Studies carmot 
serve as an introduction to liberal learning if it does not 
expose students to a wide variety of intellectual traditions. 
t http:/ jwww.lawrence.edu/ dept/freshman_studies/ 
lists.html 
Fine Arts 
Works of visual art 
The Augustus of Prima Porta (sculpture) 
Donatello's David and Michelangelo's David (sculptures) 
Marcel Duchamp, Fountain (sculpture) 
Frieda Kahlo's Diego and Me and Diego Rivera's Rockefeller 
Center Murals (paintings) 
Pablo Picasso, Portrait of Kahnweiler (painting) 
Polykleitos, Doryphoros (sculpture) 
Frank Lloyd Wright, Robie House (architecture) 
Plays 
Aristophanes, The Clouds 
Samuel Beckett, Waiting for Godot 
Euripides, Medea 
Henrik Ibsen, Hedda Gabler 
Tony Kushner, Angels in America 
William Shakespeare, Henry IV, Part 1; Midsummer Night's 
Dream; Othello 
Films 
Federico Fellini, La Dolce Vita 
Akira Kurosawa, Roshomon 
Marcel Ophuls, The Sorrow and the Pity 
Orson Welles, Citizen Kane 
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Special offerings 
Offerings from the Conservatory of Music, Department of 
Theatre and Drama, and Wriston Art Center Galleries 
A trip to another gallery or museum 
Plays being staged by ACTER or other visiting artists 
Chinua Achebe, Things Fall Apart 
James Agee, Let Us Now Praise Famous Men 
Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice 
William Blake, The Marriage of Heaven and Hell 
Albert Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus 
Chuang Tzu, Basic Writings 
Joseph Conrad, Heart of Darkness 
Dante, The Inferno 
Natalie Z. Davis, The Return of Martin Guerre 
Fyodor Dostoevsky, Notes from Underground 
William Faulkner, As I Lay Dying 
Book of Genesis 
Homer, The Odyssey 
Book of Job 
Gabriel Garcia Marquez, One Hundred Years of Solitude 
John Stuart Mill, On Liberty 
Toni Morrison, Beloved 
Plato, The Republic 
Mary Shelley, Frankenstein 
Sima Qian, selections from Records of the Grand Historian 
Sophocles, Oedipus the King 
Speaking of Siva (trans . A. K. Ramanujan) 
Wislaw Szymborska, View with a Grain of Sand, selected 
poems 
Thucydides, The Peloponnesian War 
Voltaire, Candide 
Elie Wiesel, Night 
Virginia Woolf, A Room of One's Own 
William Butler Yeats, selected poems 
Music 
J. S. Bach, A Musical Offering 
J. S. Bach, Goldberg Variations 
J. S. Bach, B Minor Mass 
Ludwig van Beethoven, Symphony #3 
Ludwig van Beethoven, Symphony #9 
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Ludwig van Beethoven, Quartet, op. 59, #1 
Ludwig van Beethoven, Piano Sonata, op. 109 
Alban Berg, Wozzeck 
Johannes Brahms, Symphony #2 
Johannes Brahms, Two Songs, op. 91 
Benjamin Britten, Serenade 
Miles Davis, Kind of Blue 
Duke Ellington, Concerto for Cootie 
Joseph Haydn, The Creation 
Charles lves, The Unanswered Question 
Gustav Mahler, Symphony #1 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, The Marriage of Figaro 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Clarinet Quintet 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Don Giovanni 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Symphony #41 
Giacomo Puccini, La Boheme 
Franz Schubert, Die Winterreise 
Igor Stravinsky, The Rite of Spring 
Natural sciences and mathematics 
Richard Dawkins, The Selfish Gene 
W. T. Edmondson, Uses of Ecology: Lake Washington and 
Beyond 
Albert Einstein, Relativity: The Special and General Theory 
Euclid, Elements 
Richard Feynman, QED 
Alan Lightman, Einstein's Dreams 
John McPhee, The Control of Nature 
Ernest Nagel and James R. Newman, Godel's Proof 
Steven Weinberg, The First Three Minutes 
Jonathan Weiner, The Beak of the Finch 
Social sciences 
Lila Abu-Lighod, Veiled Sentiments: Honor and Poetry in a 
Bedouin Society 
Ruth Benedict, Patterns of Culture 
Peter Berger, Pyramids of Sacrifice 
The Declaration of Independence 
Frans de Waal, Good-Natured: The Origins of Right and 
Wrong in Humans and Other Animals 
Mary Douglas, Natural Symbols: Explorations in Cosmology 
Frederick Engels, The Origin of the Family, Private Property. 
and the State 
Frederick Engels , Socialism, Utopian and Scientific 
Professors DeStasio, '83, Stoneking, Niblock; Beck, '99 
The Federalist Papers 
Michel Foucault, Madness and Civilization 
Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish 
Sigmund Freud, Civilization and Its Discontents 
Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation of Culture 
Marvin Harris, Cows, Pigs, Wars, and Witches 
A. 0. Hirschman, Exit, Voice, and Loyalty 
Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions 
John Locke, The Second Treatise of Government 
Karl Marx, The Communist Manifesto 
Stanley Milgram, Obedience to Authority 
Mancur Olson, The Rise and Decline of Nations 
Robert Skidelsky, The Road to Serfdom: The Economic and 
Political Consequences of the End of Communism 
B. F. Skinner, Walden Two 
Carol Tavris, The Mismeasure of Woman 
Max Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism 
Cornel West, Race Matters 
(continued from page 1 0) 
Rachel Beck, '99 
When freshmen ask me what my Freshman Studies 
experience was like, I tell them about my second-term 
class with Professor [Richard A .] Sanerib of the math 
department. I remember a group of students, two of 
whom became very close friends, who read carefully 
and shared interesting, well-formed ideas. I remember 
a teacher who asked us questions that often seemed 
just short of blasphemous. And I remember the first 
time that I cared deeply enough about a paper to revise 
it after it had been turned in and graded. All of my 
experiences in this class helped me to understand that 
the learning process, like the writing process, is never 
really over. 
Elizabeth DeStasio, '83 (Associate Professor of 
Biology) 
If I had to use one word to describe Freshman Studies 
- both what it should be and what it is -that word 
would be "challenging." In FS, students are challenged 
to understand difficult ideas, and faculty members are 
challenged to teach outside the comfort of their disci-
plines. In my experience, the level of comfort one has 
with a .work is inversely proportional to the success of 
the classes on the work. That is not to say that instruc-
tors shouldn't understand the works before teaching 
FS. What we do find, however, is that by changing sev-
eral works each year, new connections are made, new 
insights revealed, and a fresh perspective gained -
even concerning works that have been on the syllabus 
for a long, long time. 
Matt Stoneking (Assistant Professor of Physics) 
When I tell my scientist colleagues from large universi-
ties about teaching Freshman Studies, the reaction is 
generally astonishment- "They make you teach liter-
ature?" For many, the idea is illogical and perhaps even 
repugnant. But that is the difference between 
Lawrence University and the University of X. Here we 
ask students to think seriously about ideas from a 
broad range of fields - and if we ask that of our stu-
dents, it is entirely logical that we ask it of ourselves 
as well. 
Howard Niblock (Professor of Music) 
In my opinion, the decision to begin Freshman Studies 
with a number of short writing assignments has been a 
particularly good one. This policy requires students to 
focus their attention on mechanical details that they 
are more likely to overlook in the context of a long 
paper, it allows them to benefit from a critical evalua-
tion of their writing skills within the first few days of 
their college experience, and it softens the very com-
mon emotional blow of a lower-than-expected initial 
grade by attaching it to an assignment that carries less 
overall weight. 
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F. Theodore Cloak, professor emeritus of theatre and drama, died on October 2 7, 1998, at the age of 94. A member of the Lawrence 
faculty from 1929 until his retirement in 1969, he was the founder of the college's theatre program and served as teacher, mentor, 
and friend to generations of students, many of whom went on to careers in the world of theatre as actors, directors, technicians, and 
teachers. A memorial service for Professor Cloak will be held on Saturday, June 19, during Reunion Weekend. 
In the winter issue of this magazine, alumni and other friends of Ted Cloak were invited to submit letters of condolence and 
reminiscence. Here are the responses to that invitation: 
Josephine Dieckhoff Czeskleba, '31 
Waukesha, Wisconsin 
I was a student of Ted Cloak and a 
member of Sunset Players and of 
National College Players. With a 
classmate, Ardis Elsten Miller~ '31, I 
was in his first production on the 
rebuilt stage of Memorial Chapel -
Outward Bound in 1929. We fow1d 
ourselves crying a bit, as the thought 
of performing on the very different, 
newly built stage frightened us, but it 
turned out to be a huge success! 
I directed drama, taught speech 
classes, coached forensics, etc. in 
Wisconsin high schools about 3 3 
years. So I say to Ted Cloak's spirit: 
"Thank you! You were great." 
P.S. I will be 90 years of age 
in May. 
Jean Lawson Stelsel, '44 
Waupun, Wisconsin 
Ted was a warm and caring man who 
gave much more than he received. 
He was a master of his craft and 
instilled in us that san1e love of theatre. 
In my case, he took me from 
shyness to confidence, from hoping 
that I could do it to the certainty that 
I could. This was in the war years of 
the '40s, when everything was so 
unsettled. Every reunion since tl1en, 
when we would meet, he would glee-
fully say tl1at he had a hand in my 
marriage to Dave ['44], because we 
met in his oral interp class. 
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Some of you may remember 
Heart of a City, Having a Wonderful 
Time, and Letters to Lucerne. The last 
named was "in the round" in the lit-
tle gym, and from my position of 
"holding book," I was forced into 
the lead on opening night because of 
an illness, and Ted "held book" for 
me. What an experience! 
Down through the years I have 
always remembered his last words as 
the curtain went up - so, for all of 
us, let's "give it hell." 
Don E. Jones, '50 
Safety Harbor, Florida 
There is a theatre in the 
Music/Drama Center named for 
Ted. There is a sign over tl1e door to 
prove it. That is a shell. The memo-
ries are not stored there. Venture 
into the basement and look at tl1e 
framed pictures on tl1e walls. They 
represent a lifetime ofwork and ded-
ication to tl1eatre, to students, and to 
the college. Mardi Bryant Jones, '45, 
and George Baumbach, '49, are 
there. Walter Chilsen, '49, is tl1ere, 
and so is Bettie Falvey Hill, '49. Bill 
Munchow, '50, and Jolm Hammer, 
'50, are there. A bunch of football 
players in short togas are there as a 
part of the Androcles cast. Angie 
Grecco, '50, is there. Phyllis Ockene 
Hammel, '49, and Phyllis Finlayson 
Andrews, '50, are there. Carolyn 
Maier Conwell, '52, is there. Bob 
Sonkowsky, '54, is there. John Fillion, 
'50, is there. Joe Hopfensperger, '52, 
is there. Marguerite Schumann, C 
'44, is there. Roger Christian, '54, is 
tl1ere. P. K. Allen, '65, is there, and 
then there are faces I don't recognize. 
How many faces are on tl1ose 
walls? How many more sat as audi-
ences for his productions and were 
moved to laughter and tears? They 
are all older and wiser and grayer and 
have viewed hundreds of perfor-
mances with critical eyes sharpened 
by that distinguished man with the 
stylish beard. Perhaps they have 
instilled that same love of theatre in 
their children and even their grand-
children. "A teacher never knows .... " 
I'm sure none of us would begrudge 
him a fmal bow - 94 years is one 
heck of a run - if only he would do 
it one more time. 
Edward E . Wright, '51 
Nashua, New Hampshire 
How did I meet Ted Cloak? I don't 
remember. Certainly not, at this 
point, from any interest in the the-
atre. Wanting to be an actor? Not 
likely. Any meeting was probably the 
other way around. Ted got a hold on 
me. Did he ever! 
Ted Cloak was a great teacher 
who had the profoundest influence 
on my later years of education at a 
college, Lawrence, and all this stuff 
about a liberal education. A mentor? 
Ted was that. This dedicated educa-
tor was the nexus with what it was all 
about. Ted put forth challenges that 
I took. Nothing overt about it. He 
very subtly introduced me to 
Lawrence and the liberal education. 
This continued with fond mem-
ories of Ted's family at 122 North 
Union Street, up in that attic, from 
whence came the name Attic The-
atre, reading for and rehearsing 
plays, produced in a school gymna-
sium. And, yes, "arena style." 
From somewhere out of this I 
recalled that inscribed on an arch 
over the ancient oracle of Delphi 
were these words: Know Thyself. 
From this emerged a realization 
that the onus was on me: Educate 
Thyself. 
In 50 years few have passed that 
I've not thought of Lawrence in general 
and Ted Cloak in particular. And now? 
Now cracks a noble heart. 
Good night, sweet prince: 
And flights of angels sing thee to 
thy rest! 
The rest is silence. 
- William Shakespeare 
Vicki Wenzel Wilcox, '55 
Edmond, Oklahoma 
I don't consider myself Ted Cloak's 
"former" student; every time I audi-
tion for a play, read for a commercial, 
or do a book review, I recall his 
encouraging us to reach beyond 
technique into the emotional pool 
inside - to make tl1e work genuine. 
As long as I perform anywhere, Ted 
will still be my teacher. 
Rick Zuehlke, '55 
Wilmot, New Hampshire 
I first ran onto Ted Cloak when I 
was a freshman back in 19 51. I last 
saw him in 199 5 on tl1e occasion of 
my 40th class reunion, and it was a 
touching encounter. Later that 
night, I recalled one of tl1ose memo-
ries tl1at has made Lawrence such a 
part of me: 
As a sophomore, my sign of 
manhood was an old meerschaum 
pipe that I would smoke occasion-
ally. I envisioned it staying with me 
into my old age, when I could puff 
pensively and pronounce pro fundi-
ties to whomever would listen. 
I became increasingly comfort-
able with that appurtenance during 
the winter, and it saw me happily 
into spring. At that time, I was cast 
by Ted in the role of Mr. Zero in 
Edward Albee's The Adding Machine. 
As we got into rehearsals, I was 
delighted to find that I had to smoke 
a cigar. Touching off that Cuban 
creation, I was overpowered by the 
resulting smooth and relaxing feeling 
(but I did not inhale!). 
My euphoria was short-lived, 
however, when I discovered that the 
department's budget was so limited 
that it could provide only two cigars 
- one for rehearsals, the other for 
the real production. The second and 
succeeding light-ups produced a feel-
ing akin to be being trapped in a 
dank crawl space with a decaying rat. 
Happily, the experience resulted in a 
passionate performance and a fervent 
vow (still honored) to never light up 
again! 
A silly memory, to be sure, but, 
perversely, it had a lasting and posi-
tive effect on my life. It's not meant 
to be irreverent but, rather, indica-
tive of the unusual ways in which 
Ted touched his students. 
Ted Cloak could bring tears to 
the eye, joy to the soul, and laughter 
to the heart. I know, for he did all that 
to me. Goodbye, Ted. I'll miss you. 
Elizabeth Morgan Heath '62 
Tacoma, Washington 
As one ofTed Cloak's many students 
I was sad to learn of his death. 
Through him I found an interest in 
the theatre that has lasted a lifetime, 
even though it is not my career. One 
of my most vivid memories is lying, 
with my classmates, on the cold floor 
of the make-up room in the theatre 
learning how to relax. He would say 
something like, "If you can remem-
ber how to do this, you can always 
re-energize yourself with just a 20-
minute break." It is a credit to Ted 
Cloak that this and many of the 
otl1er disciplines he taught have stuck 
with me for nearly 30 years. I hope 
his family can take heart from the 
knowledge tl1at Ted touched many, 
many lives and that his wisdom will 
survive all of us. 
Ralph Schuetz, '64 
Anandale, Virginia 
Of my many memories of Ted, one 
of the most enduring came as my 
Lawrence theatre career was coming 
to an end in 1964. It was time for me 
to select a play for my directing-class 
assignment, and I'd found a one-act 
neo-biblical drama by Robert Frost. 
Ted quietly suggested an alternative, 
a play titled "Cain" by poet/play-
wright Howard Nemerov, who later 
became poet laureate of the United 
States. It was a rare opportunity, for 
which I've always been grateful to 
Ted, because what he didn't tell me 
at the time was that Nemerov had 
been selected to be that year's com-
mencement speaker. 
"Cain" was a gem of a play, deep 
with meaning tl1at took Ted to help 
me understand. Four of the best 
Lawrence actors of the time (Jack 
Swanson as Adam, Virginia Allen as 
Eve, Sandy Ford as Abel, and Tom 
Braun as Cain) honored me by tak-
ing roles in the production. But 
there was a fifth actor required, or' at 
least an important off-stage presence. 
I can still hear Ted's voice echoing 
from the booth at the back of the 
auditorium as the Voice of God, say-
ing, "Cain, Cain, I am trying to tell 
you. All things can be done, you 
must only do what you will. Things 
are as they are until you decide to 
change them, but do not be sur-
prised if afterward things are as they 
are again." Those were pretty heavy 
thoughts for a college senior and, for 
that matter, are pretty heavy 35 years 
later. 
Ted gave me the lead in the first 
play of my freshman year, and I gave 
him a pretty juicy part in the last play 
of my senior year. I've always 
tl1ought there was something most 
appropriate about casting Ted as 
God. He was always so much more 
than just Professor Cloak! 1 LT 
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The subtle differences 
between plays, operas, 
and musicals 
How a director directs 
ince joining the Lawrence faculty in 1997 I 
have directed Shakespeare's The Tempest (a 
play), Copland's The Tender Land (an opera), 
and Sondheim's Sweeney Todd (a musical). I 
feel quire at home working in these three areas, although 
there certainly are obvious differences: 
• In a play, actors speak just about all the time, though 
often they sing a song, and sometimes they dance, too. 
• In a musical, actors talk, though mostly they sing, and 
usually they dance. 
• In an opera, an orchestra plays while actors (notice my 
choice of words) sing just about all tl1e time. 
Considering these differences, understanding what 
they mean, and knowing how to teach actors to live in an 
imagined world with very different rules is in large mea-
sure what I do here at Lawrence. 
I'm going to take you on a director's journey; share 
some of the questions I ask myself before directing a play, 
an opera, or a musical; and, finally, offer a few tools tl1at, 
together, provide a kind of analytical compass to guide 
you in exploring the subtleties I see when I think of 
tl1eatrical performance. 
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By Timothy X. Troy, '85 
Assistant Professor of Theatre and Drama 
The popular media indulge in images of directors as 
quasi-fascist dictatorial snobs whose whims become tl1e 
grist of actors', designers', and technicians' mills. Actually, 
in the history of theatre tl1e role of the director is quite 
new. In the 1870s Georg II, duke of an obscure German 
duchy, Saxe-Meiningen, began to exert stylistic control 
over the productions in his state theatre. Twenty years 
later Constantine Stanislavsky and Nimirovich-Danchenko 
began the Moscow Art Theatre in large part to bring new 
metl1ods to tl1e stage that would support the writing of 
Anton Chekhov. That stylistic revolution was called real-
ism, and it gave rise to a new practitioner of the tl1eatre, 
the director. 
Those who remember Thomas Kuhn's The Structure 
of Scientific Revolutions from Freshman Studies will under-
stand iliat tlus marked a paradigm shift that led to the 
modern theatre. Once the realists broke tl1rough tl1e levee 
of romanticism, ilie 20tl1 century began to be marked by 
a rapid and fiercely competitive stylistic flood of experi-
mentation. When Ted Cloak started practicing his trade at 
Lawrence in 1929, he was only the second generation of 
directors. I am the fourth in tl1at line. 
Stylistic divergence is more subtle tl1an it was 100 
years ago. However, we have so many stylistic choices that 
we still need a unifying force for each production. Our pri-
mary job remains the same: to create a unified production 
in the midst of the on-going stylistic chaos. It is a complex 
task; each production is a new journey. I'm grateful for the 
map and compass provided by the genius of my Lawrence 
predecessors. 
I shall briefly present a director's system that I have 
built in the course of my education. It started at Lawrence 
under Fred Gaines and continued rigorously at the Uni-
versity of Iowa, where I earned the Master of Fine Arts 
degree in theatre arts/directing. My education took on a 
professional context as a directing intern at Milwaukee 
Repertory Theatre, and it continues with the help of the 
many collaborators and master artists with whom I've had 
the pleasure to work. 
The limits of the system are my own. It is a discipline 
that allows for intuition and creative license, while respect-
ing what history teaches us. With it, I know that at my very 
best I'm capable of moments of brilliance, while at my 
worst I'm assured of clarity. 
Each production compels me to ask a few fundamental 
questions: 
• Why do I want to tell this story, and to whom am I 
speaking? - Concept 
• What is the scope and depth of the story? What narra-
tive conventions does it follow? Does it primarily 
explore social or personal questions? Do the main 
characters succeed or fail? - Dramatic Type 
• What is the manner of storytelling? How will I use the 
tools of the theatre to communicate with my audi-
ence? Which grouping of well-known theatrical con-
ventions does this story call for? - Theatrical Style 
• Wid1 which theatrical tools will I communicate with 
my audience?- Genre 
Concept 
What do I want to say to whom, and why? Answering 
d1ese first questions leads to a statement I make to myself, 
which then guides me to ask d1e right questions of my 
actors and designers. I feel it incumbent upon myself to be 
as clear about this as possible before I ask others to devote 
their time, energy, and passion to my project. 
Dramatic Type 
Whether in a play, a musical, or an opera, type 
describes the story's depth and scope. It asks questions 
about success and failure. It asks about the social, reli-
gious, and personal experiences of the characters. The 
answers determine whether we call it a tragedy, comedy, 
drama, melodrama, or farce. 
Professor Troy 
Theatrical Style 
We've only been asking these questions for about 100 
years. Considering style helps bring a litde clarity to the 
chaos I mentioned earlier. Style concerns how we treat d1e 
stage and how closely that treatment matches our experi-
ences in everyday life. For instance, a photograph looks a 
lot like life. If we want d1e stage to look like the photo-
graph, then we've decided on realism. These questions 
help us decide if we are in the realm of realism, classicism, 
romanticism, surrealism, epic, surrealism, constructivism, 
etc. Generally speaking, prior to the 20th Century, each 
age had only one style! 
T he Five Fundamentals 
Ted Cloak's teacher at Northwestern, Alexander 
Dean, went on to teach at Carnegie Mellon University. 
There, together with Lawrence Carra, he articulated a way 
of d1inking about d1e primary tools a director uses on 
stage. These fundamentals are, for the director, what 
brush, pigment, and surface are for the painter. 
• Composition determines how actors and scenic ele-
ments are arranged. What they communicate. How 
d1ey create emphasis, focus, variety. 
• Movement has to do with how you get between the 
compositional units, an examination of changing 
physical space in time. 
• Rhythm, in dlls case, includes considerations of tempo 
and patterns of movement and helps to create associ-
ations wid1 od1er elements. 
• Pantomimic Dramatization involves manipulation of 
stage business and gesture d1roughout each scene. 
• Picturization is a kind of cumulative fundamental that 
helps you to dlink about how all the above ingredients 
create meaning on the stage. 
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A scene from Sweeney Todd, the Demon Barber of Fleet Street, performed 
in November 1998 
As each production begins, long before casting and 
rehearsals, I think through each of these issues. I ask ques-
tions of the text. Sometimes the answers are obvious. 
Sometimes, usually with concept, I stmggle and repeat-
edly revise. Finally, I examine the tools I'll use in each pro-
duction to commw1icate with my audience. I try to step 
back and feel my way through the implications of the obvi-
ous observations I shared at the begi1ming of this journey. 
This leads me to category of genre. This is how a director 
thinks about the three major genres: 
• A play (dramatic textual): A playwright dreams and 
offers a relatively fixed written text. This text acts as a 
guide to creating a dramatic action- a play. The plot 
then is carried through spoken dialogue. Frequently a 
song or dance helps express a mood or serves as a the-
matic motive. 
• Musical theatre: The plot is carried tluough the spoken 
dialogue, but tl1e action is augmented by song and 
dance to heighten the movement of tl1e plot. Songs 
comment on the action, express a character's inner 
monologue, or signifY social cohesion or strife. The 
music is written primarily in the tradition of popular 
music, exploiting its familiarity and accessibility 
• Opera: The plot (both scenes and arias ) is carried 
through a sung text and a musical score. The music is 
written in tl1e tradition of classical music with its 
dynamism, variety, and extraordinary expres ive range. 
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• Other genres: cinema, mime, dance, improv, the bull-
fight (impeachment hearings?), etc. 
Witl1 type and style as guideposts along the jomney to 
a W1ified production, you can now add what seemed like 
obvious differences between genres and see that these 
combinations can create subtle and fascinating considera-
tions. Here are a few examples: 
• Contemplate what otl1erwise might have seemed like 
an oxymoron - imagine a realistic, dramatic opera: 
Verdi's La Traviata. Or Aaron Copland's The Tender 
Land. 
• Think about how we use the phrase "musical-com-
edy" in our everyday discomse. People use this term 
as if all musicals should be comedies. When we staged 
Sondheim's Sweeney Todd, the Demon Barber of Fleet 
Street, we didn't need to look much further than the 
title to know that we were producing a musical-melo-
drama. The style we choose with designers Associate 
Professor Richmond Frielw1d and Guest Artist Kim 
Instenes was a mild constructivism. What a shame if 
the whole genre was restricted to one type - comedy 
- and one style - romanticism. 
• Consider the popular Rice/Webber piece Evita. The 
plot is not, in fact, carried tl1rough spoken dialogue. 
There is no spoken dialogue. The music is certainly in 
the tradition of popular music . It is a musical struc-
tured like a Mozart opera, so tl1at's what I directed. I 
was staging an opera, while my music director was 
conducting a musical. The style was epic. 
When you start to mix and match issues of type, style, 
and genre, you start to notice certain natural affinities. 
Here are a some for you to consider on your own: 
• Realist I melodrama I musical 
• Classicist I comedy I play 
• Romanticist I drama I opera 
• Impressionist I drama I play 
The next time you attend the tl1eatre, consider how 
the director manipulates even one of the five fundamen-
tals. Each play has a kind of musical score embedded in it 
(rhytl1m)- we certainly found one in our production of 
Shakespeare's The Tempest last year. The director's job is to 
control that pace-tempo-rhythm. The composer of an 
opera offers us each of these. 
As stage director, your job is work with the conduc-
tor and actors and find ways to match the action and ·words 
with each of them. There are many choices to negotiate 
A scene from the Aaron Copland opera The Tender Land, performed 
in May 1998 
in each production. Lawrence Symphony Orchestra con-
ductor Bridget Reisch! and I have great fun negotiating 
what to do with each fermata and exploring subtle issues 
of tempi as we prepare opera productions. 
I hope I've succeeded in helping you start this subtle 
dialogue with yourself; then you too will share my fascina-
tion witl1 tl1e implications of type, style, and genre. One of 
tl1e great joys of the theatre is that each director will arrive 
at different answers, and that is one of the reasons each 
production is anotl1er opportunity to express the play-
wright's and/or composer's vision anew. As long as we as 
audience members expect each production to be unique 
and unified, there will be a place for tl1e director. As long 
as I have audiences who watch carefully and listen intently, 
I'll continue my journey and explore the subtle differences 
between plays, musicals, and operas using type, style, and 
the five fundamentals as my guides. 
In my professional career, which continues to share 
time with my duties as an educator, I am constantly 
reminded tl1at tllis is not only an academic dialogue but 
one tl1at informs my artistic choices. For tl1is and many 
otl1er reasons, Lawrence has been an extraordinarily good 
match for me as an artist and as a teacher. 
t http:/ j www.lawrencc.edu/ news/ thdr9899 .htmlx 
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I D i rect 
I learn. I read . 
I think. I feel. 
I feel . I feel. 
I think. I begin. 
by Timothy X. Troy, '85 
The energy is tremendous and must be nearly 
boundless. 
It must come from the heart and the mind. 
It must come from the body and the spirit. 
It must come from every experience you've ever 
had. 
It must come from the past and seize the moment. 
It must have the same source as the trees, as time. 
And you must nurture it and give it away. 
You become a conduit 
And feel an insight pass through you 
Out of your hands, off of your tongue, through 
your intellect 
Around your heart, between your fear 
And over that gulf that separates us and into them. 
And create an environment where the best in people 
takes flight. 
And watch them grow as you grow 
And watch ourselves become a mirror 
And watch a world take shape in time 
And see it fit into place 
And feel it create its own reasons 
Its own life 
Its own values 
Its own pain and sorrow and joy and meaning 
And become greater than the sum of its parts. 
Invite others and ask them to share 
This act of faith 
And give them our understanding of a world 
And show them unity in the multiplicity of our lives 
And hope that they gain a bit of life for themselves 
And reflect and remember. 
And it passes and I remember. And I learn . 
And I read. And I feel. 
And I think . And I begin again. 
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By David M. Cook and John R. Brandenberger 
Editor's Note: The Department of Physics at Lawrence was showcased at an October 1998 
national conference titled "Physics Revitalization Conference: Building Undergraduate Physics 
Programs for the 21st Century" in Arlington, Virginia. The conference was organized by the 
American Association of Physics Teachers and co-sponsored by the American Institute of Physics, 
the American Physical Society, and Project Kaleidoscope, a national alliance committed to 
strengthening undergraduate science. Lawrence and Colgate Universities were the only liberal arts 
colleges out of ten institutions selected as case studies. 
David M. Cook is professor of physics and the Philetus E. Sawyer Professor of Science. John R. 
Brandenberger is professor of physics. Each has served the college for over 30 years; Cook joined 
the faculty in 1965 and Brandenberger in 1968. 
ft or more than a decade, the Department 
V of Physics at Lawrence has sought to 
become one of the premier small physics 
departments in the country. While opinions vary on what constitutes a good undergraduate 
physics department, we believe 
that the distinguishing characteristics of a strong department include good teaching, a rea-
sonably comprehensive curriculum, faculty research that is recognized elsewhere, a critical 
mass of serious smdents actively learning physics and participating from time to time in under-
graduate research, significant impact on the host institution and elsewhere with outreach 
efforts, a departmental environment that engages and challenges majors and non-majors alike, 
and up-to-date facilities and equipment. Although good teaching and a strong curriculum are 
obviously essential, we place considerable emphasis on the notion that a good department 
must offer a broad-gauge program that encompasses much more than a curriculum. We have 
therefore come to believe that a department that seeks to improve itself must give serious 
attention to its entire program, not simply to a new course here and there or to revised teach-
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ing methods. With substantial assistance over the past 15 
years from theW. M. Keck Foundation, the National Sci-
ence Foundation, Research Corporation, the Pew Charita-
ble Trusts, the General Electric Foundation, the Sloan 
Foundation, Lawrence University, and other sources, we 
have made progress in strengthening many aspects of our 
program. 
Our efforts to improve the department began in the 
rnid-1980s when the two of us, unhappy with the drawing 
power of our program, undertook to develop two distinct 
specialties within the department as vehicles for attracting 
students. With support and encouragement from the 
Lawrence administration and particularly from our now-
retired departmental colleague J. Bruce Brackenridge 
(whose contribution of courses in history of planetary 
astronomy and theories of motion comprised another ele-
ment in our overall effort to build a departmental pro-
gram), we decided to emphasize laser physics and compu-
tational physics, both of which were emerging as 
important topics in the discipline but were still largely 
underrepresented in undergraduate physics nationally. To 
develop facilities, local expertise, and curricular compo-
nents to bring these two specialties to a position of promi-
nence in the department, we sought outside support, 
assuring our funding sources that developments at 
Lawrence would be innovative and that we would dissem-
inate the results of our work widely in hopes of spreading 
the impact of our efforts to other institutions as well. 
A half-million dollars of outside grants and gifts, 
along with support from Lawrence, provided the necessary 
equipment, supplemental salaries, and miscellaneous 
wherewithal to launch these activities. A suite of laser labs, 
including the Laser Palace, and the Computational Physics 
Laboratory were created and equipped, and several curric-
ular modifications were implemented very quickly. Two 
national conferences supported by the Sloan Foundation 
-one on laser physics and the other on computation in 
upper-level physics curricula - were held at Lawrence. 
Both conferences produced reports and proceedings that 
were distributed to all undergraduate physics departments 
nationwide. These early efforts began to identify Lawrence 
as an innovator in undergraduate physics, and they 
resulted in invitations for us to give talks at several national 
meetings. Further, they created at Lawrence specialized 
facilities that even today are unmatched in virtually all 
other small institutions, facilities that attracted- and still 
attract - occasional visitors who wish to see firsthand 
what has been happening at Lawrence. 
Prospective student workshops 
In 1987 we capitalized on these new-found strengths 
by initiating an annual series of weekend workshops 
designed to recruit high school seniors with strong inter-
ests in physics. Supported by the Office of Admissions and 
held in late February, they stimulate applications to 
Professors Brandenberger, left, and Cook, right, with Eric Moore, '99, center 
Lawrence and each year bring 30 or 40 participants from 
around the country to consider Lawrence as a place to 
study physics and prepare for careers in the field. Our main 
goal in mounting these workshops is to induce applicants 
to accept Lawrence's offer of admission, and roughly 30 
percent of the workshop attendees choose to attend 
Lawrence. As a secondary benefit, these labor-intensive 
workshops require us to involve current snldents as assis-
tants and hosts, thereby increasing departmental pride and 
esprit and giving current students partial ownership in the 
process of perpetuating the success and strength of the 
department. 
These workshops have increased both the number 
and quality of physics students corning to Lawrence. Four 
years after we started recruiting, the number of physics 
graduates jumped from five per year to more than ten per 
year during a time when national trends were in the oppo-
site direction. The fraction of Lawrence physics majors 
graduating with honors and competing for major national 
scholarships increased sharply as well. More generally, the 
impact of this recruitment effort on the department has 
been substantial. Since we began these efforts, over 50 
percent of our graduates have chosen to attend graduate 
school in physics, engineering, or some allied field. During 
the past decade, our physics graduates have gained admis-
sion to and support from such major graduate institutions 
as Harvard, Stanford, Columbia, California Institute of 
Technology, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and 
Oxford. Physics majors have also pursued advanced study 
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in medicine, law, environmental engineering, religion, 
robotics, biophysics, computer science, and secondary 
education. Four graduates of the past 15 years have 
accepted assistant professorships at colleges and wliversities. 
Complementing our efforts at building laser and com-
putational physics as departmental specialties, another 
aspect of our early efforts to improve our progran1 focused 
on modernizing our introductory laboratories. In the late 
1980s John E. Gastineau,'80, who was then a member of 
our faculty, introduced a number of experiments designed 
to help students build their intuitive w1derstanding of 
physical principles. To that end, each station in the labo-
ratory was equipped with a computer and appropriate aux-
iliary equipment to facilitate quick data acquisition and 
analysis. These improvements, and more recent enhance-
ments, continue to play an important role not only in 
preparing prospective majors for their later studies but also 
in helping all introductory students, including those 
taking outreach courses with laboratories, to build their 
physical intuition. 
To build greater depth and infrastructure, the depart-
ment is now focusing more energy and effort on an expan-
sion of faculty and faculty-student research/ scholarship. 
Faculty and undergraduate research in physics has existed 
at Lawrence for decades, but until recently its scope was 
too narrow for a strong small department. Hence, witl1 
encouragement from Research Corporation, we developed 
a long-term plan designed to produce substantial improve-
ment in our programs. Consistent with our conviction 
tl1at a departmental program embraces more than its 
courses alone, tllis plan included not only curricular devel-
opment for majors and non-majors but also such elements 
as library improvement, colloquium expansion, machine-
shop improvement, and expansion of departmental spaces. 
The most prominent element, however, was expanded 
research activity. We envisioned four separate research 
programs on campus and set our sights on increased fac-
ulty and student productivity in this area. 
After a visit by President John P. Schaefer and Brian 
Andreen of Research Corporation, we submitted a pro-
With substantial faculty assistance, seniors in the capstone 
program pursue ambitious undertakings that usually assume 
the form of undergraduate research projects. 
Faculty and student research 
Several years ago the department shifted its goal from 
developing specialties to developing tl1e infrastructure 
required of a strong, albeit small, physics department. We 
wanted to provide students with good backgrounds in 
tl1eoretical, experimental, and computational physics, and 
we endorsed the idea of a significant capstone activity in 
the senior year. We also embraced the idea tl1at each fac-
ulty member should establish and maintain an ambitious 
ongoing program of research/scholarship that would 
complement our collective pedagogical efforts and create a 
special area or "signature program" that would generate 
additional identity for the department, strengthen our 
capacity to recruit students, and provide the facilities and 
expertise for the offering of special courses. Currently, 
deptlrtmental faculty members pursue research interests in 
experimental condensed matter physics (specifically phase 
transitions using x-ray tecluliques), experimental plasma 
physics focusing on non-neutral plasmas, experimental 
atonlic and laser physics, and computational physics. New 
construction and renovation of spaces in Y oungchild Hall 
in the next few years will provide each faculty member 
vvith a research laboratory and a teaching laboratory 
designed to support instruction associated with tl1at fac-
ulty member's signature program. 
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posal that won funding in 1995. The plan called for a 
grant of $300,000 from Research Corporation matched 
by $250,000 from Lawrence and $400,000 from otl1er 
sources over a period of four years. The latter figure was to 
include individual research grants from sources such as 
Research Corporation, the Petroleum Research Fund, the 
Department of Energy, Exxon, and oiliers which, indeed, 
have supplied critical support for faculty research. The sum 
total of research and departmental grants over the past 15 
years is $1.8 million - money that has supported 
research, the purchase and building of teaching equip-
ment, summer salaries for faculty members and under-
graduate assistants, travel to meetings and seminars, library 
acquisitions, consultants, outside visitors, and other activ-
ities. This effort to improve has also entailed atmual visits 
by consultants Robert C. Hilborn of Amherst College and 
Robert B. Hallock of the University of Massachusetts-
Amherst as well as by Vice-Presidents Brian Andreen and 
Michael P. Doyle of Research Corporation. Our venture is 
now in its fourtl1 and final year, and the progress and 
improvements are noteworthy. 
A key element in tl1is four-year plan was tl1e establish-
ment of a capstone program in which seniors, wiili sub-
stantial faculty assistance, pursue ambitious undertakings 
that usually assume the form of undergraduate research 
projects. Other components of the plan include a substantial 
expansion of summer research opportunities for students. 
We are also expanding the department's outreach offerings 
so as to provide greater opportunities for non-majors to 
encounter physics in various guises. To extend our past 
offerings in the history of planetary astronomy and theo-
ries of motion, we now offer outreach courses in the 
nature oflight, laser physics, the physics of music, cosmol-
ogy, and astronomy. Some of these courses have labora-
tory components, and all are available to students seeking 
to fulfill the science requirement. In the past two years, the 
astronomy and physics of music courses have attracted 
overflow enrollments. 
Over the past decade, we have also sought to increase 
student involvement in departmental affairs. Students now 
contribute regularly to curricular discussions, interviewing 
of candidates for positions, entertaining visitors, and assist-
ing with introductory laboratories and recruiting work-
shops. Regular social gatherings help generate departmen-
tal rapport. We expect increasingly active chapters of the 
Society of Physics Students and our long-standing Sir 
Isaac Newton Society to play important roles in this area. 
Strategies for improvement 
To motivate long-term improvement and in pursuit of 
our goal to become a premier small physics department, 
we set our sights fairly high, embracing goals that initially 
seemed a bit ambitious. We knew that achieving our goals 
would require a substantial stretch for the department. 
Having dedicated considerable time and effort to this pro-
gram of improvement, we remain convinced that the 
development of a few special offerings provides an effective 
springboard for improvement and revitalization. Without 
question, this strategy has led to success in attracting 
larger numbers of strong students, in building and main-
taining departmental pride and faculty commitment, in 
attracting and retaining new faculty, and in winning a 
steady stream of outside funding. 
The nurturing of undergraduate research has also 
proven to be an important component of our strategy for 
improvement. In particular, we have found that prospec-
tive students respond very positively when current stu-
dents describe or demonstrate their research or capstone 
projects. Further, graduates frequently point to tl1eir 
involvement in research or independent study as the most 
significant experience of their underg·raduate careers, an 
experience that finally helped them perceive physics as a 
whole ratl1er tl1cu1 as a collection of courses. 
A department needs help from various sources when 
it embarks on a broad-gauge program of improvement. 
We have found our graduates to be an immensely valuable 
resource. Whether we need advice on specific research 
matters or on the suitability of proposed visitors, whether 
we need financial support for equipment or for under-
graduate research stipends or gifts in kind, when we need 
a practitioner in a cer-
tain subspecialty to 
take some time to offer 
cogent and expert 
counsel to a current 
student, when we need 
advice and active back-
ing in search of corpo-
rate or foundation sup-
port, when we need 
"representatives" who 
are willing to act on 
our behalf at consider-
able distance to inter-
act with prospective 
faculty members -
these and various other 
activities cu1d generous 
contributions made 
almost routinely by our 
graduates have become 
important ingredients 
in the annual opera-
tion, long-term healtl1, 
and gradual improve-
Graduates 
point to their 
research or 
independent 
study as an 
. 
experience 
that helped 
them perceive 
physics as a 
whole rather 
than as a 
collection of 
courses. 
ment of the department. Of course, administrative support 
has also been critical. President Warch and various deans, 
along witl1 otl1er members of the administration, have 
given us assistance, backing, advice, and encouragement 
that has proven to be pivotal at numerous junctures. To all 
tl1ese members of the extended Lawrence community, we 
offer our thanks and appreciation. 
Revitalizing a departmental program is a lot of work 
and must be carried out on several fronts. Certainly sub-
stantial attention must be paid to curricular development 
and to nurturing faculty scholcu·ship and undergraduate 
research, but attention must also be paid to such elements 
of a progran1 as regular colloquia, facilities (both space and 
equipment), library resources, recruitment of students, 
and encouragement of out-of-class social and intellectual 
interactions among students and among students and fac-
ulty members. Major enhancements in all elements of a 
departmental program CaJ.1110t be implemented overnight; 
significant improvement requires a concentrated effort on 
tl1e part of a11 entire department for perhaps five or ten 
years. The pleasure in the effort, tl1e satisfaction in seeing 
the improvements emerge, and especially the pride we take 
in the accomplishments of the students who have worked 
along witl1 us in tllis effort are more than enough reward. 
t http:/ jwww.lawrence.edu/dept/physics 
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Y2K: Just another 
winter stortn? 
t is the forenoon of Saturday, January 1, 
2000 . There appears to be no electricity in 
Appleton. An ice storm like the one that 
struck New England and eastern Canada in 
1998 has been forecast for Stmday, January 2, from 
Chicago to Green Bay. Lawrence University's Winter 
Term begins on Monday, January 3. Put yourself in the 
position of President Warch. What will he do? 
One thing he probably will not do, is add Lawrence to 
the list of school closures on the Monday morning news. 
You really can't close a residential college, especially one 
whose student body includes 6-10 percent international 
students, many of whom stay in their residence halls right 
through December. Lawrence doesn't close down for win-
ter storms- the big one of1981 underscored that for us . 
But what of the coming winter storm called the mil-
lennium bug, also known as Y2K, due to arrive at midnight 
on December 31, 1999. Is Lawrence ready for that one? 
What Lawrence Is Doing 
In 1998, after having served as part-time director of 
computer services for some 19 years, I took on the new 
title of director of information technology plarming, in 
which role I now advise on a broad range of future issues 
having technological dimensions. You may say tlut I coor-
dinate Lawrence's Y2K remediation and related planning 
efforts, though I do very little of the actual work myself. 
When Lawrence first put administrative data process-
ing onto a timeshared computer system around 1977, a 
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By James S. Evans 
Professor of Computer Science and Chemistry and 
Director of Information Technology Planning 
40-million-byte disk drive was literally as large and noisy as 
a laundry machine but cost a lot more (over $100,000 in 
today's dollars). That is why dropping two bytes of stor-
age (recording 77 instead of 1977) saved several dollars in 
costs of capitalization per thousand instances of storing a 
date. Expanded to a worldwide basi , the money saved in 
the past represents a savings or investment that goes a long 
way toward funding the remediation efforts now required 
because of tl1e impending century rollover. 
In anticipation of the year 2000, Lawrence's com-
puter services staff has carefully inspected all "legacy" soft-
ware systems and made changes in date storage or han-
dling tl1at will extend the operational lifetime of those 
systems by roughly anotl1er decade, by which time our 
newly purchased and more fully integrated administrative 
software systems will have been put into place. 
Many otl1er people have been helping me identify the 
existence of computer-based machinery and instrumenta-
tion all across campus, from utility rooms to teaching and 
research laboratories. We fully intend to usc potential Y2K 
malfunctions as a strong indicator of functional obsoles-
cence requiring replacement in the 1998-99 and 1999-
2000 fiscal years, through the mechanism of Lawrence's 
quite successful capital budget process. 
We are visiting corporate and governmental sites on 
the World Wide Web to research and help assess potential 
risks to Lawrence from Y2K-related product or service fail-
ures. In addition, we are contacting selected vendors in 
more specific ways, based both upon perceived impact to 
Lawrence's central academic mission and conspicuous 
total business volume with us, last year and this year, as tal-
lied by the new Oracle-based accounting system. 
As for something as basic as heat, Lawrence already 
maintains the capability of fuel oil backup at the heating 
plant because the pricing arrangement with our natural gas 
supplier has an interruptibility clause. A recent sequence of 
electric shutdowns, required by site work for the new sci-
ence building and successively affecting different groups of 
campus buildings, has given computer services personnel 
the opportunity to test uninterruptible power supplies in 
operation and has given the physical plant department 
added incentive to plan the capacity and distribution of 
standby generators more aggressively. We've even noted 
that an ample supply of make-up water for the boilers 
flows in the Fox River right behind the heating plant 
building. 
More broadly, and not particularly prompted by Y2K, 
Lawrence's administration has adopted a crisis interven-
tion plan, which will be put fully into place in 1999. That 
Lawrence intends 
to get through its 
152nd year in spite 
of the punctuating 
event of a f our-
digit roll over in 
the calendar year. 
plan calls for establishment and tra~rung of numerous 
cross-disciplinary response teams that focus on the topical 
aspects of counseling/ debriefing, academic coordination, 
public affairs, special cleanup, physical facilities, housing 
and food services, technology, personnel information, 
community health, volunteer coordination, ceremonies, 
and remote location. 
Through such preparations, Lawrence intends to get 
through its 152nd year in spite of the punctuating event 
of a four-digit rollover in the calendar year. I 
t http:/ /www.lawrence.edu/ -evansj/ 
http:/ /www.lawrence.edu/dept/itp/ 
Professor Evans 
Y2K Web Sites 
The Internet is replete with information on Y2K, 
some of it scare-mongering, yet much of it useful. 
Lawrence's Y2K web site is: 
http: / / www.lawrence.edu/ dept/ itp/y2k.htmlx 
The site of the President's Council on Year 2000 
Conversion is a handy starting point for finding both gov-
ernmental and corporate information: 
http:/ / www.y2k.gov / 
The well-respected Gartner Group, which mainly pro-
vides plaru1ing guidance to corporations and other entities 
on a subscription basis, has issued a report on Year 2000 
Risk Assessment a11d Planning for Individuals that is acces-
sible on-line at: 
http: / / www.gartner.com/ public/ static/ home/ 
00073955.html 
Finally, the article "The Year 2000: Social Chaos or 
Social Transformation?" by John L. Petersen, Margaret 
Wheatley, and Myron Kellner-Rogers in The Futurist, vol. 
32, no. 7 (October 1998 ), p. 21, deserves a thoughtful 
reading and is accessible on-line at: 
http:/ / www.wfs .org/year2k.htm 
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The two Rs 
Reading is its own reward 
for student volunteer tutors 
It's closing in on four o'clock on an October Monday 
afternoon. Jackie Gehring, '99, is in the library awaiting 
~e arrival of her partner in what she calls "the most 
important project I'm working on this term." Amber 
arrives punctually, the requisite armful of books - and 
grandmother- in tow. 
"They say in school it's helping her," the grand-
mother quietly tells Gehring with a smile of encourage-
ment. 
Together they board the elevator for a fourth-floor 
study room destination. As they take seats next to each 
other at a table in the large, dead-quiet room, Amber eyes 
her options - Stellaluna, The Case of the Scaredy Cats, and 
Bart Becomes a Friend- before settling on the cats. The 
next hour is spent in huddled cooperation. 
Amber begins reading aloud, although not much 
above a whisper. The pace is slow, a bit choppy, but 
Gehring listens with the patience of a saint. She uses a 
bookmark to break the hardest words into syllables, then 
punctuates Amber's success with affirmations of "good" 
and "very good." 
The two have been working together since last Octo-
ber. Amber is a Appleton third-grader who reads at a first-
grade level. Gehring is one of nearly 100 Lawrence stu-
dents who give an hour or more of their time each week 
working with a variety of on- and off-campus organiza-
tions to improve the literacy skills of area elementary and 
secondary students, as well as some adults. 
"It's great to spend time with someone who really 
wants to learn. I don't know how that can't be reward-
ing," said Gehring, a senior from Slinger, Wisconsin, who 
has worked as a tutor since her freshman year. "It lets me 
step back and think about people, not just ideas. You need 
people to put human faces on all those ideas you talk 
about in class. Tutoring does that for me. 
"Giving Amber that hour every week is the best thing 
I've done this year. The more stressful tl1e term gets, the 
more I look forward to it." 
Gehring's volunteer efforts are part of Lawrence's 
involvement with President Clinton's "America Reads" 
initiative. Launched in the fall of 1997, the five-year pro-
gram hopes to mobilize 25,000 reading specialists and 
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By Rick Peterson 
tutor coordinators to improve reading skills in children. 
While "America Reads" is still in its relative infancy, help-
ing others improve literacy skills is a Lawrence tradition 
that is fast approaching middle age. 
The rising tide of student activism tl1at washed over 
the nation's college campuses during the latter half of tl1e 
1960s left its mark on Lawrence in the form of a lantern. 
Make that LANTERN. 
Channeling their energies in a positive direction, stu-
dents in 1968 took a cue from the college's "Light! More 
Light!" motto and formed LANTERN, an umbrella organi-
zation that undertook community service projects, among 
them a volunteer tutoring program. The organization was 
struggling at the start of the 1980s but enjoyed a resur-
gence in mid-decade, helped in part by the founding in 
1985 of Campus Compact, a national coalition of college 
and university presidents committed to promoting student 
participation in community service. 
Lawrence was one of the ftrst 100 colleges in the 
country to join Campus Compact, and the association 
helped launch several literacy programs. Among them was 
one for Oneida Indian children as well as a program oper-
ated in cooperation with Appleton's First United 
Metl1odist Church that first served area Hispanics and 
later targeted the influx of Hmong immigrants to the Fox 
Valley. LANTERN's resurgence served as the impetus for the 
creation of today's multi-faceted Volunteer and Commu-
nity Service Center. 
Thirty years after the birth of LAl"\!TERN, reading and 
tutoring programs remain the hub of today's student vol-
unteer activity. Vicki Annen, '00, coordinates the VCSC's 
tutoring program, overseeing a staff of 31 student volun-
teers while searching for student matches for an additional 
15 tutors who are on a waiting list. Each tutor spends a 
minimum of one hour per week with either elementary or 
secondary students, ranging from those who are failing 
nearly every subject to those who understand concepts but 
need some gentle encouragement. Having grown up in 
Appleton herself, Annen sees the tutoring program as a 
natural bridge between the campus and the community. 
As a student at Lawrence in the early 1990s, Juan 
(Mito) Kudaka felt a need for a similar bridge, this one 
The tutors have no 
idea how much 
those two hours 
mean to the people 
they're helping . 
hours a week with these people, 
but they really have no idea how 
much those two hours mean to 
the people they're helping," said 
Kudaka. "Whatever they give, it's 
multiplied many times over. 
Left to right: Volunteers Eric Moen, '01, Clearbrook, Minn. , and Natalia Smith, '99, Huixquilucan, Mexico, 
with coordinator Juan "Mito" Kudaka, '95, Appleton; and client Ubaldo Perez, Neenah 
"Both parties get more out of 
it than they put in. The tutors are 
helping these people assimilate a 
new culture. At the same time, the 
adults are opening the eyes of the 
students to what else is happening 
connecting tl1e campus and tl1e area's growing Hispanic 
community. Since graduating in 1995, he has remained 
active in jVIVA!, the Hispanic student organization on 
campus and currently hosts a weekly bilingual radio pro-
gram on WLFM that addresses issues in the local Latino 
community. Last year he became involved with the Fox 
Valley Literacy Coalition, which coordinates an English as 
a Second Language program. The potential of Lawrence 
students as ESL tutors was a beacon Kudaka says he could 
not ignore. 
In October Kudaka began shuttling a handful of stu-
dent volunteers each Saturday morning from campus to 
the First Presbyterian Church in Neenal1 for the Literacy 
Coalition's ESL progran1. As many as seven students each 
weekend devote two hours each, working on basic life 
skills - reading, grammar, speaking vocabulary -
primarily with Hispanic adults but also with women of 
Laotian, Bulgarian, and Rumanian descent. 
Autumn Hansen, '99, from Belle Fourche, South 
Dakota, is interested in joining tl1e Peace Corps after grad-
uation. She does not speak Spanish, but tl1at fact hasn't 
dissuaded her from rising early on Saturday mornings to 
squeeze into the crowded Kudaka taxi to Neenah . She 
works with Catalina, a Mexican woman in her early 40s 
who has a problem witl1 verbs. 
"With my own limited Spanish vocabulary, I have to 
think carefully about how to express myself," said Hansen. 
"I see how hard it is to learn a new language and can 
empathize with what she's going tl1rough. These people 
have tl1eir jobs and their families to take care of, but they 
find time to come in every Saturday. I find that very 
admirable. It's given me a broader perspective on life ." 
Three years removed from his days as a Lawrence stu-
dent, Kudaka remains the motivating force behind the 
ESL tutors on campus. He admits he's been overwhelmed 
by the way students have embraced the program. 
"These tutors may think tl1ey are only spending two 
in the Fox Valley beyond just getting up and going to class 
or writing a term paper. Those are lessons that are invalu-
able to Lawrence students." 
An off-shoot of Lawrence's affiliation with Campus 
Compact was the creation of the mentoring program 
LARY. Two years after its inception, LARY was cited as 
the 312th "point of light" by President Bush during his 
"Thousand Points of Light" campaign emphasizing vol-
tmteerism and community service. Founded as Lawrence 
At-Risk Youth, the organization underwent a name 
change in 199 5 that left the acronym standing for 
Lawrence Assistance Reaching Youth but kept its mission 
intact. 
Affectionately known as LARY "buddies," the volun-
teers are matched one-on -dne with kindergarten through 
sixth-grade students from Appleton's Edison Elementary 
School, with an emphasis on reaching a balance between 
learning and having fun. Kathleen Callaghan, '99, from 
Shoreview, Minnesota, a three-year member of LARY and 
one of its co-coordinators this year, said involvement in 
LARY is a mutually beneficial activity, enriching the vol-
tmteers as much as it nurtures the youth they serve. 
"It's such a release from the academic pressures. You 
spend so much time acting like a sophisticated adult under 
this big academic umbrella and then you find yourself in a 
third-grade classroom where the toughest thing is doing 
multiplication of fractions. It's a lot of little simple things, 
but it adds up to a very positive experience." 
For all of the Lawrence tutoring and literacy volun-
teers, the three 'R' educational maxin1 could easily be 
shortened to just two: reading and rewarding. 
"It's so easy to take your own ability to read for 
granted tl1at we forget tl1ere are people who can't read at 
all or have difficulty reading," said Gehring. "I appreciate 
my own reading skills so much more whenever I see 
Amber struggle. She works so hard. It's a great feeling when 
you see her with that sense of accomplishment." 
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Confessions 
of a big-city 
transfer student 
By Tara Shingle, '99 
Originally published in The Clu·istian Science Monitor, 
September 8, 1998 
Occupying a not too-large piece of America, nestled 
among tl1e paper mills of Wisconsin's heartland, is what 
I've found to be a down-to-earth, welcoming university. 
It is a school chock-full of opportunity. But in order 
to recognize tl1at ·- and tl1is isn't at all criticism- I had 
to look a little below the surface. 
The truth is, tl1e school could have proclaimed itself 
"The Coolest, Most Life-Enhancing, Career-Clinching 
University on Eartl1," but tl1e second my eyes fell on the 
return-address label -Appleton, Wisconsin - I'd have 
tossed the catalog to the back of my desk and forgotten 
about it. A born-and-bred Easterner like me just doesn't 
ordinarily take notice of a place like that. 
I was attending a larger, well-known school in a big 
city back East, where tl1ere was all tl1e action and excite-
ment you could ever want. Crowds of students tumbled 
across campus at night, shouting with anticipation or 
heartfelt pride or political anger. Famous names regularly 
breezed through for panels and speeches on politics, 
school, the arts, sports, tl1e media. And tl1ere was always 
plenty to do on the weekends. 
Still, I wasn't happy. I was looking for a change, and 
the catalog stayed on top of the pile on my desk. 
To this day, I can't quite explain what drew me to 
Wisconsin. Was it the cheese? helpful friends suggested. 
The cows? The scenery? The farms? ... The cows? 
Certainly tl1e school offered everyt11ing else I needed. 
Its academics looked top-notch. The softball coach had 
promised me a spot on the roster, and my high school 
counselor had nothing but praise for the conservatory of 
cs music. But after life in tl1c Eastern metropolis, I'll admit I 
:g was worried about being bored. ~ ~ After I decided to transfer mid-year, I can't tell you 
"' 
.s 
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how many times I had tl1e following exchange: 
"You're transferring? Where to?" 
"Lawrence University, in Appleton, Wisconsin." 
"Wisconsin?" they would echo, regarding me cun-
ously. "Are you from Wisconsin?" 
I'd smile. "No, actually I'm from New Jersey." 
"Oh .... " 
Now that I've been a Lawrentian for six montl1s, I can 
tell you the rumors are true - you won't ftnd all-night 
discos, packed streets, or frequent surprises in Appleton. 
No, for me, this place represents a different kind of 
action, one that comes from the heart. I scored the win-
ning run in our softball conference championship last sea-
son, for example. That's a feeling you can't get in any 
nightclub. 
And in a Chinese class of six, your thinking had better 
be sharp, as the questions zip around the table. 
There's jazz, too- an individual's musical communi-
cation needs its proper venue, and tl1e people and places at 
Lawrence provide tl1at for me. 
As if all tl1is wasn't enough, I came to Lawrence at tl1e 
perfect time to jump into tl1e position of editor-in-chief of 
the student newspaper. That duty has forced me to grow 
a little, get stronger, face the community head on. 
Witl1 everything going on, I wouldn't have time to go 
cow-tipping ifl wanted to. It's a busy life, witl1 fulfillment 
tl1rough situations I certainly hadn't anticipated. Indeed, 
opportwlity knocks in mysterious ways. 
So, in a few days, I'll pack up and leave the big city to 
head back out to Appleton. Much as I'm embarrassed to 
say it, for the first time in a long while, I can't wait to get 
back to school. 
Tara Shingle is a senior at Lawrence, majoring in music and 
East Asia languages and cultures. 
Never louder than lovely 
A day in honor of "Prof" Schroeder 
The teacher 
By Bob Lowe 
Frederick Schroeder still doesn't know what the excite-
ment is all about. 
After he retired in 1978 as director of bands at 
Lawrence University, following a 27-year tenure, 
Schroeder thought he would have been allowed to fade 
into anonymity. But neither his students nor the university 
would let him. 
"Mter I retired, they still brought me in to teach part-
time," said Schroeder. "So I think I worked another five 
or six years." 
In October, some of his former students were knocking 
on his door again. It was the 20th year of his retirement, 
and they did not want this anniversary to go unnoticed. 
"He taught us how to let the music resonate into the 
deepest core of our soul and how to allow it to stir our 
spirit," said Thomas Stone, '79, assistant professor of 
music at Centencuy College in Shreveport, Louisiana. 
"Tlus man is truly special," said Robert Levy, profes-
sor of music, who succeeded Schroeder in 1979 as direc-
tor of Lawrence's Wind Ensemble. 
"He is dearly loved by so mcu1y alums in the conser-
vatory that, when we decided to have a tribute concert in 
honor of his 20th year of retirement, I was snmned by 
their loyalty and appreciation for this mcu1's impact on 
their lives." 
Among Schroeder's star students are Fred Sturm, '73, 
director of jazz studies at the Eastman School of Music in 
Rochester, New York; John Harmon, '57, jazz picu1ist and 
composer; and Kurt Dietrich, '73, a music professor at 
Ripon College. 
With only 12 musicians, Schroeder, who played the 
clarinet and flute, founded a program that today includes 
two groups - the Wind Ensemble and the Lawrence 
Symphonic Band- and draws 105 members. 
Schroeder's mild-mannered approach to music won 
the loyalty of his students. One of his favorite phrases to 
bcu1d members was "never louder than lovely." 
"He had this gentle, quiet persona. He was extremely 
poetic, cu1d he was in stark contrast to tl1e more autocratic 
conductor who would rcu1t and rave at the podium," Levy 
said. 
"He was sensitive and caring about music and music-
making. He inspired sn1dents tl1rough his natural love for 
things like nature, beauty, and sunsets." 
Sturm, who played in Schroeder's ensemble and took 
classes from him, said Schroeder, affectionately known as 
"Prof," was a larger-thcu1-life figure. 
"He was a profow1d musician cu1d a genuinely con-
nected teacher, and he always was the kind of mcu1 that 
you wanted to please cu1d meet tl1ese enormously high 
stcu1dards tl1at he set for himself and all of us," Sturm said. 
"Unlike the tyrcu1t conductor who controlled and 
dictated, Prof did everything witl1 these understated and 
artistic metaphors. He never had to raise his voice. I never 
once saw him out of control or disrespectful to the 
students." 
Schroeder's legacy is "to strive for the highest musical 
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and personal standards in an atmosphere of wonder and 
joy, removed from petty egotism and vanity," said Peter 
Schmalz, '69, conductor of the wind ensemble at Oshkosh 
West High School. 
Bob Lowe is a staff writer for the Appleton Post-Crescent, 
from which the above article has been excerpted. 
The event 
On October 31, 1998, Lawrence University hosted 
"A Tribute to Fred 'Prof' Schroeder, Director of Bands, 
1951-78," beginning with an invitation-only luncheon in 
Shattuck Hall and ending with an evening public concert 
in Memorial Chapel, featuring the Lawrence University 
Wind Ensemble, the Symphonic Band, an alumni band, 
and alumni guest conductors and composers. 
Approximately 175 former students, colleagues, 
friends, and relatives of Prof Schroeder attended the lun-
cheon, and more than 750 people attended the concert, in 
which the Symphonic Band and the Wind Ensemble were 
led by alumni conductors, including: 
• John Harmon, '57, composer and performer, lecturer 
in music (jazz studies), Lawrence University; 
• Gerald Mattern, '57, retired associate professor of 
music, St. Norbert College; 
• Joel Blahnik, '61, retired instrumental music educator, 
composer, conductor, and publisher; 
• Loren Wolf, '61, retired Wisconsin high school music 
educator; 
• John A. Rafoth, '62, retired music department chair at 
West High School in Madison, Wisconsin, conductor, 
and speaker; 
• Derald DeYoung, '64, professor of music and conduc-
tor of bands and the alumni orchestra, Calvin College, 
Grand Rapids, Michigan; 
• Peter Schmalz, '69, music teacher at West High School 
in Oshkosh, composer, arranger, and owner of Phoebus 
Publications; 
• Sarkis Halajian, '71, music director and coordinator of 
performing arts, the Cranbrook Schools, Bloomfield 
Hills, Michigan; 
• Kurt Dietrich, '73, associate professor of music and 
recent recipient of the May Bumby Severy Award for 
excellence in teaching at Ripon College; 
• Fred Sturm, '73, chair of the jazz studies and contem-
porary music department, Eastman School of Music, 
Rochester, New York; 
• Mark Fonder, '77, assistant professor of music and con-
ductor of the concert band, Ithaca College, Ithaca, 
New York; and 
• Thomas Stone, '79, assistant professor of music, Cente-
nary College, Shreveport, Louisiana, and conductor of 
the Prevailing Winds Symphonic Band. 
Included on the program were "From Tender Stem," 
a work composed by Joel Blalmik, and Percy Grainger's 
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"My Robin Is to the Greenwood Gone," arranged for 
wind ensemble by Fred Sturm. 
In conclusion, an Alumni Band performed "Peace Is 
the River, Gently Flowing," composed by John Harmon 
for the occasion, as well as Johannes Hanssen's Norwegian 
March "Valdres." All tl1e alumni in attendance performed 
a final chorus of "Bravo, Bravissimo," Schroeder's tradi-
tional closing number for all his concerts. 
Performing in the Alumni Band were: flute Duffie 
Adelson, '73, Kristin Loghry Beatty, '77, Jane Bent, '72, 
Mary Finnegan Berk, '67, Pat DerHorsepian, '59, Debo-
rah Egevist, '73, Heidi Jacobson Knudsen, '74, Kathleen 
Seelin Manchester, '79, and Betty Brown Woelm, '71; 
clarinet Laura Bornhoeft, '76, Reggie Goeke, '69, 
Geraldin Grine, '65, Sarkis Halajian, '71, Pamela Harri -
son, '76, Dan Heinz, '74, Kathy Henke, '74, Mary Lam-
brecht, '77, Pamela A. Johnson, '67, Heidi Baumann-
Schuppel, '77, George Stalle, '75, Ann Tirk, '64, Lester 
Tanji, '74, James Uyeda, '56; bassoon Susan Lawrence 
McCardell, '80, Bill Robertson, '69, Carl Rath, '75, Linda 
Harmon, '75; alto saxophone Alice Farver Bowdish, '68, 
Kathy Orth, '75; baritone saxophone Robert Turk, '65; 
French hom Austin Boncher, '63, Lori Callow, '79, Kris 
Bryan, '70, C. Richard Henckel, '57, Becky Heinz, '74, 
Linda Kimball, '77, Warren Kirkland, '67; Allan Medak, 
'79, Ivan Spangenberg, '54, Christine Manuel Zacher, 
'79. 
Trumpet Larry Darling, '76, Ed Engle, '70, Michael 
Hale, '74, Gerald Mattern, '57, Jeff Pietrangelo, '74, 
David K. Ridgely, '64, Loren Wolf, '62, Lila Zastrow, '77; 
trombone Tom Cartright, '75, Derald DeYoung, '64, Kurt 
Dietrich, '73, Mark Fonder, '77, Mark Gerard, '70, Tom 
Lambrecht, '76, Thomas Stone, '79, Dick Underberg, 
'55; euphonium Joel Blahnik, '61, Norm Yamada, '71; 
tuba Tristan Eggner (son of Kim, '75 ); bass trombone/tuba 
Bob Swan, '57; string bass Bruce Feldt, '64; percussion 
Ken Mueller, '63, Michael Ratsch, '71. 
The memories 
"I remember well his ability to bring to mind the joy oflife 
in tl1e midst of hectic student activity." -Susan Lawrence 
McCardell, '80 
"Prof would always refer to students as 'my little pal from 
___ .' We sometimes knew where someone was from 
before we really knew their name!" - Carl Rath, '75 
"The inspiration that I received from Fred Schroeder 
helped me set high standards for myself and my students. 
The personal help that he gave me during my early teach-
ing years proved invaluable. I have always had the utmost 
respect for this man."- Sam R. Ostvald, '60 
"The most important influence Prof had on me was that 
he was the first wind conductor in my experience to tran-
scend the 'macho-bravura' band director 
stereotype. Prof exuded tl1e philosophy 
tl1at 'less is more' when it came to band 
texture, conducting, and life." - Mark 
Fonder, '77 
"What had tl1e most impact on my musi-
cal education and for my future career in 
music is that Prof had us perform the 
very latest (and best) concert band 
music. From Gianinni to Clifton 
Williams to Will Gay Bottje and arrange-
ments of works by Dohnanyi and 
Mahler, we were introduced to contem-
porary band music language and styles in 
a way that most of us had not previously 
experienced." - Bob Fetters, '63 
"Prof taught us that music teaching can 
itself be musical. The way we use our 
voice and tl1e English language, tl1e 
terms we use to characterize music and 
the performance of it, and what we listen 
for in the music, all these can be worka-
day in nature, or they can be truly 
inspired and elevated. Proflet us hear the 
music through his ears, and by the expe-
rience, we learned to be deeper listeners. 
He taught us how to let the music res-
onate into the deepest core of our soul 
and how to allow it to stir our spirit." 
-Thomas D. Stone, '79 
"Prof would always play in the band 
while the seniors conducted each spring. 
One year his name in tl1e program was 
Purdy Shabby! I can't remember the oth-
ers, but I am sure they were just as 
clever."- Carl Ratl1, '75 
"I have had the privilege of studying with 
many fme teachers, but Prof more than 
any of the others helped me to tmder-
stand what true musical sensitivity is all 
about. His students ("scholars all" as he "Prof" Schroeder, photographed recently in his Appleton garden 
used to call us) have passed on his phi-
losophy and high ideals to thousands of others; thus, his 
influence has been greatly multiplied." -Michael Ratsch, 
'71 
"One of the ideas Prof stressed was that one always begins 
a critique by saying something positive about a particular 
performance. If absolutely nothing positive could be said 
about the performance, we were told to at least compli-
ment the students on tl1eir appearance." - Kris Jensen 
Bryan, '70 
"In an echoey gymnasium, after assaulting a baffled and 
outnumbered audience witl1 the most forbidding atonal 
lain Hamilton work played from manuscript, Prof would 
follow with a tuneful march that everyone could go out 
humming: 'Valdres,' perhaps, plus of course the tmalloyed 
sentimentality of 'Lawrence Is Our Dear Old Home.' He 
may have been committed to stretching minds and ears, 
but he also knew how to win hearts." - Stu Baird, '67 
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Richard Snyder, '65: 
Computers for the youngest learners 
wo years ago, Richard Snyder, '65, became a 
full-time volunteer. With eyes wide open, he 
left an executive position with a world-
renowned high-tech firm to head a trail-blaz-
ing non-profit project geared to four-year-old children. 
"I was most motivated to change my direction by 
what was coming out - or not coming out - of our 
schools," says Snyder, now program manager for Windows 
to the World at Associated Day Care Services in Boston, 
Massachusetts. "Over a half-million high-tech jobs in this 
country today are not filled, and enrollment in high-tech 
courses has gone down." 
Windows to the World puts computers with develop-
mentally appropriate software into day-care centers serving 
children from low-income families of varying ethnic back-
grounds: Haitians, Vietnamese, Chinese, Latinos, Cape 
Verdeans, and Mrican Americans. With 133 computers 
installed- 120 are in classrooms and 13 are in individual 
homes, a figure that represents roughly 20 percent of the 
goal- the program currently serves approximately 1,300 
youngsters. 
Before he changed direction, Snyder was executive 
vice-president at Cognex Corporation, the world's leading 
supplier of machine vision systems - computers tl1at can 
"see" and are used to automate a wide range of manufac-
turing processes where vision is required. In 1997, the 
year he left, the firm posted its 11th consecutive year of 
profitability, surpassing $155 million in revenue. The Nat-
ick, Massachusetts, company has been recognized repeat-
edly by national publications, including BusinessWeek, 
Fortune, and Forbes. 
By using computers, explains Snyder, children can be 
exposed to a wide range of activities previously unavail-
able. Technology allows them to expand their spatial rela-
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By Barbara Forster 
tional intelligence, manipulate objects on screen, and con-
struct stories, as well as - most important - giving them 
a sense of computer mastery at an early age. 
In one reading-prep game, kids are asked to find a 
specific letter of the alphabet. When tl1ey select the correct 
one, a moving audio graphic- "Look at the leaping lla-
mas" - is the reward. After three incorrect answers, the 
number of choices is reduced so that eventually only the 
correct key can be selected. "Good job" is always the ver-
bal accolade. 
In addition to helping children develop reading and 
mathematical skills such as sequencing and sorting, via 
games that emphasize positive reinforcement, the project 
seeks to extend creativity tl1rough programs that encour-
age free explorations. 
A group of Haitian children used a computer card-
making program to create original greeting cards to send 
to people they knew back home. "Surprisingly," Snyder 
says, "the computers are an incredible socialization tool-
which is part of what day care is all about." 
Two computers are set up side-by-side, each with two 
chairs, so that a minimum of four children can use the 
machines at one time. In practice, more tl1an four often 
work together. Onlookers, who may be too shy to press 
the keys themselves, give advice. The teams often share 
what they are doing: "Let's try what they're doing" is 
commonly heard. 
A more difficult goal is to make computers part of the 
"natural" environment. In order to completely integrate 
computers into daily activities, the project offers training 
for teachers and staff. Computers can be used for admin-
istrative matters, including student records or improving 
communication with parents via newsletters, for example. 
But most important, stresses Snyder, teachers using 
computers are excellent role 
models. "When children see 
their teachers on their own at 
the computer," he says, 
"they realize that this is an 
OK thing to do." 
Most staff members 
under 30 are reasonably 
computer literate, but older 
teachers are somewhat intim-
idated by the technology. To 
help them be more at ease, 
computer mentors make reg-
ular site visits. Snyder real-
ized early on that obtaining 
professional technical sup-
port would be cmcial to the 
program's success. He found 
a Boston company that 
offered three years of on-site 
support in addition to a 
good-quality PC. 
Despite its fledgling sta-
tus, Snyder is confident that 
"Windows" will prepare 
these children to handle the 
technology they will face in 
elementary school. "We 
really won't know if it's 
working until they reach 
Kindergarten, first grade, and 
beyond," he says, "but just 
by watching the kids and 
how much they are into it, I 
have faith that it will work." 
An idea crystallizes Snyder with young learners 
In the course of many 
business trips to Japan, Sny-
der realized that Japanese factory workers were not only 
highly educated but, in fact, were better educated than 
Americans. "I felt that I needed to do something besides 
worry about this," he says. "My thoughts turned to action 
when former Governor George Romney of Michigan 
came to town and gave a speech about volunteerism. 
"Still, it was surprising how hard it was to find the 
right volunteer job - just as hard as getting a paid one," 
says Snyder. "I wrote letters and networked with everyone 
I knew." After months of searching, the Wisconsin native 
discovered the day-care computer program- an offshoot 
of a larger United Way effort, Success by Six. Its proactive 
approach was especially appealing and answered his major 
concern about the growth of information technology as a 
teaching tool - that it runs the risk of further excluding 
people already marginalized in today's society. 
Nationwide, more than 25 percent of children are 
exposed to computers in early childhood programs, but 
the majority are from middle- to upper-income families. In 
Boston, for example, 30 percent of preschool programs 
have computers in their classrooms, which means that 
more than two-thirds of Boston's kids start their early 
childhood experience qualitatively different from children 
using computers on a daily basis. 
"The very best part of my job is the time I spend in 
the day-care centers," Snyder says with a broad smile. "I 
was a bit intimidated when I first walked into a center 
where all the staff and kids were either black or Latino, but 
the kids are totally color-blind. They're just happy to see me. 
"I'm surprised at how much I like being with the 
kids," adds the six-foot-two alunums, who has learned 
that "staying low" is essential when working with the 
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under-five crowd. "I sit on the floor a lot." 
The only drawback to working with children is health-
related, notes a smiling Snyder. "I catch a lot of colds." 
The financial reality of the volunteer world, the need 
for fund-raising, is another downside. "Eventually I will 
have to raise more money," he adds. "I don't like that, but 
I'll do it." 
"I sit on the floor a lot." 
The beat of a different drum 
Snyder admits that, until three years ago, volun-
teerism was not part of his personal life or career path. A 
60-hour work 
week and then 
family time was the 
normal pattern. 
"My focus was 
business, and it was 
rewarding," he 
says. "My goal 
when I started 
working was to 
make money, and I 
was on a traditional 
upward track: pro-
grammer, manage-
ment, division 
president. The next 
logical step was 
CEO." 
Today, the Lawrence math major who spent more 
than 20 years in management compares his "switch" to 
that of a Great Lakes steamer. "It takes a mile to turn 
around," he says. "I get calls all the time to go back, but ... " 
In fact, Snyder enjoys the the younger generation so 
much that, down the road, he is considering becoming a 
mentor. "Little kids are so much more direct, and they are 
happy to see you," he says. 
Once he made the decision to leave, acting on it was 
easy. But retiring came with a "gotcha." 
"The word retired was hard to accept," Snyder says. 
"In the beginning I didn't tell people that; it's taken me 
two years to be able to say it." 
In retrospect, Snyder believes he made the right 
choices at the right time. "At 35 I wasn't ready for this," 
he says, "and in some cases my friends still think I'm crazy, 
but it is my life and my time. Personally, volunteering is 
rewarding." 
Barbara Forster is a freelance writer in Boston . 
t www. uwmb.org/ successby6 I community .htrnl#extraor 
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Lawrence College appeared in 
several of her novels, identified 
variously as Westerly College, 
Windsor College, Stillriver Col-
lege, and Winnebago College. 
She grew up in Appleton in the 
house at 16 Brokaw Place* 
designed by her father, Rufus 
''Rocky" Bagg, a Lawrence 
geology professor. A Wellesley 
graduate, she received a master's degree from 
Lawrence in 1921 and also taught English at the 
college that year. 
She was Gladys Bagg Taber (1899-1980), and, 
while her name is not a household word - although 
she often wrote about household matters- she com-
mands a loyal following to this day. In June, members 
of an organization called The Friends of Gladys Taber 
will visit the Lawrence campus, as they do periodically 
(the last time was in 1996), for their annual meeting, 
commemorating the 1 OOth anniversary of Gladys 
Taber's birth. The "Friends" number more than 500 
members worldwide. 
Gladys Taber wrote over 50 books, some set in 
Appleton but many written at and about Stillmeadow, 
her 1690s Connecticut farmhouse, and Still Cove, the 
Cape Cod retreat of her later years. The Wisconsin 
chapter of the Friends of Gladys Taber is called the Still 
Cove Society. 
Her writing career began with a play, Lady in the 
Moon, published by Samuel French in 1925. Her first 
novel, Late Climbs the Sun, was published in 1934 and 
her first Stillmeadow book, Haroest at Stillmeadow in 
1940. A long-time popular magazine columnist, she 
wrote "Diary of Domesticity" for Ladies' Home Journal 
and "Butternut Wisdom" for Family Circle. 
t http:/ jwww.geocities.com/ Athens/ Acropolis/ 
5612/taber.htm 
* The house at 16 Brokaw Place, which the neighbors have 
been convinced since 1915 would eventually fall into the Fox 
River, was sold last year and demolished. 
Crossing the finish rne 
Liebich 
Julie Liebich, 
'01, is the first 
runner in the 
history of the 
Lawrence worn-
en's cross coun-
try program to 
win an individ-
ual conference 
championship 
-a feat the 
Menomonie sophomore accom-
plished at the 1998 Midwest Con-
ference cross country champi-
onships, where she crossed the 
finish line of the SK course with a 
time of 18:39. 
As a freshman in cross country, 
Liebich was plagued by injuries. 
Suffering from a stress fracture since 
she was a senior in high school, she 
had a tough time adjusting to not 
being able to compete at a high 
level. 
"I ran for only a week during 
preseason training my freshman year 
of college," Liebich said. "For the 
rest of the season I was on the 
injured reserve team. I ran in early 
meets, but after two or three weeks 
the pain was unbearable, and I 
couldn't run at all. I didn't run for 
over a month because I was under-
going tests . I had bone scans, went 
to the hospital, and everything. My 
freshman year of cross country was 
pretty much shot." 
Entering the 1998 cross coun-
try season, neither Liebich nor 
Head Coach Mike Fox was exactly 
sure how she would fare. 
"Julie came into the season in 
pretty good shape," Fox said. "She 
is a very talented runner, and I 
knew she could overcome her 
injuries. I just didn't know how 
long it would take for her to be at 
her best level. As tl1e season went 
on, her confidence grew, and she 
started believing." 
After some decent performances 
at the beginning of tl1e year, Liebich 
feels she came into her true form at 
tl1e Wisconsin Private College 
Championships. 
"Coach Fox was really trying to 
pump me up," Liebich said. "He 
kept telling me that I could win the 
race, but I never totally believed 
him. However, thanks to the moti-
vation he gave me time in and time 
out, I really did start believing in 
myself." 
Liebich finished a distant sec-
ond. A Beloit College runner took 
first place, and Liebich believed she 
would have a tough time ever beat-
ing her. However, she did feel she 
was running better than she ever 
had before. 
"The woman from Beloit is a 
great runner," Liebich said. "She 
gets off to fast starts, and if you 
don't stay with her from the get-go, 
it's tough to catch up. I knew I 
would have a tough time beating 
her at tl1e conference race ." 
Besides the runner from Beloit, 
whom Liebich had never beaten, 
otl1er main competitors were 
anotl1er Beloit harrier who had 
qualified for nationals tl1e previous 
year and a Carroll College runner. 
"At tl1e conference champi-
By Michelle Burzinski 
onships I started out strong 
and felt really good at the 
beginning," Liebich said. 
"Both rmmers from Beloit 
were at the front of the pack, 
and I decided to stay back. I 
didn't want to get too excited 
and start out too fast. At about 
Thanks to the 
motivation Coach 
Fox gave me time 
in and time out, 
I really did start 
believing 
myself. 
. 1n 
tl1e mile-and -a-half mark I 
decided to make my move. I 
took the chance and went. I 
never felt tired; I just felt 
better th~n I ever had before." 
Taking that chance paid 
off. She crossed the finish line 
ahead of tl1e pack. 
"I was in shock," Liebich 
said. "I still wonder how I did 
it. I wondered if the runners 
from Beloit just ran poorly or 
what." 
With one championship 
under her belt Liebich 's future 
looks bright. 
"If Julie stays healthy, she 
should be favored to win the 
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conference the next nvo years," 
Coach Fox said. "Her biggest 
competition will be Cathy 
Kempen, '01, another Lawrence 
runner." 
Liebich on the run 
The women's soccer team recorded 
its best season ever, finishing ll-6-1 
overall and 7-1-1 in the conference. 
The Vikings fell 2-1 in three over-
times in the championship game. 
Forward Megan Tiemann, '02 , 
Kent, Washington, was named 
conference Co-Player of the Year 
and earned first-team all-MWC 
honors. Kim Geiser, '00, Hopkins, 
Minnesota, and Gina Casati, '02, 
West Bend, also garnered first-team 
all-MWC honors. 
36 Spring 1999 
finisher, earning seventh 
place with a 26:31 mark 
in the 8K race . 
Kip Irish, '01, 
Neenah, earned first-
team all-MWC honors 
as he led the men's 
soccer team to a 2-14 
record and an eighth-
place finish in the 
MWC. 
Gina Casati, '02, dribbles the ball past an Illinois College Lady Blue 
defender. 
Twenty-seven 
Lawrence University 
athletes were named to 
the 1998 Academic 
All-Conference Team 
for their achievements 
during the fall sports 
season. They were: foot-
ball, Eric Benedict, '99, 
Appleton, Rob Geck, 
'99, Victor, Montana, 
The voiJeyball team placed sixth 
at the 1998 conference tournament. 
Outside hitter Mel Knott, '01, 
Kaukauna, earned first-team all-
MWC honors; outside hitter Lisa 
Hess, '00, Oconomowoc, was 
named to the second team. 
The women's tennis team 
earned an eighth-place finish at the 
conference tennis championships. 
Nine members of the Vikings 
football team were named all-MWC. 
Mark Smrecek, '00, Appleton, was 
the Vikings' lone first-team selec-
tion. Stacy Seidl, '00, Appleton; 
Rob Dummert, '00, Brookfield; 
Rob Geck, '99, Victor, Montana; 
and Chad Waller, '00, Waupaca, 
were named second-team all-confer-
ence. Honorable-mention selections 
were Steve Wesley, '01, Wisconsin 
Rapids; Quinn Mullikin, '99, Lake 
Geneva; Ty Molitor, '01, Appleton; 
Jeff Shock, '99, New Berlin; and 
Waller as a defensive back. The 
Vikings finished the 1998 season 
with a 2-8 record. 
The men's cross country team 
came in fourth at 
the conference chan1pionships. Peter 
Levi, '01, Watertown, was the top 
Chris Leatherbury, '00, Appleton, 
Randy Mangelson, '00, Shell Lake, 
J. T. Maschman, '00, Prairie Du 
Sac, Lloyd Nerenberg, '00, Shore-
wood, JeffRamsey, '00, San Pedro, 
California, and Justin Staker, '00, 
Cedar Falls, Iowa; cross country, 
Josh Cross, '01, Vancover, Wash-
ington, Peter Levi, '01, Watertown, 
and James Moran, '00, Clay, 
New York, Vanessa Curtis, '00, 
Schullsburg, Becky Doyle, '00, 
Darlington, Cathy Kempen, '01, 
Kaukauna, Jenny Kornowski, '99, 
Schaumberg, Illinois, Julie Liebich, 
'01, Menomonie, Jen Totoritis, '00, 
Omaha, Nebraska, and Stephanie 
Webster, '00, Ludington, Michigan; 
volleyball, Jenny Batog, '00, 
Milwaukee, Leah Anderson, '99, 
Otsego, Minnesota, Lisa Hess, '99, 
Oconomowoc, and Laura Trumm, 
'00, Baraboo; women's soccer, 
Shannon Brady, '01, Rockford, 
Illinois, Betsy Moyer, '01, Eau 
Claire, and Kristin Thompson, '99, 
Wisconsin Rapids; and men's soccer, 
Patrick McDonough, '00, Green 
Bay, and Ryan Vander Wielen, '00, 
Neenah. 
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Class Notes 
Lawrence Today is published four times 
each year: Fall (September), Winter 
(President's Report), Spring (March ), 
and Summer (June). 
Class notes deadlines for the remainder of 
1999 are: 
Fall issue, May 1, 1999 
Winter issue, September 1, 1999* 
*Although the President's Report, 
published as the winter issue of Lawrence 
Today, does not contain class notes, a 
special class notes supplement is published 
and mailed with it. 
Lawrence 1926 
Gladys Jarrett, Cape Elizabeth, Maine, 
keeps busy participating in the League of 
Women Voters, as well as four environmen -
tal groups, the Civil Liberties Union, and 
many other civic organizations. Gladys, a 
Lawrence philosophy major, fondly remem-
bers ]. H. Farley of that department. 
Lawrence 1927 
Viola Foster Bird, Des Moines, Washing-
ton, spent August 1998 in Wisconsin, trac-
ing her family roots. She was accompanied 
by her two daughters and three grand-
daughters. Her travels took her to River 
Falls, Fennimore, and Fall River, and she 
ended her trip with a visit to Lawrence Uni -
versity, where she and her late husband, 
Winfred Bird, '26, met. Though Viola 
hadn't been in Appleton since her tenth 
class reunion in 1937, she found it to be "as 
wonderful as I had remembered it." Viola 
and her family were treated to a special per-
formance by Miriam Duncan, professor 
emerita of music, of "Praise God from 
Whom All Blessings Flow" on the chapel 
organ at the behest of President Warch. 
Murna Wickert Weller, Appleton, has 
three children, ll grandchildren, and 21 
great-grandchildren. Murna is an usher at 
her church and has been the secretary for 
the Class of 1927 for 45 years. She has 
attended 55 Lawrence reunions. 
Lawrence 1928 
Edgar W. Spanagel, Wilmington, 
Delaware, and his wife, Henrietta, have 
lived in a retirement community for the past 
three years. Edgar mentions that his 
brother, Wilbert Spanagel, '33, is currently 
retired and living in Appleton. 
Lawrence 1930 
Donald E. Babcock, Oconomowoc, and 
his wife, Dorothy Smith Babcock, '30, are 
both retired. Dorothy, was a math teacher 
at Oconomowoc High School until her 
retirement in 1975 and continued to p.Jtor 
in math until the fall of 1998. Donald 
retired from management in 1982. Both 
Donald and Dorothy enjoy some foreign 
travel, but they were content to spend 1998 
in their own home. They are active in their 
church. 
Henrietta Pratt Curtiss, Oak Ridge, Ten-
nessee, moved there in 1971 from Long 
Island. She enjoys Tennessee's weather 
("not often a lot of snow") and the ctivcrsity 
of people who live there. Henrietta teaches 
hand-built clay pottery classes and is having 
a good time doing so. She spent Thanksgiv-
ing in Highlands, North Carolina, with her 
children, grandchildren, and great-grand-
children . 
Lawrence 1931 
Earl E. Tetzlaff, Manitowoc, writes that he 
enjoys gardening, reading, and travel. 
Lawrence 1932 
Donald H. Farrish, Wisconsin Rapids, has 
two children, three grandchildren, and three 
great-grandchildren. In November his wife, 
Marion, was declared legally blind and thus 
they now limit their travel to visiting family, 
local friends, and, of course, Lawrence Uni -
versity. Donald still does most of his own 
yard work; however, he has given up snow 
shoveling! 
Alphile Espeseth Larson, Appleton, is a 
volunteer teacher in English as a second lan-
guage and has taught several people from 
various countries and varying proficiency 
levels. At d1e end of August and through 
d1e beginning of September, Alphile visited 
two former students in Finland and experi-
enced a Finnish sauna. She also visited 
friends in Austria as well as in North York-
shire, England. 
Leon F. Schultz, Seymour, creates inlaid 
tables in his home workshop. 
Reinhold A. Vogt, Sun City, Arizona, 
attended his family reunion in California last 
June. Six of the original 11 members are 
still alive, and all attended. He also made his 
third trip in three years to Germany with his 
sister to visit nine of their cousins still Jiving 
there. 
Milwaukee-Downer 1932 
Sesquicentennial Reunion, 
October 2001 
Berenice E. Hess is observing the tenth 
anniversa1y of her move to a life-care retire-
ment community in Haverford, Pennsylva-
nia, where she was first president of the resi-
dents association and has chaired its arts 
committee, teaches silversmithing and lap-
idaty work, assists with hanging bimonthly 
arts and crafts exhibits, directs the Quadran-
gle Singers, plays in a bell choir, and serves 
on the residents committee on relations 
with the Marriott Corporation, which oper-
ates the facility. She also has published a 
book of her poeuy and serves as a trustee of 
the Old Haverford Friends Meeting. 
Jeanette Morrison, Winona, Minnesota, 
remarks that she is "glad to be an 89-ycar-
old alum." She shares her home "in a nice 
university small town" with two cats, 
Tommy and Benny. 
Ruth F. Rosenthal, Milwaukee, recently 
attended a mini-reunion with five other 
Milwaukee-Downer grads at the Alexian 
Village in Milwaukee. 
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Legacies in the Class of 2002 
In Lawrence parlance, a legacy is a current student who is not the first member of his or her family 
(very broadly defined) to attend the college. Here is the traditional photograph of new students and 
their alumni kin, taken immediately after the equally traditional group photo of all the first-year and 
transfer students. Front row (left to right) Jenna Rompelman, '02, Katherine O'Neill Anderson, M-D '33, 
and her grandson, Chris Anderson, '02, Lori Lewandowski, '02, and her sister, Amie Lewandowski, '98. 
Second row (from left) Lynne Goeldner Rompelman, '72, mother of Jenna, '02, Tom Lipari, '02, and his 
father, Joe Lipari, '72, Lisa Redepenning, '02 (cousin of Toby Kinsler, '98*), Heidi Hilt, '02 (sister of Lori 
M. Hilt, '97*), Kurt Schenderlein, '02 (brother of Anna Schenderlein Durand, '98*). *Not pictured. 
Lawrence 1933 
Emory Ansorge, Gillett, has been very 
active in his community, including serving 
as mayor, city council member, school 
board member, water and sewer commis-
sioner, ftrc department volunteer, Boy Scout 
and Girl Scout council executive board 
member, and many other areas of involve-
ment. He was honored in August for his 
long-time community service and many 
achievements when the 1998 Oconto 
County Fair was dedicated in his honor. In 
October he was recognized by the Gillett 
Masonic Lodge for 60 years of service with 
a ceremony in his honor. In the past few 
years Emery, a Lawrence University trustee 
emerims, has traveled to every continent in 
the world, his latest trip being to the 
Antarctic, but he also has undergone five 
major surgeries in four years. 
Esther Merkle Behr is retired and lives in 
Appleton . 
Horace G. Roberts, Green Valley, Arizona, 
is a camera buff, an avid reader, and a fre-
quent traveler. He is a board member for 
both the Tucson-Pima Public Library and 
the local library friends , chairs his church 's 
administrative board, and is "mildly active" 
in local political affairs . 
Melvin H. Slattengren, Wheaton, Illinois, 
spends much of his time playing with his 
computer, reading the morning paper, and 
"nursing" his ailments. He gets around on 
an electric scooter that fits into the trunk of 
his car. At his latest annual check-up the 
doctor proclaimed Melvin to be in pretty 
good shape for an 87-year-old man. 
Milwaukee-Downer 1933 
Sesquicentennial Reunion, 
October 2001 
Lawrence 1934 
65th Reunion, June 18-20, 1999 
Marjorie Hoffman Hagan, Naples, 
Florida, serves on the Northwestern Univer-
sity Naples Alumni Board. She is a former 
president of both the Naples P.E.O . and 
the Naples Garden Club and has served as 
a board member and held membership in 
many other organizations and groups. 
Marjorie has three children and five grand-
children. 
38 Spring 1999 
Milwaukee-D6wner 1934 
65th Reun1on, October 1 3, 1999 
Henriette Scheele Kneevers Henning, 
Sheboygan, spent a week in 1998 with her 
daughter, Victoria, and her husband at 
Torch Lake, ncar Eastport, Michigan. She 
had a great time with their three children, as 
well as her d1ree great-grandchildren. 
Lawrence 1935 
65th Reunion, June 2000 
Milwaukee-Downer 1935 
65th Reunion, October 2000 
Lawrence 1936 
65th Reun1on June 2001 
Vernon Beckman, Bella Vista, Arkansas, 
took an Alaskan cruise in the fall of 1997. 
He also attended his granddaughter's 
wedding in Las Vegas and d1e wedding 
reception in Milwaukee. In the summer of 
1998, Vernon traveled to Holden Beach, 
North Carolina, to attend his great-grand-
daughter's first birthday party. 
Alois "Lou" Cherney, Silver Spring, 
Maryland, and his wife, Myriam, spend 
every summer at d1eir cabin in Menominee, 
Michigan. They often participate in Reunion 
Weekend at Lawrence and visit Bjorklun-
den. Each year they spend January and Feb-
ruary in Montevideo, Uruguay, and visit 
friends and places in Argentina, Chile, 
Brazil, and Paraguay. 
Gerard J. Hecker, Phoenix, Arizona, has 
five children, 16 grandchildren, and six 
great-grandchildren. He sold his trailer and 
Suburban after 17 years and has gone back 
to staying in hotels. He is happy to be in 
reasonably good health and still able to 
walk, drive, and play golf. 
Elmer Otte, Appleton, was master of cere-
monies of d1e SOth-anniversruy celebration 
of the Wisconsin Regional Writers Associa-
tion, held in Oconomowoc. Elmer is a 
retired author and had six poems published 
in 1998. Elmer has two children, Cecile 
Otte Pernica, '57, and David Otte. 
Helen Groh Peerenboom, Menomonee 
Falls, enjoys traveling and has been to Eng-
land, Europe, and Israel and is planning a 
trip to Ireland. She also has attended Elder-
hostels in Santa Fe ru1d Taos. Helen has 
three children. 
Milwaukee-Downer 1936 
65th Reunion, October 2001 
Helen Terry Albrecht, Durham, Nord1 
Carolina, has lived in the Duke Continuing 
Care Facility for d1e past six yeru·s. Helen 
enjoys her new home and d1e friends she 
has made d1ere and is active on the residents 
board, serves on the activities committee, 
runs bridge games, and on San1rdays acts as 
mailperson to the people in the assisted 
living and skilled nursing areas. She feels 
fortunate to be just an hour away from her 
former lake home in Virginia and thus able 
to visit often with her friends in Clarksville, 
Virginia. Helen spent Christmas with her 
two daughters, four granddaughters, and 
four great-granddaughters. 
Carol Schroeder Caldwell, Colebrook, 
Connecticut, moved there two years ago 
after having lived in Raleigh, North Car-
olina, for 32 years. She found the move to 
be challenging but now feels part of the 
Colebrook community. She participates in 
her church, is part of a garden club, plays 
bridge, and enjoys her role as grandmother. 
Jane Rettke Moe, J;iighlands, North 
Carolina, has taken trips to California, 
Florida, and Maryland. She has four 
children, five grandchildren, and four great-
grandchildren. 
Harmony Weissbach, Cedarburg, is active 
in the American Association of University 
Women in Milwaukee, serves as interna-
tional relations chair of her county League 
ofWomen Voters, and works with a jail 
literacy program for young people seeking 
their high school-equivalency diplomas. 
Lawrence 1937 
65th Reunion, June 2002 
Elizabeth Frye Carr, Sarasota, Florida, is 
part of a five-person madrigal singing group 
that petforms for hospice programs, retire -
ment homes, and the like. She also sings in 
her church choir and with the Sarasota 
Choral Society, recently stepped down as 
president of the Sarasota Music Club, and 
volunteer at the Sarasota Archives. 
P. Stanley and Dorothy Mitchell Guth 
live in Venice, Florida, where they are "just 
enjoying life in our declining years and do 
not miss the nortl1 cow1uy at all." 
Hester White Maury and her husband, 
Henry, moved in 1998 fi·om Nonvalk, Con-
necticut, to a continuing-care retirement 
home in JacksonviJle, Florida. They have 
four children and nine grandchildren. 
Leroy E. Olsen, Sturgeon Bay, took a 
"Tale of Two Cities" trip in 1998- four 
days in London, tl1en by train tl1rough the 
Chum1el for four days in Paris. He cele-
brated his 8Stl1 birthday in September. 
Ethel Helmer Riester, Santa Rosa, Califor-
nia, in 1998 spent a wonderful week in 
Door County with her son, Jeff, '70, and 
his family. Ethel has three children and 
seven grandchildren. 
Karl E. Sager, Green Valley, Arizona, and 
his wife, Mildred, celebrated both their 55th 
wedding anniversary and the birth of their 
first great-grandchild in 1998. Mildred 
(flute) and Karl (violin) are members of the 
Green Valley Chamber Music Society, 
which presents monthly programs and 
annual recitals. 
Harold H. Zoerb, Benicia, California, 
wrote to let Lawrence friends know that 
his wife of over 60 years, Lois, died in May 
1998. They shared an interest in quartet 
singing and had been active as performers 
and officers in the Sweet Adelines Interna-
tional Society. 
Milwaukee-Downer 1937 
Sesquicentennial Reunion, 
October 2001 
Marjorie Hathaway Briggs and her 
husband, Charlie, live at the Christian Liv-
ing Campus in Denver, Colorado. They 
have iliree children, seven grandchildren, 
and five great-grandchildren. 
Ruth Kowalke Brunner, Saratoga, Califor-
nia, is a housing counselor for Project 
Match, Inc. In October she went on a study 
tour of French Impressionists, visiting the 
areas north of Paris where they lived and 
worked, and in November she enjoyed a 
week of opera in ew York City. She is a 
member of the board of tl1e Opera Guild 
San Jose and twice a year provides housing 
for singers who come to rehearse and per-
form witl1 Opera San Jose. 
Lawrence 1938 
65th Reun1on, June 2003 
Edith Kraft Dahlberg, Glenview, Illinois, 
keeps herself busy with home upkeep and 
visiting family and friends. She makes special 
visits to friends who are shut-in and tries to 
help them out. Edith spends her summers in 
Wisconsin, where she has a house and gar-
dens on a Lake; she also has a horse farm in 
Lexington, Kentucky, and travels tl1ere reg-
ularly. 
Clarice Blatchley Engleman, Joliet, Illi -
nois, is a homemaker and an active grand-
motller. She senres in leadership capacities 
for both the Daughters of tl1e American 
Revolution and the King's Daughters and 
Sons and also is organist for Joliet's United 
Methodist Church, is a guest performer for 
area concerts and festivals, and teaches piano 
for fom students. Clarice also is an active 
member of tl1e her church's Stephen 
Minisuy. 
Marjorie Hall Pease taught Latin in 
Rhinelander for 25 years, during which she 
traveled si..x times to Italy and once to 
Greece with sn1dents. In 1993, she took a 
group of adults to Naples, Italy, to work at 
an orphanage. Today, she volunteers at her 
chw-ch and at the local hospital. Marjorie 
has three children, six grandchildren, and 
three great-grandchildren. 
Janet Riesberry Jordan, Ridgeland, Missis-
sippi, has one daughter and one grandson 
ALUMNI TODAY 
and recently moved into a retirement home. 
Gay Patterson Kocmich, Hillsborough, 
California, is on the San Mateo COLmty His-
toric Resource Board and attended a state 
conference for state and local history in 
Sacramento. She gives vintage doming 
shows as fund-raisers for tl1e cotmty 
museum and helps \vith after-school tutor-
ing programs. Gay has two sons, one of 
whom is sailing his boat around the Pacific 
for two years. 
Robert F. DeLong, Neenah, and his wife, 
Marian Dettman DeLong, '39, were 
visited by Mary Haugen Otto, '46, and 
her husband early in October. The two cou-
ples traveled to Door County and enjoyed 
the beautiful fall colors they found at Bjork-
lunden and along tl1e way. In August, 
Robert and Marian were visited by Judson 
Rosebush, '39, and his wife, Bette, who 
now Live in Dover, Ohio . Judson mentioned 
tl1at he had seen Frank Schubert, '38, in 
Akron, Ohio, where he Lives witl1 his son. 
Frank Mulkey, Pnnta Gorda, Florida, is 
active in the Kiwanis Club and volunteers at 
a local hospital and as a tutor, helping 
children with their schoolwork. Frank has 
four children, ten grandchildren, and one 
great-grandchild. 
Leonard W. M. Zingler, Buffalo, New 
York, says that he is enjoying retirement, 
u·avel, and old age. Leonard's brotl1ers, 
now deceased, also attended Lawrence: 
Ervin K Zingler, '35, and Edward W. 
Zingler, '24. 
Milwaukee-Downer 1938 
Sesquicentennial Reunion, 
October 2001 
Lawrence 1939 
60th Reunion, June 18-20, 1999 
Edmund R. Webster, Waupaca, and ,vife, 
Barbara Simmons Webster, '30, consider 
tl1emselves "finally" retired. Edmund cele-
brates a weekly mass at St. Mark's Church 
in Waupaca, and Barbara plays the organ at 
St. Olafs in Amherst. Whenever possible, 
they attend concerts and plays in Appleton 
and Stevens Point. Edmund is involved witl1 
the Commission on Aging, the Lions Club, 
a coffee club, and the Waupaca CollllUY 
Club. Barbara is on the Riverside Hospital 
Auxiliary Board, participates in a prayer 
group, is a member of tl1e Waupaca Wom-
en's Club, and plays bridge. In the spring of 
1998, she gave two piano recitals. 
Milwaukee-Downer 1939 
60th Reunion, October 1-3, 1999 
Lawrence 1940 
60th Reunion, June 2000 
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Milwaukee-Downer 1940 
60th Reunion, October 2000 
Lawrence 1941 
60th Reun1on, June 2001 
Mildred Bond Scardina, Cincim1ati Ohio 
recently visited one of her daughters in Ne~ 
York state. Her two granddaughters kept 
her very busy. She and her husband Virgil 
traveled to Norm Carolina in Augtt~t. She ' 
also has two grandsons, whom she has fun 
watching while they play one of the many 
sports they enjoy. Mildred is involved in a 
reading club and a music club and is happy 
to be able to play golf again after recovering 
from a fractured vertebra in her back that 
occurred in tl1e f.1.ll of 1997. 
Milwaukee-Downer 1941 
60th Reunion, October 2001 
Jane Rudolph Binkley, Lake Tomahawk, 
serves on the boards of tl1c American Asso-
ciation of University Women and tl1e 
Oneida Cow1ty Library, directs a church 
choir and a recorder consort, and teaches 
piano and voice. 
Fran Stakel Nelson, Ypsilanti, Michigan, 
writes tl1at she and her husband Bmce are 
"working on our family genealo~ical hi~to­
~·ics, being involved in our community, stay-
mg healthy, and moroughly enjoying our 
'golden years."' 
Mildred Bond Scardina, Cincinnati, Ohio, 
is a board member of tl1e Cincinnati Retired 
Teachers Association and active in me Ohio 
State and Cincinnati Occupational Therapy 
Associations, tl1e First Unitarian Church, 
and the Formightly Reacting Club. 
Lucille Samuelsen Shaw, Springfield, Vir-
ginia, has been to Japan five times to study 
flower arranging. She demonstrates Japan -
ese, Chinese, and American styles of flower 
arranging to Japanese, Korean, Vietnamese, 
and American students. 
Lawrence 1942 
60th Reunion, June 2002 
Milwaukee-Downer 1942 
60th Reunion, October 2001 
Lawrence 1943 
60th Reunion, June 2003 
Milwaukee-Downer 1943 
Sesquicentennial Reunion, 
O-ctober 2001 
40 Spring 1999 
Lawrence 1944 
55th Reun1on June 18-20, 1999 
Shirlee Emmons Baldwin, New York, New 
York, is co-autl10r of Power Performance for 
Singers, published in July 1998. Early t11at 
year she spent ten days in Febma1.y teaching 
in Seoul, Korea, and attended an interna-
tional competition in Washington, D.C. 
Shirlee has taught master classes in Toronto 
Canada, at Westminster Choir College of ' 
Rider University, and at Columbia College 
in Soutl1 Carolina. She traveled to London 
to celebrate her 50tll wedding anniversary. 
Marjorie Iwen Buckley, Groton, Connecti-
cut, traveled witll her husband to central 
Europe in 1998, visiting Germany, Poland, 
Hunga1y, Austria, and tl1e Czech Republic. 
The couple celebrated meir SOtl1 wedding 
anniversary on St. Lucia witl1 tl1eir children 
and grandchiLdren. 
Jean Pond Dever, Pleasanton, California, 
attended an Elderhostel in Greece wim her 
husband and Robert ('50) and Barbara 
Harkins ('47) Belle. The Elderhostcl was 
held partly on land and partly on a small 
ship. Jean's husband, John, has been on vol-
unteer assignment in Panama, working on 
the transition of ownership of tile canal. 
Jean is a volunteer for Prevent Blindness. 
Earl A. Fetting, Appleton, has found a 
hobby in caring for trees. Previously, he had 
40 Bonsai trees, but he has decided to 
change to Hibiscus n·ees (which produced 
beautiful flowers last year!). Earl and his 
wife, Elaine, also enjoy attencling events at 
Lawrence, including convocations, lecture 
series, symphony concerts, and special 
recitals. 
Prank F. Haack, Jr., Naples, Florida, took 
a 12-day riverboat excursion down the 
Danube from Vienna to Istanbul in August. 
He and his wife spent the rest of the year 
following their usual pattern ofPlorida, 
October-November; Wisconsin in Decem-
ber; Florida, January-May. 
Carole McCarthy Head, Freeland, Michi-
gan, took a trip in June 1998 that started in 
Copenhagen, tl1en continued by small boat 
up the coast of Norway, tl1en over the top 
of the Nortl1 Cape, into the White Sea to a 
remote Russian island, Solovetsky. From 
t11cre, she traveled to tile Russian mainland 
and then to Archangel. The o·ip ended in 
Finland. 
Dorothy Steele Mees, Tucson Arizona , , 
took a ten-day trip to Spain in May. She saw 
Madrid, Barcelona, Seville, Toledo, and tl1e 
Pueblos Blancos. In July, Dorotlly went for 
tl1e first time to Oregon to visit a friend 
who makes guilts. While there, she attended 
a quilt fiesta in Sisters, Oregon. Dorotl1y 
volunteers for a hospice and finds her work 
to be ve1y fi.ufilling. 
Betsy Ross Nummy, Midland, Michigan, 
has four children and 13 grandchildren and 
keeps herself bu y witll church work and 
volunteering, as well as babysitting tile 
grand.kids. 
Jean Lawson Stelsel, Waupw1, took a trip 
witl1 her motor home to Utal1 in me sum-
mer of 1998. She and her husband saw 
B1yce Canyon, the Arches, Salt Lake City, 
and me Bee Hive House and went to a 
Mormon Tabernacle Choir and organ con-
cert. They also were able to visit one of 
their granddaughters. In fall, tl1e couple 
"ca.ravaned" tl1rough New England and 
Canada to take in the beautifi.Jl autLU11L1 
colors. 
Jean Haglund Vanderscoff, Soutl1 Hadley, 
Massachusetts, spends summers at Kelly 
Lake in Wi.sconsin vacationing with her two 
children and four grandchildren. Her son, 
Mark Vanderscoff, is a 1975 graduate of 
Lawrence. 
John Van Hengel, Phoenix, Arizona, 
continues his work of feecling me poor 
tl1rough food banks. He recently traveled to 
Mexico to celebrate me fifth anniversary of 
food banks tl1cre. Mexico now boasts 24 
food banks. John also published a directory 
of food banks worldwide to include approxi -
mately 100 in the European Federation and 
180 in me United States' Second Harvest 
Program. John met witl1 LU alwnni 
Richard ('48) and Marilou Nagel ('51) 
Zimmerman to discuss a fund-raising event 
for tl1eir St. Petersburg, Florida, food bank. 
Barbara Hobbs Withey, Santa Barbara, 
California, currently writes articles on travel 
and is working on novels. In July, she vis-
ited one of her daughters in San Francisco, 
where they were able to do Tai Chi in the 
Golden Gate Park. Barbara stuclied Ameri-
can Sign Language in preparation for a nvo-
week stint at me Central Washington 
University Chimpanzee and Human 
Communication Institute, where there arc 
five chimpanzees who use sign language to 
communicate with tl1emselves and wim 
humans. 
Milwaukee-Downer 1944 
55th Reunion, October 1-3, 1999 
Lawrence 1945 
55th Reunion, June 2000 
Milwaukee-Downer 1945 
55th Reunion, October 2000 
Lawrence 1946 
55th Reunion, June 2001 
Milwaukee-Downer 1946 
55th Reunion, October 2000 
Get in touch, stay in touch 
with alumni friends around 
the world 
se Lawrence's recently 
refurbished homepage -
http://www.lawrence.edu 
-to find the e-mail addresses of 
classmates and other friends. Click 
on "For Alumni" at the bottom of 
the page, then on "Alumni E-mail 
Addresses." While you're there, be 
sure to add or correct your own e-
mail listing, as some 3,000 alumni 
already have done. 
Other web services "For Alumni": 
on-line Class Notes, regional 
alumni club information, reunion 
news, calendar announcements, 
campus news, sports information, 
and Career Center connections. 
Lawrence 1947 
55th Reunion, June 2002 
Gladys Osborne Hall, Rolling Meadows, 
Illinois, plans to make a prospective-student 
visit to Lawrence with one of her grand-
daughters next year. Gladys had a brief but 
pleasant visit with Marjorie Deetz Early, 
'47, and her husband, Gordon, when the 
couple was visiting in Illinois. 
Mary "Marty" L. Ritter Lindsay, 
Mequon, keeps busy volunteering for 
Prevent Blindness, which gives vision 
screenings to preschool children. She 
attended her 55th high school reunion and 
is looking forward to attending her 55th at 
Lawrence. Mary is a retired member of the 
Wisconsin Women's State Golf Association 
and views golf as a mental health program 
as well as a hobby. In mid-March, she took 
a vacation to Florida to visit t\:vo of her 
daughters. 
Olin ('47) and Janet Sader (M-D, '48) 
Mead, Fremont, spent October through 
November in London with one of their 
sons. While there, they also traveled to Italy 
and the beaches at Normandy. They saw the 
highlights of London, Salzburg, Pompeii, 
Monte Cassino, and Rome, where they 
attended mass in St. Peter's Square and 
were able to sec the Pope. Olin highly rec-
ommends visiting the cemetery at Omaha 
Beach and the British Museum at Gold 
Beach in Normandy. All three of Olin and 
Janet's children attended Lawrence. They 
also have five grandchildren. 
Margaret Jones Mehring, Los Osos, 
California, is project organizer of The First 
Amendment-Blacklist Project. The commit-
tee has raised $225,000 in order to begin 
construction of a monument on the Univer-
sity of Southern California campus that will 
memorialize the abridgement of the First 
Amendment during the House Un-Ameri-
can Activities Committee's hearings and the 
McCarthy hearings of the late 1940s and 
early 1950s. 
Nancy Rosendale Redgrave, Longboat 
Key, Florida, volunteers at the Sarasota 
Opera House and the Mote Marine Aquar-
ium, sings in community and church choirs, 
and is a substitute church organist. 
Nancy Errington Van Den Elsen, 
Kimberly, continues to teach piano lessons 
as she has done for the past 50 years. 
Currently, Nancy has about 90 students, 
rariging in age from five up . She says, "I 
don ' t work. I teach." 
Milwaukee-Downer 1947 
55th Reunion, October 2000 
Lawrence 1948 
55th Reunion, June 2003 
Marilyn Larson Breese, Auburndale, 
Florida, enjoys traveling, reading, and fine 
dining. Since her husband's death in 1995, 
one of her sons has been living with her. 
Marilyn has three children and three grand-
children. 
Milwaukee-Downer 1948 
55th Reunion, October 2000 
Janet Sader Mead, Fremont (see Lawrence 
1947). 
Lawrence 1949 
50th Reunion, June 18-20, 1999 
Vernon E. Ponto, Neenah, in 1998 
attended a reunion for survivors of the 
U.S.S. St. La, which was sunk October 25, 
1944, in the Second Battle of the 
Philippines. 
Milwaukee-Downer 1949 
50th Reunion, October 1-3, 1999 
Kikue Kikuchi Rich, Orting, Washington, 
retired in 1994 from the state agency for 
the developmentally disabled, where she was 
administrator of adult programs. 
Lawrence 1950 
50th Reunion, June 2000 
Anne Lackie Andersen, Lake Forest, 
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Illinois, names golf as her number-one 
interest (after her grandchildren, of course). 
She and her husband recently acquired a 
home in Arizona and now are able to play 
golf year-round. Anne has four children and 
eight grandchildren. 
Fern Collins Anderson, Kincheloe, 
Michigan, is in her fiftl1 year of retirement. 
She spends winters in Fort Walton Beach, 
Florida, and really likes the Florida Panhan-
dJe region. She has t\:vo children and four 
grandchildren. 
Mona Jung Bauer, Salem, Soutl1 Carolina, 
and her husband, Richard, '53, are enjoy-
ing retirement in tl1e foothills of the Blue 
Ridge Mountains. They have five children 
and ten grandchildren. 
Calvin "Cal" Chamberlain, Wausau, 
spends March and April in Scottsdale, 
Arizona (he enjoys snowmobiling during 
tl1e winter montl1s ). Cal is active on ten 
committees but still fmds time to fish in 
Canada for about ten days out of tl1e year 
and also makes it to Tomahawk, where he 
enjoys hunting and fishing. In 1996, he 
traveled to New Zealand and Australia . 
Janet Spotswood Detert, Howey in tl1e 
Hills, Florida, spent the summer at her 
camp in Norway, Maine. Her son and his 
family moved back to Maine after 12 years 
and are only an hour away from Janet and 
her husband. Over the fourtl1 of] uly, 
Janet's daughter and her family came to 
Maine for their vacation, and they enjoyed a 
nice family reunion. 
Marydell "Dee" Saunders Dilworth, 
Petoskey, Michigan, is an active volunteer, 
working for a local care facility, public 
schools, the Women's Resource Center, 
American Cancer Society, and her church. 
Her hobbies include golf, bridge, and travel, 
and she also is a member of a garden club. 
She has tlu-ec grandchildren, two of whom 
she gets to see regularly. 
Margaret Saecker Eldred, Princeton, New 
Jersey, and her husband, Willard, have been 
doing a great deal of traveling in retirement, 
but 1998 was an especially remarkable travel 
year, including visits to Argentina, Uruguay, 
and Brazil; India and Nepal; and Egypt, 
Turkey, and Israel. They have four children 
and eight grandchildren. 
Nancy Grady Gajewski and her husband, 
Edwin, live in Orlando, Florida, but spend 
summers at tl1eir cottage in Door County. 
They are active in the Gideon Ministry and 
still take part-time bookings from talent 
agencies and work at some of the many 
conventions in Orlando. 
Janet Tippet Goldsmith, Mequon, recently 
tore down her cottage on tl1e shores of 
Green Bay and is rebuilding on tl1e same 
site. She and her husband loved tl1e archi -
tecture of tl1e original cottage so much tl1at 
they are planning a very similar design for 
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the new one. Janet took a trip to Utah so 
her husband could ski. Janet, herself, only 
watched, due to a recent replacement of 
both of her shoulder joints. She continues 
to paint in watercolors but does so less fre-
quently due to the joint replacement. 
Angelo F. Greco, Milwaukee, is enjoying 
his retirement and is reveling in "not 
being busy for once." He recently 
purchased a home in North Fort Meyers, 
Florida. Angelo has four children and six 
grandchildren. 
Rosalie Keller Griesse, Watl1am, Massa-
chusetts, does free-lance writing for the . 
Boston Globe and also has a novel in tl1e 
works. She and her husband took a trip with 
another couple to Spain, Portugal, and 
Morocco and also spent a week in Florida 
with two of tl1eir five grandchildren. Rosalie 
is planning a trip to Paris and Normandy 
Ia ter tills year. 
Mary Lamers Grist, Appleton, spends tl1e 
winter montl1s in Florida, where she enjoys 
attending events at tl1e Naples Philhar-
monic. Summers, Mary keeps herself busy at 
Round Lake in Waupaca, visiting with fam-
ily. She spends the fall in Appleton and fre-
quently attends Lawrence events. Most 
recently, she and her husband have enjoyed 
symphony concerts, student and faculty per-
formances, and the Robert Ballard convoca-
tion. 
Vernon and Virginia "Ginger" Moulton 
Haack, Evergreen, Colorado, took an excel-
lent trip to Mexico, where tl1ey saw Copper 
Canyon. They enjoy skiing and fly fishing 
and also volunteer for Habitat for Human-
ity. They have two children and six grand-
children. 
Caroline Fabisch Keller, Madison, toured 
eastern Canada, traveling from Sault St. 
Marie to Cape Breton Island, Nova Scotia. 
Donald S. Koskinen, Menasha, is retired as 
president of tl1e Banta Company. He is tl1e 
proud parent of four children and a grand-
parent to five. 
Robert E. Lee, Kalan1azoo, Michigan, 
enjoyed a trip to Alaska recently. He has 
three children and four grandchildren. 
Charles "Bob" Milne, Waukesha, went to 
England in 1997. This year, he plans a trip 
to tl1e British Open and to Ireland for golf-
ing with Lyman McAfee, '49. Bob volun-
teers at Laubach Literacy Services in Mil-
waukee. He has been retired since 1980 and 
has six children and nine grandchildren. 
John C. Pearson, Marinette, served as 
military aide-de-camp to five Wisconsin 
governors, beginning with Lee S. Dreyfus 
and continuing through Tommy Thomp-
son. He is a colonel in the Wisconsin Air 
National Guard and has retired from 
teaching. 
Claude H. Radtke, Appleton, is retired 
afrer 25 years as a counselor at East High 
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School. His son, Scott, is a member of tl1e 
counseling center staff at Lawrence. 
George W. Steed, Lodz, Poland, tlllnks of 
his life in Poland as a perpetual vacation. As 
his Polish is limited, he fmds most dealings 
with natives to be adventurous. Oftentimes 
he's had to use his own creativity to make 
himself understood (though sometimes he is 
forced to rely on his wife, Anna, a native of 
Poland). Next winter, George expects to be 
in Trencin, Slovakia, teaching operations 
management at the City University. 
William and Dorothy Beltz ('51) 
Thompson, Neenah, ~pent October in 
California visiting their daughter and new 
twin grandchildren. 
Marie Langenberg Vandenberg, 
Kaukauna, is delighted at tl1e birtl1 of her 
first grandchild. Marie enjoys playing bridge 
on tl1e Internet and has played with people 
from Israel, England, Singapore, and all 
over the United States. 
Paul F. Wilber, Rockford, Illinois, enjoys 
golf, fishing, bowling, and scenic trips. He 
gives about five tours a montl1 at an his-
toric, atmosphere ilieatre in Rockford wiili 
tl1e proceeds from ilie tour going towards 
tl1e upkeep of tl1e theatre's Barton theatre 
organ. The Wilbers are members of tl1e 
Land ofLincoln Theatre Organ Society. 
Milwaukee-Downer 1950 
50th Reunion, October 2000 
Lawrence 1951 
50th Reunion, June 2001 
Sarah Steinberg Andersen, Fort Laud-
erdale, Florida, has three children and seven 
grandchildren. Sarah and her husband, 
Anker, vacationed in Connecticut in August, 
but while on vacation, Anker had an attack 
of ventricular tachycardia that required him 
to get an implanted defibrillator. He recov-
ered quickly, and the couple is looking for-
ward to seeing tl1e year 2000. 
Marianne Decker, Cortez, Florida, enjoys 
boating, traveling, and spending time witl1 
her six children, 17 grandchildren, and 
seven great-grandchildren. 
Donald L. Exner, Beaver Dam, spent iliree 
montl1s in 1998 in Gulf Shores, Alabama. 
Afrer tl1at, he and his wife went to Italy for 
a few weeks. While iliere, iliey attended a 
mass at St. Peter's wiili Pope John Paul II 
tl1at was very impressive and spiritual. The 
couple is spending January tluough April in 
Orange Beach, Alabama. 
William "Bill" Ferguson, Fort Collins, 
Colorado, attended AirVenture '98, ilie 
Experimental Aircraft Association's fly-in 
convention in Oshkosh, where his son, 
Andy, demonstrated a DC-3 turbo conver-
sion aircraft. 
Earl A. Glosser, Charlottesville, Virginia, is 
president of his Rotary Club and very 
involved in local and international humani-
tarian projects. Earl and his wife, Luanne, 
spent a week in Paris and got worn out 
touring museums. A trip is planned later 
this year to New Zealand and Belgium. 
G. Louise Grist Gray, Livermore, 
California, is immersed in various artistic 
endeavors. She is especially focused on 
watercolor painting but also enjoxs sketch-
ing. Each year, Louise travels witl1 oilier 
artists to Umbria and Provence to sketch. 
Many of her sketches were shown in gal-
leries last fall. Louise has tluee children and 
tluee grandchildren. 
Ken Groff, Rockford, Illinois, recently 
moved to a new home, after he and his wife, 
Sue, had spent a good amount of time over-
seeing its construction. In June, Ken went 
with his entire family to London for ten 
days. This January was spent in Florida, and 
during February and March the couple 
plrumed to be in Vail, Colorado for skiing. 
Harold R. Grunewald, Hillsborough, 
Nortl1 Carolina, enjoys gardening and read-
ing anything he can get his hands on. 
Harold suffered a stroke, but he is doing 
well and still able to do many iliings. He 
traveled to New York and otl1er parts of 
New England in search of antiques witl1 his 
wife, Marcia. They own Grw1ewald 
Antiques, located in Hillsborough. 
Allan Hallock moved to Columbine Valley, 
Colorado, in June and is in tl1e process of 
renovating his new home. His last big trip 
was a boat ride up tl1e An1azon River in 
Peru. He took several trips to tl1e Grand 
Canyon in 1998, on one of which he went 
wiili his daughter and granddaughters for 
scuba diving. 
Jane Ramaker Huff, Phoenix, Arizona, 
says that, in general, her healili precludes 
travel, but she was able to make it to 
Chicago for her broilier's 70tl1 birthday. 
Jane has iliree children and four grand-
children. 
Fred and Jean Fellows Ka.fura, Greshan1, 
spent seven weeks traveling Eastern Europe 
in 1998. Fred just finished six years as 
president of ilie Shawano Kiwanis Club. 
The couple keeps active in state ru1d local 
politics, and Fred is currently president of 
SCCPTA, a local group that supports equal 
rights for everyone. 
Jeannine Krantz Koessel, Fort Collins, 
Colorado, did a lot of traveling in 1998, 
including ilie Rose Bowl, Michigan, and 
Ireland. While in Michigan, Jeannine and 
her husband, Don, purchased a condo on 
Boardman Lake. Jeannine is busy wiili ilie 
Women's Guild of tl1e Fort Collins 
Symphony and also takes watercolor ru1d 
drawing classes. 
Phillips M. Montross, Wilmette, Illinois, 
lists his occupation as "happy old man." He 
and his wife, Meredith Holmes Montross, 
'53, have moved from LaJolla, California, 
back to suburban Chicago, after deciding 
that "family is more important than 
weather." 
Joan Leraan Morrell, New Smyrna Beach, 
Florida, retreated to Colorado for two and a 
half weeks in July, "when the Florida fires 
got so close I couldn't see my dock, and I 
had to clean ashes off the car daily. When 
the entire county next door was evacuated, 
that did it." 
Barbara Nukow Olive, Milwaukee, a 
retired nurse, has published her first book, 
Time to Say Goodbye: Your Guide to Empower-
ment During Life-Threatening Illness, Aging, 
and Life's Final Passages. 
Dennis 0. Seymour, San Diego, Califor-
nia, has attended Elderhostels in New 
Orleans and New York City, is an officer 
and docent at the San Diego Maritime 
Museum, and serves as president of the 
Rancho Bernardo Anglers and an officer of 
the Rancho Bernardo Swim and Tennis 
Club and the Rancho Bernardo Newcomers. 
James B. Sinclair, Savoy, Illinois, professor 
emeritus of plant pathology at the Univer-
sity oflllinois at Urbana-Champaign, is 
president of the board of directors of the 
university's Spurlock Museum ofWorld 
Cultures and a docent at the Krannert Art 
Museum, secretary of the board of directors 
of the Greater Champaign AIDS Project, 
and a consultant to various "agriculture-
related entities." 
Donald L. Smith, Edina, Minnesota, has 
retired as executive consultant to the Devel-
opmental Life Sciences Association and 
now lists his activities as "travel, fishing 
Minnesota's 10,000 lakes, and reading." 
Raymond A. Smith, Neenah, and his wife, 
Betty, spent a week in September at Bjork-
lunden, taking part in a seminar on German 
lieder taught by Dale Duesing, '67, and 
already have signed up to take his 1999 
Bjorklunden seminar, "Five Operas: Five 
Cultures." 
Charles H. Van De Zande, Greensboro, 
North Carolina, has trained a search and 
rescue dog, "Mr. Keen." Together, they 
have participated in a number of searches 
for missing individuals and are members of 
the Guilford County Search and Rescue 
Team and the North Carolina Search and 
Rescue Dog Association. 
Dar W. Vriesma.n, Arvada, Colorado, and 
his wife, Elaine, live in the Denver area and 
go to Tucson in the winter. They have five 
children and nine grandchildren. 
Marilyn Gonia Weber and Donald F. 
Weber, '52, live in Milwaukee. Lynn's 
volunteer involvements include Planned 
Parenthood ofWisconsin, the Wisconsin 
Literacy Center, and the Milwaukee Floren-
tine Opera Club. Don's retirement project is 
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Milwaukee-Downer Reunion Weekend to be held in October 
eunion Weekend for alumnae of Milwaukee-Downer College 
will be held separately from Lawrence University reunions 
beginning in the fall of 1999 and continuing at least until after 
the Milwaukee-Downer Sesquicentennial Reunion Weekend in 
2001. 
This fall's reunions will be held on the Lawrence 
campus on Friday-Sunday, October l-3. The event is 
being planned by a volunteer committee assisted by the Office of Alumni 
Relations; reunion registration materials will be mailed in early summer. 
Alumnae will have lodging reserved for them in blocks at the Paper Val-
ley Hotel, and a special suite for informal socializing will be available there 
as well. The Downer Room, Alice Chapman Teakwood Room, Ethel Barber 
Room, and other campus sites will be reserved for receptions, dinners, and 
gatherings. On Saturday, a special Alumnae College will feature short 
courses of special interest to Downer alumnae taught by Lawrence faculty 
members, perhaps augmented by M-D alumnae and faculty emeriti. 
Reunion-goers will also have opportunities to meet current students, visit 
with faculty members, and tour campus facilities, including Lucia R. Briggs 
Hall, in addition to many other special features being planned for this 
special Milwaukee-Downer weekend. 
In 1999 and 2000, Reunion Weekend will consist of milestone reunions 
for members of 40th, 50th, 55th, and 60th-anniversary classes, as well as 
special "clusters" of sister classes. In 2001, all M-D alumnae will be invited 
to the Sesquicentennial Reunion Weekend (see accompanying calendar). 
Following this three-year trial, the fall reunions will be reviewed to 
determine the scheduling of future Milwaukee-Downer remuons. 
Three-year calendar of Milwaukee-Downer reunions 
1999 60th Reunion 1946 
October 1-3 1939 1945 
Sister Clusters 65th Reunion 60th Reunion 
1964 1934 1940 
1963 65th Reunion 
1962 2000 1935 
1961 October 7-9 
40th Reunion 40th Reunion 2001 
1959 1960 October 12-14 
Sister Clusters Sister Clusters Milwaukee-Downer 
1954 1958 Sesquicentennial 
1953 1957 
1952 1956 All alumnae invited 
1951 1955 
50th Reunion 50th Reunion 40th Reunion 
1949 1950 1961 
55th Reunion 55th Reunion 50th Reunion 
1944 1948 1951 
1947 
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raising sunflowers for sale to local markets 
and florists. 
Milwaukee-Downer 1951 
Sister Cluster Reunion, October 
1-3,1999 
Lawrence 1952 
50th Reunion, June 2002 
Milwaukee-Downer 1952 
Sister Cluster Reunion, October 
1-3,1999 
Lawrence 1953 
50th Reunion, June 2003 
Milwaukee-Downer 1953 
Sister Cluster Reunion, October 
1-3, 1999 
Marjorie Gouget Bolwahnn, Dalhart, 
Texas, volunteers at the Dalhart Senior 
Center, plays the piano and accordion, gives 
her two grandchildren piano lessons, and 
sings in a small group that offers occasional 
commw1ity performances. 
Janet B. Chermak, Manitowoc, retired 
vice-president of the Hillhaven orporation, 
has been helping a niece open her business, 
Creative Cannery, which sells jams and 
jellies. 
Melodine Stewart Davis, Edina, 
Minnesota, writes to inform classmates and 
other friends that her husband, John, died 
unexpectedly on October l . She is now 
back to work as a senior information 
specialist at General Mills. 
Dorothy Mintzlaff Kennedy and her 
husband, Joe, have moved to Lexington, 
Massachusetts. Dorothy's latest children's 
anthology, Make Things Fly: Poems about the 
Wind, has been published by Simon & 
Schuster (Margaret K. McElderry Books). 
Jean Alexander Koskinen, Menasha, and 
her husband, Lawrence alumnus Donald, 
'50, enjoyed dinner with a Milwaukee-
Downer reunion-planning group at Bjork-
lunden in September. They have four 
children and five grandchildren. 
Jean Whitcomb Leister, Hot Springs 
Village, Arkansas, and her husband, took a 
cruise to Alaska to mark their 43rd anniver-
sary and drove twice to Wisconsin for their 
respective 50th high school rew1ions. Jean 
plays duplicate bridge and sews for children 
in underdeveloped countries. 
Jane Baumann Savitt, eshkoro, and her 
husband, William, have been busy building 
a new log home. They raise shiitaki mush-
rooms for their own consumption , but the 
1998 crop was so abundant that they had to 
sell them at a farmers' market. "It was fi.m 
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Robert A. Anker, '64~ 
actuarial consultan~ I 
with Quay Quest, has 
been selected as vice-
president of the 
American Academy 
of Actuaries, where 
he primarily will be 
responsible for the Academy's Casu-
alty Practice Council. Prior to his 
position with Quay Quest, he worked 
for Lincoln National Corporation and 
its affiliated companies as chief operat-
ing officer, director of the corporation, 
and chief executive officer. He is a 
fellow and past president of the Casu-
alty Actuarial Society. The American 
Academy of Actuaries is the public 
policy organization for the actuarial 
profession in the United States. 
to answer questions about their value and 
use," writes Jane. 
Rosemarie Rathmann Thunell, Ingle-
wood, California, teaches at Pio Pieo Mid-
dle School. She plans a trip to South Amer-
ica in 1999. 
Patricia Freyburger Watson, Whitefish 
Bay, bas four children and two grandchil -
dren. Her husband, David, is a dentist, as 
is their son, John. 
Margaret Schultz Wegerbauer lives in Hot 
Springs, Arkansas, and has five children and 
1:\vo grandchildren. 
Elizabeth Schumacher Windsor, Peoria, 
Illinois, is secretary of the Symphony Guild 
and, with her husband, Bud, co-chair of the 
Symphony's annual fund drive. 
Lawrence 1954 
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George "Buzz" and Merry Belle Kercher 
Beltz, Scottsdale, Arizona, traveled to Rus-
sia and Scandinavia Ln June 1998 . 
Carole Wang Buxton, Appleton, and 
Keith, '52, report that "our special high-
light of 1998 was ten days of wandering in 
Paris." They have nine grandchildren. 
Elizabeth Ritter Christian, Northfield, 
Illinois, volunteers at the Glenbrook Hospi -
tal and for Meals on Wheels. 
Nancy Warren Ferrell, a retired libratian 
and author in Juneau, Alaska, has received a 
certificate of recognition from the state's 
Reading Council for her contributions to 
literacy. 
Jane Shoots Horstman, Dalkeith, Western 
Australia, teaches summer school at the 
University ofWestern Australia. 
Cheri Pfeiffer Hron, West Bend, is active 
in her church, playing the organ, directing a 
handbell choir, and serving as a Stephen 
Minister. She also volunteers at the Cedar 
Lake Health Care Campus and for the 
Salvation Army. Cheti and husband 
Webster Hron, '52, have three children 
and five grandchildren. 
Ann Lapham Kramer, Cannon Beach, 
Oregon, is a C.A.S.A. (court-appointed 
special advocate) representing abused or 
neglected children in court. Active in local 
politics, she serves on the health district 
board, a child care center board, and a 
community service committee. 
Marilyn Date Kruecke, lives in the retire-
ment community of Three Lakes, Wiscon-
sin. Her husband, Bob, '52, died of cancer 
in February 1998. They have three children 
and eight grandchildren. 
Charlotte Peters Kunkel and her husband, 
Roger, moved last April to a newly bLLilt 
house in Sarasota, Florida, whereupon 
Roger, was asked to serve as interim associ -
ate pastor of the First Presbyterian Church, 
where, coincidentally, Carol Nohling 
Hawkinson, C '61, is the organist. 
Maurice G. Locklin, Cummaquid, 
Massachusett , retired from Corning, Inc., 
is president-elect of the Harvard Club of 
Cape Cod. 
Shirley Eilrich Lundberg, Wilmette, 
Illinois, is retired as special education 
coordinator in the Skokie public schools and 
keeps busy with travel, art classes, a garden 
club, the Wilmette Women's Club, and the 
Chicago Botanical Gardens. 
Janet Spencer Ollmann, Santa Fe, New 
Mexico, was well-traveled in 1998, with 
trips to the Panama Canal, Mexico, France, 
and Russia, as well as an Elderhostel in 
Verona, Italy. 
Glenn and Kay Mw-ray ('56) Pirrong 
have moved to Asheville, North Carolina, 
where he now is active with the Service 
Corps of Retired Executives (SCORE). 
Barbara Burnham Rider, Kalan1azoo, 
Michigan, in October, presented a paper at 
an occupational therapy conference, jointly 
with her daughter, who is a recreation tl1er-
apist in Kansas City. 
Elizabeth Zipser Rouse, Waukesha, in Sep-
tember, became director of Laurel brooke 
Community School, working with students 
in grades 6-12 in a therapeutic, alternative 
setting. 
Henry A. Spille, Alexandria, Virginia, 
retired vice-president of tl1e American 
Council on Education, serves on a national 
accrediting commission, has been appointed 
to the Public Broadcasting System's 
ACCESS Project advisory group; and does 
some consulting in adult education and dis-
tance education. 
Jean McLaughlin Swanson, Ponte Vedra 
Beach, Florida, and her husband, Arthur, 
have purchased land in western North Car-
olina and plan to build there. They have five 
children and five grandchildren. 
Shirlee Ann Sayner Teuber, Columbia, 
South Carolina, owns and operates Studio 
Plus, where she has 48 private voice stu-
dents; has served as a guest clinician in vocal 
projection at state and international thespian 
conventions; holds an endowed chair in 
church music; and has served for 25 years 
as a choir director in a local five-choir 
program. 
Beverly Socha Wilke, Wales, plays the 
organ in two Presbyterian churches, and her 
husband, Harris, directs the choir at one of 
them, along with playing in a number of 
bands, including his own. 
Milwaukee-Downer 1954 
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Jeanine Hallock Armstrong, Clovis, Cali -
fornia, had a busy political year in 1998, 
with her husband, Harry, serving as Fresno 
County Democratic chairman. 
Charles S. Cianciola, Neenah, is retired as 
president and chief executive officer of 
ChesaCorp-Wisconsin Tissue. Sal and his 
wife, June, visited Marci and Dick Gast in 
Naples, Florida, in April 1998, and the 
Gasts visited Wisconsin in July. Dick is the 
retired president of Abbott Labs. 
John G. Clay, Denver, Colorado, and his 
wife, Judy, are Peace Corps Volunteers in 
the Northern Province of South Africa, 
assigned to three schools and two 
preschools as resource persons. Their term 
of service will be up in April 2000. 
Helmut "Chuck" Muehlhauser, St. Louis, 
Missouri is retired as an ::~eronautical infor-
mation specialist for the Defense Mapping 
Agency and says, "Retirement is great." 
Chuck and his wife, Susan Wright 
Muehlliauser, '56, traveled to tl1e Smoky 
Mountains; Branson, Missouri; and eastern 
Canada in 1998. They luve tl1ree children 
and two grandchildren. 
0. B. Parrish, Jr., Chic::~go, Illinois, is an 
alumnus trustee on the Lawrence University 
Board of Trustees. President of Phoenix 
Healtl1 Care, Inc., he also is chairman and 
chief executive officer of The Female Health 
Company, chairman ofViaticare Financial 
Services, L.L.C., wd a director of two 
health-care companies, Microbyx, Inc ., and 
Anlerimmune, Inc. 
Carol Portmann, Lakewood, Colorado, has 
retired as a social worker (child protection) 
for tl1e Adan1s County Department of Social 
Services. 
Doug and Jw1e Jacobsen ('54) Reimer 
live in Winnetka, Illinois. He is a partner in 
the Chicago law firm of McDermott, Will & 
Emery. 
Mary A. Sanford, Morris, Illinois, is retired 
after 28 years as an elementary teacher in 
Wheeling, Illinois. She serves as historian of 
her D.A.R. chapter, president of Episcopal 
Church Women in her parish, and member-
at-large representing the Kankakee deanery 
in tl1e diocesan ECW organization. 
Milwaukee-Downer 1955 
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Carole Kaplan Bennett, J::~nesville, is presi -
dent-elect of ilie board of directors of the 
Janesville Literacy Council and serves as 
placement coordinator for tl1e council, 
matching trained volunteer tutors with adult 
English-speaking students who request assis-
tance because they don't know how to read 
or write English. 
David R. Challoner, Gainesville, Florida, 
after 17 years as vice-president for healtl1 
affairs at the University of Florida, has taken 
on new responsibilities as founder and direc-
tor oftl1e University ofFlorida Institute for 
Science and Health Policy. He and his wife, 
Jacklyn Anderson Challoner, '58, were on 
sabbatical until mid-March at the Institute 
of Medicine and the National Research 
Council of the National Academy of 
Sciences. Dr. Challoner also is foreign secre-
tary for ilie Institute of Medicine. 
Janet Vander Heyden Erdman, Appleton, 
has retired after 31 years of teaching fifth-
grade science and serving as district elemen-
tary science coordinator. 
Diane Blomgren Holst, Wadsworth, Illi-
nois, and her husband, Ray, took a 60-day 
camping trip around Australia and New 
Zealand and tl1en "hit Fiji for R&R on the 
way home." They have three children and 
eight grandchildren. 
Barbara Hedeen Joslyn, Guilford, Con-
necticut, paints in watercolor, races on Long 
Island Sound (botl1 power and sail), and 
enjoys having her grandchildren close by. 
Barbara Brooks Meredith, Chippewa Falls, 
and husband Robert, '55, gained two new 
grandchildren in 1998 (for a total offom). 
Barbara is the bereavement coordinator for 
a hospital hospice program and an elder in 
their church. 
Barbara Anderson Morris, Milwaukee, 
recently retired from her JJT g::~Uery work 
and, witl1 her husband, William B. Morris, 
'51, embarked on a museum tour of Los 
Angeles, highlighted by the new Getty. 
Later in the year tl1ey also visited tl1e 
Guggenheim in Balboa. 
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James W. and JoAnn Hamburg Morris 
live in Oriental, North Carolina, where Jo 
Ann is a busy volunteer, serving as a tutor in 
local schools and also involved in hospice 
care, ilie Rotary Club, a women's club, Spe-
cial Olympics, tl1e Pamlico Musical Society, 
the Sailing Club of Oriental, Meals-on-
Wheels, and various church activities. 
J. Lee O'Neil, Littleton, Colorado, is 
"semi-retired" and serving as regional sales 
manager for his son's company, Enviroser-
vices Corporation. 
Kenneth W. and Shirley Cox Seefeld live 
in St. George, Utah. George works part-
time at Anderson Lumber and sells for 
Wilderness Log Homes; Shirley is part-time 
secretary at a Presbyterian church. 
Janie Clapp Torma, Maple Park, Illinois, 
teaches special aquatics at tl1e YMCA and 
does outside sales for a travel agency. She 
and her husband, Jim, traveled to Scotland 
and Europe last year to celebrate ilieir 40th 
anniversary. 
Nancy Brice Van Ry, a tennis instructor in 
Sar1ta Barbara, California, made a dream 
come true in 1998 when she traveled to 
Paris for the French Open. 
Milwaukee-Downer 1956 
Sister Cluster Reunion, October 
2000 
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Mary Ranter Fairman, Grand Rapids, 
Michigan, is an elementary-school teacher at 
Alexander School in Grand Rapids. She 
plar1s to retire in 2000. 
Margaret Neess La Paro, Wyomissing, 
Pennsylvania, enjoys trips into New York 
City to see Broadway shows. She has three 
children and five grandchildren. 
Virginia Jones Mason, DeSoto, Texas, is 
program chair for botl1 tl1e Newcomers 
Club and a book club; she also enjoys 
bridge and quilting. She ar1d her husband, 
Russell, have two children ar1d wee grand-
children. 
Barbara Bentley Pisaneschi, Sierra Vista, 
Arizona, and her husband, Robert, are 
restoring a 1914 Ford Model T, which, 
when finished, they plan to take on a tour 
of tl1e wine country ofFrar1Ce. They also 
designed and are building a new house, 
which was scheduled for completion in early 
1999. 
Katherine Kratzer Scoggins, Atlanta, 
Georgia, enjoyed a visit witl1 Barbara 
Lieberwn Westhofen at ilie Atlanta airport 
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Rear Admiral H. 
Winsor Whiton, 
'67, assumed 
command of the 
Naval Security 
Group Command 
in a ceremony .at 
the Washington 
Navy Yard on July 31, 1998. Mter 
graduation from Lawrence with a 
bachelor's degree in Slavic linguis-
tics, he was commissioned as an 
ensign in the United States Navy. 
He graduated with distinction 
from the College ofNaval Warfare, 
U.S. Naval War College, and holds 
a master's degree in international 
relations. As commander, Naval 
Security Group Command, the 
Navy's cryptologic service, Admi-
ral Whiton also functions as deputy 
director of naval intelligence in the 
Office of the Chief of Naval 
Operations. 
in January 1998 and was glad to hear all the 
news from the 1997 reunion. K'ly and her 
husband, Clark, have three children and five 
grandchildren. 
Gertrude Beck Single, Woodworth, 
Louisiana, retired in October as a occupa-
tional therapist at Cenu·al Louisiana State 
Hospital. 
Suzanne Breitwish Walker, Whitefish Bay, 
is an administrative secretary for the School 
District ofWhitefish Bay. 
Barbara Lieberum W esthofen describes 
herself as "semi-retired" as an elementary 
counselor in the Appleton public schools, 
although at the time of writing, she was 
starting a 12-week stint filling in full -time 
for a cow1selor who had just given birth to 
twins. 
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Marla McCarty Gousseff, Ypsilanti, 
Michigan, retired this past fall as an occupa-
tional therapist for the Ypsilanti Public 
School District. 
Lois Votapek Harshaw, Washington, 
D .C., retired in December as a librarian at 
the Library of Congress. 
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Betty J. Havens, Winnipeg, Manitoba, a 
professor at the University of Manitoba, is 
conducting "Aging in Manitoba," a longitu-
dinal study across 27 years of almost 9,000 
older citizens. 
Roberta M. J ach, Palm Desert, California, 
volw1teers at a local school, tutoring 
children and reading to classes; she also is 
active in church choir, bell choir, and other 
church activities. 
Annie-Lorie Walz Renner, Markesan, has 
retired after 17 years as a technician in the 
Wisconsin Department of Corrections 
Central Pharmacy. 
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Sister Cluster Reunion, October 
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Lawrence 1962 
40th Reunion, June 2002 
Judy Defferding Higgins, Austin, Texas, is 
an editor/writer advisor for Dell Computer 
Corporation. 
Milwaukee-Downer 1962 
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1-3, 1999 
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Seymour and Tracey Sager ('67) Priestley 
live in Mequon. He teaches at the Wisconsin 
Institute for Toral1 Studies, and she is divi -
sion manager, adolescent and family 
services, for Waukesha County. 
Milwaukee-.Downer 1964 
Sister Cluster Reunion, October 
1-3,1999 
Nicole Scheel Buser, an English teacher at 
Bektas Sprachschule in Freiburg, Germany, 
is completing work on an advanced degree 
and receiving instruction in art therapy. 
Kathryn Chermak Johnson, Minneapolis, 
is chair of the education division of the 
Minneapolis Institute of Arts and a board 
member and recent president of the Wildlife 
Rehabitation Center of Mirmesota. Her 
husband, Lawrence alumnus Scott Berry, 
'63, is senior vice-president and design 
principal of Ellerbe Becket, Inc., architects 
and engineers. 
Susan Freeman McGee, Potomac, Mary-
land, is a senior leasing executive for First 
Washington Realty Tmst in Bethesda. 
Sandra Corwin Porterfield, Annapolis, 
Maryland, is director of volLmteer services 
at the Northwest Medical Center, Randalls -
town, Maryland . 
Lawrence 1965 
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Milwaukee-Downer 1965 
Sesquicentennial Reunion, 
October 2001 
Ina Rifkin Tabak, Los Gatos, California, is 
a fmancial planner for Merrill Lynch. 
Lawrence 1966 
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Ned and Helen "Dinny" Barshell ('67) 
Nemacheck live in Cedar Grove. Ned is 
guidance director at Homestead High 
School, and Dinny is information and 
referral coordinator for COPE Services, 
the Ozaukee County 24-hour crisis line. 
Lawrence 1967 
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William A. Brehm, Jr., Appleton, an urban 
planner, is owner of Brehm Commercial 
Real Estate and division manager of Com-
munity Development Systems, a division of 
Martenson & Eisele, Inc. He was planning 
director for the City of Appleton ftom 1976 
to 1990 and now is member of the Out-
agamic County board of supervisors. 
Sue Zimmerman Brown, Sioux Falls, 
South Dakota, is president of the Sioux Falls 
Area FOLmdation, which increased its assets 
by 30 percent in 1998. Her husband, Dick, 
has been elected to a third term in the 
South Dakota legislamre. 
Roy E. Brouwer, Milwaukee, building 
superintendent of the First Congregational 
Church of Wauwatosa, won the Spicy 
Award at the International Chili Society's 
Wisconsin cook-off at Green Lake in Sep-
tember. His son, Louie, who had won the 
Spicy Award in 1995, 1996, and 1997, took 
second place this year. 
R. Craig Campbell, Scottsdale, Arizona, 
is president of Kelley-Clarke, Inc., food 
brokers, in Phoenix. 
Kim A. Carnes, Kentwood, Michigan, is a 
social worker/children's services for the 
Michigan Department of Social Services. 
Jan Ferry Coventry is office manager for 
the Miami Corporation in Chicago. Her 
son, Steven, '92, graduated from medical 
school in 1998, and her daughter, Anne, 
'95, heads her law school class at the 
College ofWilliarn and Mary. 
Marc Diamond, in February, became chief 
advancement officer and secretary of the 
college at Bryn Mawr College in Bryn 
Mawr, Pennsylvania, after 17 years on the 
staff of the Johns Hopkins University in 
Baltimore. 
Mary Sue Dillingofski, Des Plaines, 
Illinois, is director of marketing for 
NTC/Contemporary Publishing. 
Mary Lou McBroom Findley, Hartland, 
volunteers at the local library and for 
Literacy Services. 
Lee Gaida-Pellegrini, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, is professor of children's litera-
ture in the Department of Curriculum and 
Instruction at the University of Minnesota. 
She and her husband, Anthony, also a 
professor atlthe university, moved to 
Minneapolis in 1998 after 19 years in 
Athens, Georgia. 
Robert W. Gilbert, Moraga, California, 
after 28 years in education - the last ten as 
principal of Miramonte High School in 
Orinda, California - is now general 
manager of Bob Drew Harley-Davidson 
Motorcycles, Inc. He was in Milwaukee in 
June for Harley-Davidson's 95th anniversary 
and rode his motorcycle back to California. 
Jolm L. Grandin III, Chestnut Hill, Mass-
achusetts, after 25 years at BankBoston in 
marketing and global lending/ capital 
markets, has joined the real estate advisory 
firm of Morris & Morse in Boston. 
Margaret Esterline Gray, St. Louis, is 
assistant professor of education at Font-
bonne College. Her husband, David, '66, 
is research professor in the School of Medi-
cine, Washington University. 
David R. Griffin, Libertyville, Illinois, is 
president and owner of Pension Administra-
tion & Consulting Services Ltd. 
John and Cynthia Russell Howe live in 
Mercer Island, Washington. John is chief of 
the department of neurosurgery for Group 
Health/ Permanente in Seattle. 
Catharine Marcum Lowe, Hamilton, 
Ohio, plans to retire as a social studies 
teacher in the Hamilton city schools in 
2000. 
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Present at the August 22, 1998, wedding of Sara Dorman, '98, and Nolan Nelson, '96, were these 
Lawrentians: Front row (from left) Justin Madel, '98, Christine Jones, '99, Rachel Edie, '99, Jubilee 
Johnson, '98, Leah Anderson, '99, Lisa L. Abler, '98. Middle row Angela Bier, '98, Avery Sundling, '98, 
Sara Dorman, Nolan Nelson, Alissa Joseph, '98, Bobbi Guenther, '98. Back row Rich Canaday, '96, 
Scott Sabota, '96, Mark Smrecek, '99, Amir Salim, '98, Professor Nicholas Maravolo (biology), Louis 
Clark, '98, Jerry Haeffel, '97. Not pictured: Julie Majewski, '98, Chris Carroll, '99. 
Carolee Kelly Maurer, Hurst, Texas, is an 
account executive witl1 Countryside Home 
Loans. 
Gerry Max, Madison, is an instructor in 
English at Lakeland College and also serves 
as librarian for tl1e Hillel Foundation, tl1e 
University ofWisconsin-Madison's Jewish 
campus community center. 
Judith Lee McNatt, Bromville, New York, 
is assistant dean for finance at the Fordham 
University School of Law. 
Kathy Peak Miller, Rio, is customer-service 
supervisor at Demeo, Inc. , in Madison. 
Peter and Patricia Phelps Nash live in 
Eden Prairie, Mitmesota. Pat is a counselor 
for Soutl1 Hennepin Adult Programs in 
Education (SHAPE) and coordinates three 
career-development service centers. She 
recently received tl1e Professional Service 
Award from the Minnesota Association for 
Continuing Adult Education. Peter is a 
senior scientist/ project leader for Promega 
Corporation and has coordinated the 
development of several medical research 
products. 
Barbara von Behren Searcy, Ballwin, Mis-
souri, is library media specialist at Hazel-
wood Junior High School. Her alumna 
daughter, Robin L. Searcy, '98, is an 
administrative trainee at Quad/ Graphics, 
Inc., in Milwaukee, and another daughter, 
Liz, is a first-year student at the University 
of Missouri-Rolla. 
Percy J. Smerek, pastor of New Hope 
Lutl1eran Church in Janesville, and his wife, 
Ada, arc in tl1e process of adopting 2-1/ 2-
year-old Chris, who has been their foster 
child for two years. 
Martha Colburn Stoune-Rasmus, 
Menomonee FaiJs, is president and chief 
executive officer of tl1e Mental Healtl1 
Association in Milwaukee. 
James W. Swanson, Hatfield Point, New 
Bmnswick, pastor of Hatfield Point Baptist 
Church, has bad stories published in Bright 
Arrows magazine and recently made an 
eighth recording of his music, mostly Bible 
verses set to music. 
Paul R. Temple, Bristol, Rhode Island, is 
an oceanographer and project manager at 
tl1e Naval Underwater Systems Center, 
Newport, Rhode Island. 
Lawrence 1 968 
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Mary Lee Huber is vocal music director 
in the Ellsworth Community Schools. She 
received tl1e Master of Arts degree in educa-
tion from St. Mary's University in 1998. 
Lawrence 1969 
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Marcia D. Greenwald, an attorney in 
San Carlos, California, celebrated tl1e 20th 
anniversary of her admission to tl1e Califor-
nia State Bar in June 1998 . 
Lawrence 1970 
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Kevin J. Gilmartin, Woodside, California, 
is vice-president and director of tl1e Palo 
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Alto office of the American Institutes for 
Research , where his wife, Barbara, is direc-
tor of the Employment Equity Program. 
Richard L. Stocchetti, Beavercreek, Ohio, 
an Air Force colonel, is chief of readiness 
and nuclear surety at Wright Patterson Air 
Force Base. 
Lawrence 1971 
30th Reunion, June 2002 
Jean E. DeLauche, Milwaukee, was hired 
in January as a research/information services 
librarian in the Quality Information Center 
of the American Society for Quality. 
Peter A. Jackson, Spokane, Washington, 
is president and chief executive officer of 
Foundation Northwest. 
Lawrence 1972 
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Louis B. Butler, Jr., is a judge of the 
City of Milwaukee Municipal Court and is 
standing for re-election in April 1999. He is 
president of the Wisconsin Municipal Judges 
Association and a faculty member of the 
National Judicial College. 
Ann L. Carrott, Alexandria, Minnesota, is 
an attorney in the law firm of Swenson, 
Lervick, Syverson, Anderson, Trosvig, 
Jacobson. 
Stan Day, Evanston, Illinois, is senior 
editor in the Department of University 
Relations, Northwestern University. In 
1998 he spent seven months as pianist-
conductor for the Chicago production of 
Always ... Patsy Cline, appeared as Bun-
thorne in a production of Gilbert and Sulli-
van's Patience, and was guest keyboardist 
for Musical! The Musical in Chicago. 
Leslie Dickinson, Everett, Washjngton, 
is seventh and eighth grade art teacher 
in the Alderwood Middle School, 
Lynnwood, Washington. 
Daniel E. Edwards, Jr., Raleigh, North 
Carolina, is a policy analyst for the County 
ofWake, North Carolina. 
Dorothy Flood, West Chester, Pennsylvania, 
is a senior research scientist at Cephalon, 
Inc. 
Atme Sturgeon Frenchick, Roseville, 
Minnesota, is a systems analyst for the Data 
Recognition Corporation. 
Mary Cook Gervais, Frisco, Colorado, 
teaches biology and English and coaches 
cross country running and Nordic skiing at 
the Summit Schools. She also copyedits 
psychology texts for Lawrence Erlbaum 
Publishers. 
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Family Weekend at Bjorklunden 
July 16-18, 1999 
Experience the summer beauty of 
Door County. 
Bring the whole family. 
Spend quality time with Lawrence 
classmates and friends. 
To register, contact 
Jody Koteski Reckard, '83 
Telephone: 800-264-7684 (w) 
or 414-771-8348 (h) 
E-mail: reckard@axisnet.net 
Anne Skinner Glad, Wayzata, Minnesota, 
is human resources consultant for 
McGiadrey & Pullen, certified public 
accountants and consultants in Minneapolis. 
Cynthia Percak Infantino, Libertyville, 
Illjnois , is adult services coordinator at the 
Lake Forest Library, where she is digitizing 
the library's local history and architecture 
ftles. 
Ronald B. and Kristen Olson Lahner live 
in Stillwater, Minnesota. He is an attorney 
with the Rider, Bennett law firm in 
Minneapolis and has designed a course on 
the Bill of Rights for high school students 
that he hopes to implement as a pilot 
project in Stillwater. Kristen is active in 
Lawrence alumni activities and is serving the 
last year of her term as president of the 
Alumni Association board of directors . 
Susan Conkey Running, Hortonville, is a 
fourth-grade teacher at Clovis Grove School 
in Menasha. 
Nancy Johnson Russell, Wausau, co-pastor 
of Grace United Church of Christ, serves on 
the board of directors of Habitat for 
Humanity ofWausau. 
Valerie A. Sivinski, Tacoma, Washington, 
is president of her own firm, Artifacts 
Consulting, Inc., which does architectural 
consulting and design. 
Lawrence 1974 
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Susan Glover Craighead, Naperville, 
Illinois, is a communications specialist for 
H.E.R.E.I.U. Welfare/ Pension Funds and is 
completing a master's degree in technical 
writing and information design at Illinois 
Institute of Technology. 
Michael Fairchild, a Menomonie attorney, 
is president of the board of directors of Pos-
itive Alternatives, Inc., a home for troubled 
teenagers; ran for the office of Dunn 
County judge in 1998; and teaches hotel 
and restaurant law and liability at the 
University of Wisconsin-Stout. His wife, 
Juliana Schmidt, '77, is a voice teacher 
and legal assistant. 
James R. Fleming, New York, New York, 
is president and owner of Colonial Advertis-
ing, which produces classified advertising for 
real estate companies. 
Richard and Nancy Butler ('75) Kuhn 
live in Norman, Oklahoma, where Dick is 
controller for York International. Nancy is 
in charge of junior recreational tennis in 
Oklahoma for the USTA, serves as president 
of a tennis booster club and on the board of 
the community tennis association, volun-
teers at the middle school and high school, 
and does stained-glass work. 
R. Scott and Deborah Ansink ('75) 
Russell live in Arlington Heights, Illinois. 
Scott is corporate counsel for the Chicago 
Bridge and Iron Company. 
Lawrence 1975 
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Jon A. Becker, Traverse City, Michigan, is 
an arts and education consultant and has 
produced nvo CDs, one for the Northwest 
Michigan Community College music 
department and one for a program he 
founded, the Dancing Bear Music Series. 
Michael H. De Longe, New Berlin , is 
manager of the Year 2000 Program for GE 
Medical Systems in Milwaukee, with world-
wide responsibility for the company's Year 
2000 readiness. 
de Mette "Dee" Spainhour Ginn, 
J(jngsport, Tennessee, is a medical technolo-
gist at Medex Laboratories and president of 
a local ballet company. 
Michael G. Green, Columbus, Indiana, is 
regional sales manager for d1e Citation 
Corporation. 
Lizabeth Rella Smania, Bozeman, 
Montana, performjng under the name Liz 
Bella, tours with anod1er pianist in a duo-
piano program called "Timeless Gershwin." 
Danica Sarkovic Houle, Strongsville, 
Ohio, is an independent sales director with 
Mary Kay, Inc. 
John F. Isenberg, staff engineer for Optical 
Research Associates in Pasadena, California, 
received aU. S. patent in 1998 for a pro-
gressive eyeglass lens. In June he presented 
a paper on the same subject at the Interna-
tional Optical Design Conference in Hawaii. 
Nancy Kreher, Gladstone, Michigan, coor-
dinator of research for the Upper Peninsula 
Health Education Corporation, is pursuing 
a master's degree in epidemiology. 
Steven E. Magnuson, New York, New 
York, is vice-president and publisher at 
Random House, Inc. 
Mary Clough O'Donnell, Louisville, 
Colorado, is president of the board of 
trustees of her local library and an active 
school volunteer. 
Susan Jansky Oefelein, Barrington, Illi-
nois, operates her own catering business. 
Husband Carl, '76, is a letter carrier and 
postal workers union officer. 
Kathleen Kosloske Orth, Appleton, is 
vocal music teacher at Janet Berry Elemen-
tary School. 
Susan Lohrenz Rennane, Mequon, is a 
teacher of learning-disadvantaged students 
in the Mequon-Thiensville Schools. 
Wendy Robinson, New York, New York, is 
a market-research manager for The New York 
Times. 
Gary W. Sterken, Middletown, is an 
ophthalmologist with UW Health-
Physicians Plus in Madison. 
Michael M. Valley, Puyallup, Washington, 
is a project engineer for the Morrison 
Knudsen Corporation, an international 
construction and engineering firm. 
Thomas D. Williams, River Forest, Illinois, 
is a vice-president and partner at Booz, 
Allen & Hamilton, Inc. 
Charles E. and Janice Pfaller Woodward 
live in Waterville, Maine. He is executive 
vice-president of the Chi net Company and 
she is GED coordinator and curriculum 
developer for adult education at Waterville 
High School. 
Gene Wright, Sebastopol, California, a 
child psychiatrist with the Kaiser Peramente 
Medical Group, sings in the Occidental 
Community Choir, a group that performs 
only music written by its members. 
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Mark Canning completed a tour as 
assistant branch public affairs officer for the 
U.S. Information Service in Johannesburg, 
South Africa, in 1998. Mark and Deborah 
Davidson Canning, '78, are reviewing 
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When Jared A. Parks, '96, and Natalie D. Denton, '96, were married on October 3, 1998, various 
Lawrence folks (and others) were in attendance (from left): Jodi Aleksaites; Eva Foley; Ken Muschen-
heim, '91, and Kelly McCracken, '95, and behind them, Jay Smethurst; Natalie and Jared Parks and 
Ayla Lee (flower girl); Shannon Hale; Will McKenna, '98; John Yi, '96; Nathalie Chatelain, '96; Sean 
Hinga, '96; Kala Peebles, '96; Mike lngala, '96; Anne Pope, '98; Tara Rullo, '97; Jeff Diebold, '96; Jesse 
Carliner, '96; Gia Super, '96; and Dia Couttouw, '96. 
their Mandarin in preparation for an assign-
ment to Guangzhou l Canton] China in 
mid-1999. 
Lawre c 1978 
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Rachel Nadel Black, Lutz, Florida, an 
elementary-school music teacher, attended 
the 1998 Florida Music Educators Associa-
tion convention, at which Fred Sturm, '73, 
of the Eastman School of Music, conducted 
the all-state jazz band. 
Alexander H. Bolyanatz, Naperville, 
Illinois, is assistant professor of anthropol-
ogy at Wheaton College, where he has 
helped to restore an anthropology program 
that was suspended in 1980. 
Christine Siewert Edgecomb, East Aurora, 
New York, is an underwriter for the Fire-
man's Fund Insurance Company. 
Jeffrey S. Edwards, Lake Tomahawk, is a 
staff physician at Howard Young Medical 
Center in Woodruff. 
Jeanette Kohr Gowen, Marietta, Georgia, 
is a systems analyst with Unisys Corpora-
tion. 
Janet Aronberg Hersh, Wilmette, Illinois, 
spent a week at Bjorklunden in 1997 taking 
a seminar on wine. 
Marynelle Teumer Losin, Springfield, 
Virginia, is a piano teacher with 36 students. 
She performed a chamber music recital in 
honor of her parents' 50th anniversary. 
Yiannos and Astrid Strasburger ('79) 
Manoli arc in Saarbrucken, Germany, where 
Yiannos is professor of microelectronics at 
the Universitat des Saarlandcs. 
Beth Scholten Merry, Brentwood, 
Tennessee, is a nurse with Baptist Health-
care Group, working with an internist in a 
clinic setting. 
Mark L. Metz is an attorney with the firm 
of Reinhart, Boerner, Van Deuren, eL al., 
in Milwaukee. 
Jo Howarth Noonan, Atlanta, Georgia, 
is director of communications for Arbor 
Montessori School. 
Amos B. Miner, Lake Bluff, Illinois, 
partner and vice-president of United States 
!-'ire Protection , completed a master's 
degree in management at Northwestern 
University in December 1997. 
Wendy Burton Oldeen, Highland Park, 
Illinois, is an account manger and vice-
president at Citibank, N.A., in Chicago. 
Greg C. Pettigrew, Appleton, is a project 
manager for ]. ]. Keller and Associates iri 
Neenah. 
Lea Sitton Stanley, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
vania, is a reporter for the Philadelphia 
Inquirer. 
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John and Teri Herbst Bill live in Green-
dale; he is a certified financial planner for 
Manchester Investments, and she is office 
manager for Development Collaborative 
Ltd. 
John T. Boyle, Manasquan, New Jersey, is 
product sales manager for the Vogelsang 
Corporation. A volunteer firefighter for 
nearly 20 years, in 1998 he completed a 
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Lawrence participants in the July 25, 1998, wedding of Carolyn M. Lussow, '97, and Alex Paul, '97, 
included (from left): President Richard Warch, Margot Warch, Remzy Bitar, '97, Melissa Munch, '97, 
Alyssa Paul Maria, '93, Nicole Bushman, '97, Shannon Sackett, '97, Julia Benka Workman, '96, Alex 
Paul, Jamie Workman, '96, Carolyn Lussow Paul, Ben Bernsten, '97, Mia Paul, '95, Alex Thoman, '95, 
Heather Humbert, '98, Dan Price, '00, Alison Walters, '97, Alison Latimer, '97, Juliet Moffat, '95, Dan 
Gregerson, '97, John Mahony, '95, Liz Alden Mahony, '95, Professor Paul Cohen (history), Madeleine 
Cohen, Nora Cohen. 
two-year term as chief of the Manasquan 
Fire Department. 
Bruce and Susan Dresser Marshall live in 
Phillips, where he is an attorney and partner 
in the law firm of Slaby, Deda & Marshall. 
Bruce is active in the Gideons and is presi-
dent of the local library board; Sue is coor-
clinator of MOPS (Mothers of Preschoolers) 
and teaches Sunday School. 
David W. Ehrich, Seattle, Washington, 
teaches American literature and journalism 
at Garfield High School. 
Scott Farnsworth, Milwaukee, is a teacher 
at Reuther Central High School in Kenosha. 
Jeffrey R. Hawley, San Francisco, is major 
market services representative for Paychex. 
In 1998 he went to Tijuana with a Roman 
Catholic volunteer group to build a house 
for a Mexican family. "We constructed the 
house in one day," he writes . "It was 
remarkable." 
Sylvia Long Batzler, Rockville, Maryland, 
is senior assistant public defender in tl1e 
Maryland Office of the Public Defender. 
Ingrid M. Markman, Andover, Massachu-
setts, is a school social worker at Washing-
ton School in Lowell. She and her husband, 
Chip, have built a new house . 
Thomas S. Meyer, Strongsville, Ohio, is 
a market planner for Consolidated Natural 
Gas. 
Linda Harris Minlms, San Diego, Califor-
nia, is a communications consultant for 
Gen-Probe, Inc. , a meclical cliagnostic 
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company where her husband, Larry, a 
biochemist, is senior director of product 
development. 
W. Light Ramsey, Jr., New Sharon, 
Maine, is co-owner and general manager of 
Living Acres. 
Robert J. Stevens, Suamico, is a family-
practice physician witl1 the Aurora Meclical 
Group in Green Bay. 
Elizabeth R. Stinson, Blacksburg, Virginia, 
is a wildlife biologist witl1 tl1e Virginia 
Department of Game and Inland Fisheries, 
conducting a study of black bear popula-
tions that involves trapping, tranquilizing, 
and raclio-collaring bears in tl1e summer and 
then following them to tl1eir dens in the 
winter to again tranquilize and measure 
them, along witl1 any cubs. "You haven't 
lived," she writes, "until you've held a two-
pound bear cub on top of a mountain in 
30· weather or stared into the eyes of an 
unhappy 350-pound male bear that's just 
been trapped." 
Thomas D. Stone, Shreveport, Louisiana, 
is assistant professor of music at Centenary 
College of Louisiana and conducts the wind 
ensemble and a chamber orchestra. He pub-
lished six new works in 1998, ranging from 
original compositions for symphonic band 
to arrangements for chamber winds and 
su-ing orchestra. His Carnevale was pre-
miered by the University of North Texas 
Wind Symphony in July. 
Richard J. Whiting, Bayside, is head trader 
and partner, Vector Securities International, 
Deerfield, Illinois. 
Dona Vander SchaafWininsky, Milwau-
kee, in September, became public-policy 
and government-relations specialist for tl1e 
American Lung Association of Wisconsin. 
Debbie Becker Zak, Lubbock, Texas, vol-
unteers as coorclinator of science at North 
Ridge Elementary School. In May 1998 her 
efforts were recognized by the naming of an 
annual service award in her honor. 
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Ellen A. Meyers, Chicago, Illinois, has 
been elected chair of the board of the 
Illinois Federation for Human Rights, an 
organization seeking to amend the Illinois 
Human Rights Act to include non-discrimi-
nation on tl1e basis of sexual orientation. 
Diane J. Wolter, Fargo, North Dakota, 
received tl1e Master of Science degree from 
Moorhead State University in 1998 and 
now works in the Career Center at Concor-
clia College, Moorhead, Minnesota. 
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John A. MacElwee, Detroit, Michigan, is 
vice-president for marketing and communi-
cations of the Deu-oit Symphony Orchesu-a. 
{This corrects an item that ran under an 
incorrect class year in a previous issue. - Ed. J 
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Elise Epps Allen, University Heights, 
Ohio, is environmental manager for tl1e 
Morrison Knudsen Corporation in Cleve-
land, serves as treasurer of ilie Delta Gamma 
alumnae group, and is a volunteer fundraiser 
for tl1e Cleveland Sight Center. 
Kent E. Allen, Cumberland, Rhode Island, 
after l3 years in Cleveland, Ohio, moved to 
Rhode Island in 1998 to become senior 
vice-president- mergers and acquisitions for 
Citizens Financial Group in Providence. 
Emily Lynch Gomez, Arlington, Virginia, a 
teacher u-ainer/researcher at tl1e Center for 
Applied Linguistics in Washington, D.C., 
was a member of tlle English as a Second 
Language Standards and Assessments team 
that produced ESL Standards for Pre-K to 
l2 Students in 1997. Since its adoption she 
has been working with school disu-icts to 
begin implementing the standards. 
Lawrence A. Leporte, New Barn, Kent, 
England, is a partner in ilie London law 
firm of McKenna & Company. His practice, 
primarily in the area of project finance, takes 
him frequently to Russia and Kazakhstan. 
Sandra Kawleski Lien and Bill, '84, Live in 
Lindstrom, Minnesota. She is director of 
education and events for Hospitality Min -
nesota, and he works in marketing for Pat-
terson Dental. 
Julianne Schneider, Glenview, Illinois, is a 
community banking officer for First 
Chicago NBD and plays oboe in tl1e 
Nortl1shore Concert Band and tl1e Park 
Ridge Civic Orchestra. 
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Laura Van Nostrand Caviani, composer 
and pianist from St. Paul, Minnesota, in 
November, performed in tl1e "Jazz Is Cool" 
program at tl1e Edina Community Center, 
conducted clinics for students of Edina 
Soutl1west Middle School, and presented a 
concert at Ripon College. 
Patrick J. Grogan is a hydrogeologist for 
Viking Associates, an environmental and 
safety compliance consultant firm in 
Appleton. 
Jeffrey T. Vander Wilt, Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia, is assistant professor of ilieological 
studies at Loyola Marymow1t University. 
His book, A Church without Borders, was 
published last fall. 
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Kathleen Ebben Drescher, Appleton, vice-
president of tl1e firm of Drescher & 
Drescher, S.C., was selected for inclusion in 
Who's Who in American Law 1998-99. 
Theodore V. Holroyd received the 
M.M.Sc. degree from Midwestern Univer-
sity in 1998. 
Rebekah S. Njaa, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 
is assistant textile conservator at the 
Minnesota Historical Society. 
Laura E. Walvoord, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, is an attorney in the firm of 
Maslon, Edelman, Borman & Brand. She 
received tl1e J.D. degree from tl1e University 
of Minnesota Law School in 1997. 
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Margaret M. Carter, Superior, Colorado, 
is partner in Carter Chase, a women's 
doming store in Boulder. 
Karen A. Jansen, Milwaukee, is in charge 
of marketing for me Milwaukee chapter of 
tl1e Alliance for the Mentally Ill's 1999 
Memorial Day Festival. 
Lucas A. Meyer, Chicago, is an internet 
progran1mer for Forsythe Technology. 
John H. Neumiller, Verona, New Jersey, 
is vice-president of tl1e Vendor Services 
Division of AIG Insurance Services, Inc., in 
New York City. 
Richard M. Parker, Glenview, Illinois, is 
meatre consultant for Schuler and Shook, 
Inc., in Chicago. 
Steven A. Reich, Dallas, Texas, received 
the Ph.D. from Noriliwestern University 
in 1998 and now is Summerlee Research 
Fellow at tl1e William P. Clements Center 
for Southwest Studies at Souiliern 
Metl1odist University. 
Karin J. Sconzert, Chicago, Illinois, is 
completing a dissertation in education 
policy at the University of Chicago and 
conducting research on ilie Chicago public 
schools for the Consortium on Chicago 
School Research. She is an adjunct f.1culty 
member for me Associated Colleges of tl1e 
Midwest Urban Education Program and in 
February presented to the Association of 
Teacher Educators conference a paper she 
co-auiliored wiili Stewart Purkey, associate 
professor of education at Lawrence, titled 
"Small Town College to Big City School: 
Preparing Urban Teachers from Liberal Arts 
Colleges." 
John W. Stephens, Loveland, Ohio, 
teaches history at tl1e Cincinnati County 
Day School. In me summer of 1997 he 
served as dean of me faculty for Summer-
bridge Cincinnati, a program tl1at provides a 
rigorous academic schedule for "at-risk" 
students while training young teachers. 
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Timothy P. and Susan Yuhasz ('89) Duff 
live in Aurora, Colorado. Susan works in tl1e 
Tattered Cover Book Store, and Tim is a 
software engineer for iXL, an Internet ser-
vices company. 
Robert A. Pope, Long Beach, California, is 
a project geologist II with Eartl1 Tech, a 
Tyco International Ltd. company. 
G. Andrew Scott and Liza A. Franzene-
Scott, '89, live in Boston, Massachusetts, 
where he is an international investment 
analysis for Oechsle International Advisors, 
and she is grants assistant and corporate 
researcher at The Children's Museum. 
Douglas C. Tomczak and Alison A. King, 
'89, live in Beiliesda, Maryland . He is a 
research chemist for the Gillette Company, 
and she is a senior systems analyst at Quan-
tum Research Corporation. 
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Kelley Sylvester Carpenter, Appleton, is 
band director at Maplewood Middle School 
and saxophone specialist at me Lawrence 
Arts Academy. 
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Stephen T. Collins, Middleton, is marne-
maries teacher and head boys basketball 
coach at Madison Memorial High School. 
William R. Cooper, Andover, Minnesota, 
is an internist associated wiili me Coon 
Rapids Medical Center. 
Abby Labowitz Countryman and husband 
Bob, '88, moved from Minneapolis to 
Boston in November, when Bob was trans-
ferred by his company, RTW, Inc. In 
December, Abby became a benefits analyst 
at J&H Marsh & McClennan. 
Samuel E. Crowl, Atl1ens, Ohio, is a Ph.D. 
candidate at Ohio University's Contempo-
rary History Institute, focusing on Soumeast 
Asia. 
Colleen Kelly Crowley, Washington, D.C., 
is tax reporting specialist for me law firm of 
Scribner, Hall & Thompson. 
Deborah M. Cullinan, San Francisco, Cali -
fornia, executive director of Intersection for 
me Arts, received tl1e 1998 San Francisco 
Bay Guardian Goldie Award for outstanding 
local discovery in tl1e arts. 
Michael B. Gee, Racine, is a project engi-
neer for Twin Disc, Inc. 
Katherine Harris Gretsch and her 
husband, David, '90, Live in Minnetonka, 
Minnesota. She teaches in me Mirrneapolis 
public schools, and he is account director 
for Value Rx. 
Heidi Phelps Hildebrandt, Waukesha, has 
left behind her telecommuting job as a 
documentation analyst to take on the role of 
full-time CEO/family manager at home, 
including active involvement in a MOPS 
(Moiliers of Preschoolers) group. 
Mary L. Holtz, Lexington, Kentucky, is a 
biological science lab technician associated 
wim medical centers for me Veterans 
Administration and me University of Ken-
tucky. She also volunteers wiili Moveable 
Feast, a program tl1at provides daily meals 
for people living wiili AIDS. 
Richard D. Hornung, Pleasanton, 
California, is an applied mailiematician and 
computer scientist in me Center for Applied 
Scientific Computing at Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory. 
Anne Clark Janisch, Milwaukee, is a social 
worker witl1 tl1e 16m Street Community 
Healili Center. 
James E. Karst, Nashville, Tennessee, is a 
sales representative for Arden Industries. 
Lael R. Keiser, Columbia, Missouri, is 
assistant professor of political science at tl1e 
University of Missouri. 
Shawn and Jennifer Wilcox ('90) Koerner 
live in Whitefish Bay. He is an investn1ent 
executive witl1 PaineWebber, and she is a 
pharmaceutical sales representative for 
Rhone-Poulenc Rorer. 
Lori Brennan Lambert, Dallas, Georgia, 
teaches English as a Second Language in 
Cobb County schools. 
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Mark Tohulka, '80, Homestead, Florida, a biology teacher in the Dade 
County Public Schools, spent 72 hours in 1997 in an underwater habitat, 
NASA's Scott Carpenter Space Analog Station, as part of the Kennedy Space 
Center's Mission to America's Remarkable Students (MARS) program, 
designed to spark student interest in science and the space program. Tohulka's 
underwater experience concluded a summer spent working for the Life Sciences 
Division of NASA at the Kennedy Space Center, writing curriculum materials 
to be sent to schools as part of a learning program called SEEDS II (Space 
Exposed Experiment Developed for Students). Science classes participating in 
the experiment receive three sets of tomato seeds, one that has been exposed to 
vacuum and microgravity aboard the space shuttle Atlantis, one that has expe-
rienced hyperbaric conditions within the underwater habitat, and a control 
group. Tohulk:a, chosen in 1998 as Miami/Dade COLmty's Science Teacher of 
the Year, is president-elect of the Florida Association of Science Teachers 
(FAST) and recently achieved certification by the National Board for Profes-
sional Teaching Standards. In the photo, Tohulk:a (left) looks in on Deruus 
Chamberland, designer of Scott Carpenter Station. 
Barbara M. Lorn, Los Angeles, is a post-
doctoral fellow at the Brain Research Insti-
tute, University of California at Los Angeles. 
Kathryn A. McCauley, Atlanta , Georgia, is 
an associate attorney in tl1e firm of Kil -
patrick & Cody, L.L.P. 
Jeannie Verrando Nager, Brighton, 
Massachusetts, is senior account executive 
and production manager for Benes Commu-
nications. 
Peter Neubert, Lexington, Kentucky, can-
ctidate for tl1e Doctor of Musical Arts 
degree at tl1e University of Kentucky School 
of Music, has been granted a Presidential 
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Graduate Year Fellowship for 1998-99 . The 
Niles String Quartet, of which he is a mem-
ber, participated in me semi -final round of 
me FischoffNational Chamber Music Com-
petition in May 1998. 
Edith M. Newsome, Rockford, Illinois, is 
an anesmesiologist affiliated with Rockford 
Anesmesiologists Associated and is active in 
Young @Art, an organization that promotes 
art awareness in me community. 
Stacey E. Paulsen, Pewaukee, is a coun-
selor at Natl1an Hale High School. 
Katherine Thistle Rivard, Mi1meapolis, 
Minnesota, is food service director at me 
Osseo Health Care Center. 
Susan A. Temple, Chicago, Illinois, is 
marketing and patient-recruitment coordi-
nator at me Northwestern University Center 
for Clinical Research . 
Andrew D. Tippet, West Dundee, Illinois, 
is marketing manager for me Banta Publica-
tions Group. 
David W. Visser, Sheboygan Falls, is a 
supervisor at Aldrich Chemical Company, 
Inc. In 1998 he participated in a two-week 
study tour in Bolivia and Peru sponsored by 
the Heifer Project, a hunger-relief organiza-
tion, and also spent a week in Haiti at a 
Christian mission helping wim food distrib-
ution and light construction. 
Eli M. Wallace, Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina, is a research scientist witl1 Glaxo 
Wellcome, Inc. 
Andrew L. and Nicole Huebner Wetzel 
live in Chicago, where she is an administra-
tive assistant for InterVarsity Christian 
Fellowship and he teaches English at me 
Chicago Vocational Career Academy. 
Christopher D. Wolske, Appleton, is an 
attorney wim me Hinshaw & Culbertson 
Jaw firm. 
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Christopher J. Krupp, Seattle, Washing-
ton, is a first-year law student at the Univer-
sity of Washington Law School. 
David J. Meulemans, Fort Lauderdale, 
Florida, is senior business analyst for Shared 
Medical Systems Corporation. 
Janelle G. Pepper, Lake in tl1e Hills, Illi-
nois, is a school social worker at Coventry 
School. 
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Alec Jon Dunkel, St. Paul, Minnesota, is a 
physician practicing with St. Paul Internists. 
Kristi R. G. Hendrickson, this past fall, 
joined tl1e faculty of tl1e University of Puget 
Sound as assistant professor of physics. She 
previously taught physics at Pacific Lutheran 
University and me University ofWashing-
ton and was an editorial assistant for Reviews 
of Modern Physics. 
Bryan A. Krekel, Kaneohe, Hawaii, is an 
analyst for me Department of Defense at 
Pearl Harbor. 
Peter H. Murchie, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 
is an environmental specialist with the Great 
Lakes Commission. 
Elizabeth Keckonen Vahlsing, Fond du 
Lac, teaches at Lourdes Academy in 
Oshkosh , where she is the first teacher to 
use a new distance-learning network. Beth is 
teaching German I to ten Low·des students 
and 15 students from tllfee otl1er Fox Valley 
schools via the Internet and a fiber-optics 
cable TV network. 
[http:/ j www.lourdeshs.org/ german1 .htm]. 
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Judith L. Hayes, San Francisco, California, 
is a research associate with ationsBanc 
Montgomery Securities. 
Elizabeth Andrews Mueller, Viroqua, 
graduated with honors fi·om Marquette Law 
School in 1996 dnd is an assistant district 
attorney for Monroe County. 
Stephen L. Mielke, Chicago, Illinois, 
received the Ph.D. in physics in May 1998 
from SUNY-Stony Brook and now is 
regional sales manager for Lambda Physik, 
Inc. 
Lynnette L. Wood, Haverhill, Massachu -
setts, is a first-level technical staff member 
in customer technical support for Lucent 
Technologies. 
Meela Yoo, York, Pennsylvan ia, received 
the M.D . degree from the University of 
Minnesota in 1997 
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Heidi A. Alexander, Irvine, California, 
works for Private Labels Executive Gifts. 
Deanne M. Gens, Arlington Heights, 
Illinois, is regional sales manager for Venus 
Laboratories, Inc. 
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Jaclyn J. Booth, Naperville, Illinois, is a 
graduate student at orthwestern Univer-
sity and also working as a national account 
manager for Westell Technologies, Inc. 
Yee-Ming Koh Artley, Chicago, graduated 
in August with a degree in health informa-
tion administration from the University of 
Wisconsin and received certification as a 
registered records administrator in October. 
She is a coding/billing analyst for the trans-
plant surgeons at Northwestern Medical 
Faculty Foundation. Her husband, Devin 
Artley, is a third-year student at Chicago 
Medical School. 
C. Michael Batt teaches at Rogers Middle 
School in Hyde Park, Massachusetts, and is 
working on a master's degree in education 
at the University of Massachusetts-Boston. 
Je•mifer J . Hillbrick, Mequon, is high 
school choral director at Mequon -
Thiensville School District. 
Kathleen L. Metzger, Portland, Oregon, is 
assistant registrar at tl1e Portland Art 
Museum. 
Cara L. Roberts received the Master of 
Science degree in physical tl1erapy from 
Boston University i11 December 1998 and is 
working as a physical therapist at the Burke 
Rehabilitation Hospital in White Plains, 
New York. 
Sanjeev D. Shetty, Biddeford, Maine, is 
director of information systems at Time 
Warner Cable in Portland. 
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Stacy L. Czerniak, Albuquerque, New 
Mexico, a graduate student and president of 
tl1e Student Organization ofLatin American 
Studies at tl1e University of New Mexico, 
spent her Christmas vacation doing relief 
work for Hurrica11e Mitch victims in 
Nicaragua. Stacy, who has made two previ-
ous visits to Nicaragua a11d is an experienced 
medical translator, served as translator 
between an American doctor and his 
patients. 
Joshua W. Kriesel, San Francisco, Califor-
nia, is a Ph.D. candidate at the University of 
California-Berkeley. 
Bridget M. Lamers is a painter a11d interior 
decorator in Kaukauna. 
David D.J. Waller, Chicago, is a systems 
administrator at Bank of America. 
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Laura N. Buchholz, ew York, New York, 
is healtl1 sciences editor for Kaplan Educa-
tional. Centers a11d a student of tl1e improv 
comedy troupe tl1e Upright Citizens 
Brigade. 
Richard M. Canaday, Denver, Colorado, is 
promotions scheduler for Encore Media 
Group. 
Jennifer K Crawford is events coordinator 
for Mall of America in Bloomington, 
Minnesota. 
Erika S. Mayer, Madison, is a medical 
school student at the University ofWiscon-
sin-Madison. 
Scott M. Sobota, Madison, is a psychiatric-
care technician at Mendota Mental Healtl1 
Institute. 
Bradford W. Wendel, Omaha, ebraska, is 
an information systems specialist for the Leo 
A Daly Compa11y. 
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Brian B. Bartel, Appleton, is a science 
teacher at New London High School. 
Stacci A. Cook, Madison, was awarded a 
grant from me Center for Russia, Eastern 
Europe, and Central Asia to spend the 
summer of 1998 teaching English in 
Kingisepp, Russia. She plans to return to 
Russia in July to teach English for a full 
school year. Currently Stacci is a marketing 
representative for M&I Bank. 
Ryan A. Petersen, Madison, is middle and 
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high school band director in me Deerfield 
Public School District. 
Paul J. Sise, Eastl1ampton, Massachusetts, 
is a graduate student in geology at me Uni-
versity of Massachusetts-Amherst. 
Megan E. Ward, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 
is a recruitment representative for Memorial 
Blood Centers of Minnesota. 
Charlotte A. Williams received a master's 
degree in music from Indiana University in 
1998 and now is a student of tl1e Musik 
Academic Der Stadt Basel (Switzerland). 
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Class of '98 
ET 
YOUR YEARBOOK 
Copies of the 1997-98 Ariel year-
book can be ordered from Linda 
Fuerst, senior administrative assis-
tant in the dean of students office, 
by calling 920-832-6596. The 
cost is $35, plus a shipping fee. 
Births and adoptions 
1960s 
Linda Stoikowitz Cannon , '67, and 
Robert, a daughter Stepha11ie Ji-Xin Yu, 
born May 2, 1997; adopted December 17, 
1997 
1970s 
BenjaJnin Graebel, '78, and Julie, a son, 
William Scott, on May 21, 1998 
Charles Kron, '78, and Joan, a son, 
Edmund, on October 6, 1998 
Andrew McNeill, '79, and Holly, twins, 
on October 16, 1998 
1980s 
Arden Dale, '81, and Tom Richardson, a 
son, Malcolm Dale Richardson, on June 5, 
1998 
Sarah Brown Bryan, '83, and Michael, 
a son, Samuel, on September 19, 1998 
Jacquie Ghiron, '83, a son, Oliver 
Christopher, on August 26, 1998 
Thomas Skinner, '83, and Laura, a 
daughter, Rebecca, in September 1998 
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Kathleen Swanson-Dale, '85, and Craig 
Dale, a son, Cameron Swanson-Dale, on 
August 28, 1998 
Steve ('86) and Jennifer Wilkinson ('89) 
Albrecht, a daughter, Allison Marie, on 
October 3, 1998 
Christopher ('86) and Elizabeth Brown 
('87) Berger, a daughter, Leal1 Elizabeth, 
on October 30, 1998 
Melisse Makaroff, '86, and Luis Garcia, 
a daughter, Gina Camille, on December 5, 
1997 
Julia A. Malcolm, '86, and Craig Roskos, a 
son, Henry Roskos, on September 14, 1998 
Charles Swenson, '86, and Robyn, a son, 
Andrew Charles, on October 13, 1998 
Noel ('87) and Katherine Lofgren ('93) 
Phillips, a son, Brian Lewis, on November 
28, 1998 
Richard A. Young, Jr., '87, and Terry, a 
son, Thomas Joseph, on July 7, 1998 
Dean G. DuMonthier, '88, and Mary, a 
son, Mason, in April 1998 
Douglas C. Tomczak, '88, and Alison A. 
King, '89, a son, Nathaniel King Tomczak, 
on September 11, 1998 
Kathi Andrew Willett, '88, and Jan1es, a 
son, Ethan Maxwell, on November 1, 1998 
Peter J. Amrein, '89, and Gail, a son, 
Anders Stephen, on June 23, 1998 
Sam Crowl, '89, and Terry Kelleher, a son , 
Aidan Kelleher Crowl, on September 29, 
1998 
Shawn, '89, and Jennifer Wilcox ('90) 
Koerner, a daughter, Alexandra, on 
October 28, 1998 
Katherine Thistle Rivard, '89, and 
Andrew, a son, Earle Owen, on September 
10, 1998 
Michael J. Tremel, '89, and Amy, a son, 
Jonathan Taylor, on December 10, 1997 
Andrew and Nicole Huebner Wetzel, 
both '89, twin sons, Alex James and Joseph 
Allan, March 1997 
1990s 
Matthew Rhodes, '90, and Bridget 
Szweda, '89, a daughter, Franzes, on 
December 27, 1997 
Kevin Krueger, '91, and Wanda, a son, 
Karson 
Kecia Scheer Staudt, '91, and Paul, a 
daughter, Chayna Mathea, on March 19, 
1998 
Patrick and Patty Bortz Wagner, both 
'91, a son, Samuel Patton, on July 7, 1998 
Lynnette Wood, '92, and Aglisberto 
Almonte, a son, David Alexander, on March 
22, 1998 
Carissa Balgemann Tyo, '93, and 
Matthew, a daughter, Taylia, in June 1998 
Beth Ismil Arteaga, '94, amd Juan, a 
daughter, Sonia Melissa, on July 15, 1998 
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Rob Smart, '96, a 
graduate student in 
sculpture at the School 
for the Arts at Boston 
University, is pictured 
with his sculpture, 
"Time," commissioned 
by the university's Pho-
tonics Center and 
recently installed in its 
new building. Located 
in an atrium stairway, 
the sculpture is com-
posed of two columns 
of light, which interact 
witl1 what is happening 
around them to create a 
kaleidoscope of chang-
ing color. The light 
sources, clusters of 
light-emitting diodes 
(LEDs), are cOimected 
to a computer con -
trolled by "smart skin," 
a piezoactive material developed by PhotoSense, Inc., a company recently 
launched by the Photonics Center. The smart-skin sensor collects informa-
tion about how many people are moving up and down the stairway and how 
fast they are moving. The sensor relays this information to the computer, 
which uses it to select the colors that appear in the columns and determine 
how tl1ey change. Mirrored surfaces create the illusion that the columns 
stretch endlessly up and down. Rob is the son of Donald A. ('64) and Janette 
Utter ('66) Smart of Madison. 
Russell J. Jungwirth, '94, and Holly 
Eisenhardt, '97, a son, Sven, on September 
27,1998 
Marriages 
Lawrence Today will accept for publication 
photographs of allllnni weddings in which a 
sizable group of Lawrence participants 
appears and the individuals are identified by 
name and class year. Publication of wedding 
photos is subject to the availability of space 
and to the quality of the photograph . Pho-
tographs will be returned upon request. 
1970s 
Janet Clarkson, '76, and Michael Williams, 
June 1998 
Patricia Behn, '78, and Joseph Regan, 
June 26, 1998 
1980s 
Diane J. Wolter, '80, and Mark Gealy, 
November 27, 1998 
Ann-Charlotte Sandvall, '86, and 
D. Glenn Lawyer, '88, January 4, 1999 
Kelly Carroll, '89, and Jeff Rhodes, 
October 10, 1998 
Brian Curnn1ings, '89, and Angel 
Gustafson , Fcbruaty 18, 1998 
Tim Tibbetts, '89, and Amy Zesbaugh, '90, 
July 19, 1998 
1990s 
Jason Kerr, '91, and Annemari Gam -
berdino, June 13, 1998 
Karyn L Montgomery, '92, and James 
Todor, September 6, 1998 
Matthew Tobin, '92, and Kendra Stockdale, 
'92, May 24, 1998 
Callie A. Johnson, '94, and Daniel Krauel , 
October 24, 1998 
Yee-Ming Koh and Devin Artley, both 
'94, August 22, 1998 
Jonathan Mahony, '95, and Elizabeth 
Alden, '95, May 24, 1998 
Corinne Hwang, '96, and Marc Taylor, 
July 26, 1998 
Alison J. Lavender, '96, and Gregory Fox, 
October 11, 1998 
Noland Nelson, '96, and Sara Dorman, 
'98, August 22, 1998 
Jennifer Buege, '97, and Matthew Mueller, 
July 31, 1998 
Deaths 
1920s 
Enid Jarrett Heideman, '26, Cape 
Elizabeth, Maine, February 21, 1998 
Bernice Porterfield, '26, Oshkosh, 
October 31, 1998 
Palmer B. McConnell, '27, Oshkosh, 
December 22, 1998. Survivors include his 
wife, lone Kreiss McConnell, '28. 
Iris Knoke Smith, '28, ew London, 
October 8, 1998 . Survivors include her 
daughter, Pamela F. Smith, '64. 
Mildred McCullough Wimmer, M-D '28, 
Oceanside, California, August 5, 1998 
Helen Chegwin Wright, '29, South Bend, 
Indiana, August 8, 1998 
1930s 
Richard A. Maloney, '30, San Diego, 
California, October 25, 1996 
Bertin J. Dittmer, '31, Appleton, March 
17, 1998 
Betsy Morton Johns, M-D '32, Decatur, 
Illinois, September 17, 1998 
Ruth Milbauer Bernhard, M-D '33, West 
Allis, November 13, 1998 . Survivors include 
her husband, Carl W. Bernhard. 
Merlin W. Fein, '33, Appleton, December 
15, 1998 
Oscar M. Prusow, '33, Milwaukee, 
November 7, 1998 
Alice Bradford Rypins, '33, Santa Barbara, 
California, November 4, 1998 
Jane Taylor Burns, '34, Fond duLac, 
December 5, 1998 
Gwendolyn Favell Heilman, '34, 
Greenville, Pem1sylvania, May 8, 1998 
Caroline Mosher Rickard, M-D '34, 
Wilmette, Ilbnois, April 13, 1998 
Seymour M. Gmeiner, '35, White L'lke, 
November 2, 1998. Survivors include a 
sister, Rose Gmeiner Bleier, '47, and a 
niece, Barbara Gmeiner Cain, '70. 
Blanche Bushnell Uehling, M-D '35, 
Boulder City, Nevada, September 6, 1998 
Alvin E. Woehler, '35, Appleton, Novem-
ber 19, 1998 
Bernice Glass Culler, '36, Sarasota, 
Florida, October 13, 1998 
Helen Burgess Eisenberg, M-D '36, Silver 
Spring, Maryland, December 14, 1998 
Rosemary Dupont Hamilton, '37, Carl-
ton, Minnesota, December 22, 1998 
Perry 0. Triggs, '37, Fargo, North 
Dakota, January 24, 1998 
Bernice Bartlet Brandt, M-D '39, Green-
field, December 1998 
Frances Smethurst Martin, '39, Paris, 
France, date llllknown 
1940s 
Jeanne Foote Bailey, '43, Encino, Ca.li.fornia, 
October 28, 1998 
Jan1es F. Stengel, '47, Allouez, October 8, 
1998 
Marilyn Larson Breese, '48, Auburndale, 
Florida, November 24, 1998 
Norman B. Hodgson, '48, Wauwatosa, 
October 9, 1998 
Gail Whitaker Karger, '48, Highland 
Park, Illinois, November 28, 1998. 
Florence Peacock Sperry, '49, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, June 1, 1998. Survivors include 
her former husband, Robert M. Sperry, '49; 
an aunt, Ruth Taylor Colburn, '38; and a 
number of cousins, among whom are 
Gretchen Wilterding Maring, '52, John H. 
Wilterding, Jr., '53, R. Marshall Colburn, 
Jr., '62, Martha Colburn Stoune-Rasmus, 
'67, Mark A. Wilterding, '67, Robert C. 
Davis III, '74, Martha Davis Pohl, '75, 
Colburn T. Davis, '77, and Elizabeth A. 
Kurten, '92. 
1950s 
Vasiliki Harris Clark, M-D '51, Tucson, 
Arizona, October 9, 1998 
Jean Cotter Coyle, M-D '51, Waukesha, 
December 18, 1998 
Jeannine Larson Fessenden, '51, Winter 
Haven, Florida, August 14, 1997 
Joan Wooldridge Patterson, M-D '51, 
Neenah, October 16, 1998. Survivors 
include her husband, Braxton Patterson. 
Mary Schoettler Petersen, '51, Midland, 
Michigan , November 5, 1998. Survivors 
include several cousins, among whom are 
Esther Graef Hamilton, '20, Katl1ro Graef 
Carpenter, '32, L. Robert Graef, '35, and 
Carol Kanouse Weber, '48, and a nephew, 
Thomas J. Schoettler, '75. 
John 0. Starks, '51, Davenport, Iowa, 
November 14, 1998 
Nancie Allen Marache, '53, Greenwich, 
Connecticut, May 14, 1997 
Mary E. Landeck, M-D '56, Milwaukee, 
November 30, 1998 
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1970s 
Kenneth A. Harris, '70, Chicago, Illinois, 
November 5, 1998. Survivors include his 
wife, Dona M. Laketek. 
Mark S. Zumpe, '71, New Orleans, 
November 5, 1998 
Laura M. Spiess, '77, Madison, August 
1998 
1980s 
Charlotte Bennett Metzger, '82, 
Rochester, Minnesota, October 10, 1998. 
Survivors include her husband, Jim Bennett, 
and her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest H. 
Metzger. 
Faculty 
Daniel L. Arnaud, Bloomington, Indiana, 
May 24, 1998. A specialist in Latin litera-
ture, he joined the Lawrence classics faculty 
in 1964 and, in 1965 , was coach oftl1e col-
lege's undefeated College Bowl tean1 . 
Founder and first president of tl1e Appleton 
chapter of the Archaeological Institute of 
America, he served in 1968-70 as associate 
director of the Salzburg Institute in Ameri-
can Studies, Salzburg, Austria; returned to 
be clirector of Freshman Studies at 
Lawrence; and, in 1972, left Lawrence to 
become executive director of tl1e Thomas J. 
Watson Foundation. 
Emeritus Trustee 
George Keirn, Lincolnshire, Illinois, 
December 17,1998. He was the retired 
president, director' and chairman of me 
board of Sahara Enterprises, Inc. A member 
of tl1e Board of Trustees of Lawrence 
University from 1980 to 1996, he was 
elected an emeritus trustee in 1997. 
Survivors include his wife, Miriam; a son, 
Bruce A. Kelm, '80; and a daughter-in -law, 
Ellen Jakes Kelm, '77. 
Friends of Lawrence 
Gustav Hemwall, Madison, November 29, 
1998. Survivors include his daughter, 
Marti Hemwell, '73, assistant professor 
of antl1ropology. 
Daniel R. Tuchscherer, Jr., Seymour, )lme 
14, 1998. Survivors include his wife, Marsha 
Tuchscherer, art director in tl1e Office of 
Public A..ft'lirs. 
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Yesterday and today In the academic years from 1945 to 1947, the "Bits of 
Honey," a trio of conservatory students from the Class of 1947, performed at frater-
nity parties, faculty teas, campus shows, convocations, and local schools and cotmtry 
clubs. Pictured above, in 1946 and at their 1998 reunion, are (from left) Carol 
Denham Hirschinger, Mary Grimm Peterson, and Jeanne Willems Guerin. 
Piano player for the "Bits" was Francis "Dutch" Scholtz, C '49, without whom, 
the three women are agreed, they would not have been such a success. Two of the 
members are still actively singing, Jeanne Guerin with a choms in De Pere, Illinois, 
and Mary Peterson with the Milwaukee Symphony Chorus. 1 LT 
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n 1997, Tom ('60) and Julie ('61) Hurvis created a new endowed 
professorship - The J. Thomas and Julie Esch Hurvis Professorship in 
Theatre and Drama - at Lawrence. Here, the Hurvises are seen on the 
set of Mostly Menotti: An Evening of One-Act Operas with Timothy X. 
Troy, '85, assistant professor of theatre and drama, and cast members (from left) 
Christopher Brammer, '01, Bianti Curry, '01, and Frances Chewning, '99. 
Lawrence alumnus Tim Troy, holder of the Hurvis Professorship, joined the 
college's faculty in the 1997-98 academic year and has begun to craft a musical theatre 
component within the Department ofTheatre and Drama, in collaboration with the 
Conservatory of Music. Last fall, Sweeney Todd, the Demon Barber of Fleet Street, first 
major musical production in this new initiative, was presented at the college. Professor 
Troy also directs the Lawrence opera program, which continues a long-standing and 
distinguished tradition of presenting operas at the college on an annual basis. (An 
article by Professor Troy, "The Subtle Differences Between Plays, Operas, and 
Musicals," appears on page 16 of this issue. ) 
Lawrence salutes the Hurvises for their generous gift, which will promote 
creative synergies between the theatre and drama department and the conservatory 
and furtl1er enhance the college's standing as a preeminent liberal arts college with 
outstanding programs in tl1e fine arts. 
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Women and Science: 
Continuing the Tradition 
Lawrence University proudly annotmces the creation of the Jessie 
Mabbott Daniels Scholarship. Established in 1998 through the gen-
erosity of the Helen Bader Foundation, Inc., of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 
this scholarship pays tribute to the life and work of Jessie Mabbott 
Daniels, a 1917 graduate of Milwaukee-Downer College. 
After earning a Bachelor of Science degree from Downer, 
Mrs. Daniels taught school in Aberdeen, South Dakota. 
Her daughters, Helen Bader and Marjorie 11 Danny 11 
DeVey, both graduated from Milwaukee-Downer (B.A. 
'49 and B.S. '43, respectively). Helen Bader served as an 
alumna trustee at Lawrence, and the Foundation that 
bears her nan1e has previously endowed two other schol-
arship funds at the college. 
The Jessie Mabbott Daniels Scholarship extends this 
strong tradition and represents the growing number of 
scholarships at Lawrence linked with Downer alumnae. 
This scholarship fund will help support women students 
who wish to pursue degrees in mathematics and the 
sciences, keen interests of Mrs. Daniels and areas of 
strength at both Lawrence and Milwaukee-Downer. 
Vanessa Ann Curtis, '00, is the first recipient of the Jessie 
Mabbott Daniels Scholarship. A native of Shullsburg, 
Wisconsin, Vanessa is majoring in biology and plans to become a vet-
erinarian. Already, Vanessa has distinguished herself in several ways: She 
has been named to the Dean's List and elected to Lambda Sigma, the 
sophomore honor society; she is a member of the Kappa Alpha Theta 
sorority and serves the college as a Star Key Ambassador; and she 
competes on the cross country and track teams. 
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